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my he& with kid softkall 1#
teams.” • . r

jj
Arres ed with the Dralon >'

was hi$ Exalted Cycles, >

Jack Harold Grantham, 28, j
of 18710 NW 44th Ct., who!*
was charged with reckless ,3

driving.

The Klan, he said, is "good '!

all the way.” “We are in fa- j

vor. of niters having rights
)— as long as they don’t n- 1

Croach on >ur rights. . : 2

“It, is the communists*’
we’re fighting,”, he said.*

.

$

By iTORD BURKHART/
J
Herald SUM Wrltar /

FORT LAUDERDALEJ—
WithRhe bed sheets stilt on

;
the beds, the Grand Dragon

j

of the Ku Klux Klan granted

l
an audie’nce Saturday, proud-

iiy notetf his plaque as "Jay-
icee Man of the Year,” and
threatened to sue policemen
“for violating my • civil

rights.”.

; Dragon "Rip,” or Charles
' Balp Riddlehoover, as he is

• moife formally known, feuf-

_Xhe MIAMI HERALD

fer$ the indignity of apest
the other, evening. t

Dade sheriff’s men
stopped him on the North-

South Expressway and found

a .22 caliber automatic

strapped inside a' car door

and KKK literature saying

the only way to quit the

Klan is "feet first.”

Rip Riddlehoover
i .

.
proud of award

-Being followed
something I wouldn’t/ hold

against another marf,” he ;

said.

The Dragon denounced his *

tormentors. "The police kept

me waiting there in the car *s

for. the television photo-

grapher to arrive. I'm going

to sue.”

Then, after a pause for a

crucial third down and three

yards to go, he said, "Of

course, I got no hard feeling

for (the sheriff. We don’t,;

10/31/65Date
"Don’f care to comment

,

on. that,” said Riddlehoover,

31,f a ~ brawny, 200-pound !

sheet metal worker who -/tept

his eyes on a TV football

game Saturday during ar.
j

interview at his home at

3111 Houston St.

"Who knows? I might go

‘out of the Klan feet first !

myself.”

Police charged him with

possession of a firearms k? a

ftIon. The Dragon dilln’t

ctere to comment on .{hit

Either. •
*

.11
*

-
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1 Being Investigated

havel no problems with! the-
law Enforcement.” < >

The audience Saturday -

occurred in the Dragon’s

'

front parlor, where he wore)
black boots and a cowboy;
shirt .with pearl snaps un-.
snapped at his exposed belly-

'

button. ‘ ?

Miami

"That was way back. 'it 'is

SEARCHED

SEf.l/.l

[On the 'wall was a plffque?
' o r t Lauderdale Juycee

an of the Year, 1663.”
j

“I suppose, that- was for
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By GENE MILLER
Herald SUM Wriltr

Dade sheriff's deputies Fri-

day arrested two self-pro-

claimed Ku Klux Klansmcn —
a Grand Dragon and an Exalt-
ed Cyclops — and seized docu-
ments saying the only way to

quit the Klan is "feet first."

The Dragon, Charles Baker
(Rip) Riddlehoover, 31, quit

the United Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan last July and
formed his own splinter group
in Broward County.

Local police charged him
Friday with possession of a
firearm. He was freed on
$500 bond.

Arrested at the same time
,

•

— for careless driving — was 1 1 .

the Cyclops, Jack Harold Gran- i

tham, 28, of 18710 NW 41th.'

Ct. He 'was released without' 1

bai\. •

j

Rlddlehoovcr's gun, a .22- •;

caliber automatic,! was

,

stepped to the door of la car, .

police said. 1j

They also confiscated two !

briefcases and a cardboard •!

box, described as containing
|

"secret, documents" and a list I

HH 11637 Docltl: 59167463

of 15* members, including two”
Miamian?: and' two men rfrom

Fort Laufiprtjale. I

Sheriff' T< A.’ Buchanan/iden-
tifiea the ijyo Broward men as

; "prominent businessmen, ac-

cording to United Press Inter-

national. -•

One of tfje confiscated docu-
ments declared " that "the only

way to withdraw from the

United Knigfits of the Ku Klux
Klan, Inc., is feet first,” police'

said.

Again, based on records

seized,' Investigating officers

said the new gTOup was
formed In a meeting at Mel-
bourne,

Riddlehoover, of 3111 Hous-
ton St., ’Fortf Lauderdale, quit

‘

the United KKK with a flour-

.

ish at a rally north of Fort
Lauderdale July 3, saying:

“I’ve lost my jqb.

"Dozens have come up and
give me the secret handshake,”

he said then.

At ]the Melbourne orgShiza- •

tionaf meeting, police said, the

group decided not to change

*

United Klan rituals, or robps. •; l

According to police, the worn-
‘

en are forming ;’a ladies aipfilj \

(Indicate page, name o(
newspaper, city and state#)

I iary group.” The police ajso

j

said tlV? new Klan plannee a

:
series of rallies in several Fit H-

;
da cities in the next tvo.
months? -

, 4

I

. Among them are: Cross.
pity, Nov. 13 and 14; Tompa-

1 no Beach, Nov. 20 and 21;
Wildwood, Nov. 27, Tavares,
Nov. 28, . and Jacksonville,

*

Dec. 4 and 5.

Hoods were to be worn at
the rallies and tags with num-
bers were to be substituted for
name tags, police said.

A policeman arrested Grand 1

Dragon Riddlehoover and Ex-
alted Cyclops Granthan when
Grantham violated the traffic

laws on the North-South Ex-
pressway early Friday, officers
said.

According to the Associated
Press, Lvb V. J. Van Buskmk of

the criniinal ' Intelligence
\
sec-

tion of yie Sheriffs Depart-
ment, said the arrest culminat-
ed several months of intensive

investigation. .*!•..-

'

'
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3/25/66

AIBTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR v FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UKA, INC., KKK, SOUTH FLORIDA)

Re Bureau letter to Miami, 2/15/66.

To date a Joint meeting of Broward County Klaverns
of UKA has not taken place and the authorized counterintelli-
gence action is still pending. It is anticipated that when
Chief of Police J. LESTER HOLT, Ft. Lauderdale PD, establishes
his motor vehicle inspection roadblock, a number of Klansmen
with criminal records will be identified. Therefore, it would
be desirable to bring this fact out in the press to further
publicize the type of people active in Elan matters. In
addition, once the information is a matter of public record,
it can be used as a source for further counterintelligence
action.

Since Miami will be in a position to know the
Klansmen with FBI records, Miami requests Bureau authority
to advise MILTON J. KELLY, Managing Editor of the "Ft.
Lauderdale News" what police department he should contact
to verify former arrests of Klansmen with records. This,
of course, would take place after the Klansman has been
identified by the Ft. lauderdale PD.

Dodd: 59167463 Page 4



MBS 157-1114

Bacial informants, Ft. Lauderdale, have advised
that CHABUSS B. RIDDDLESOOVER, Grand Dragon of the UKKKK,
Ft. Imuderdale is unemployed and looking for work. In the
event RIDDLEHOOVER obtains employment, Miami requests Bureau
authority to anonymously mil a Xerox copy of a newspaper
dipping to his employer.

In this regard, there are enclosed for the Bureau
2 copies of a newspaper clipping from the "Miami Herald"
dated 10/30/65 captioned "2 Elan Officers Arrested in Dade;”
and 2 copies of a newspaper clipping dated 10/31/65
captioned, "I Bight Go Feet First Myself ."

2;
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DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-Main) 3/29/06

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) <P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Miami letter to Bureau, 12/28/65.

Statue Letter

1. Potential Counterintelligence Action

(a) Three Klaverns of the UKA, Inc.,
Broward County, Florida.

(b) One Klavern UKA, Inc., Indian
River County, Florida.

(c) One Klavern UKKKK, Broward and
Dade Counties, Florida.

2. Pending Counterintelligence Action

(a) Miami will furnish Chief of Police J.
LESTER HOLT (NA) date and time Of nest Joint meeting of
the UKA Broward County Klaverns. HOLT to establish motor
vehicle inspection in strategic positions. Based on
results of inspection, Miami will suggest to HOLT he might
consider press release indicating that routine vehicle
inspection roadblock nets KKK. Klansmen involved in
violations will be exposed in press. Illegal possession of
firearms by Klansmen will be under close scrutiny by Chief
HOLT.

757 -//M- <P/

Dodd: 59167463 Page 6
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mi 157-1X14

(b) MILTON J. KELLY, Managing Editor, "Ft.
Lauderdale News,” will be afforded details regarding Klan
building and its purchase negotiated by Klan officials.

(Items a and b authorized by Bureau February
15, 1966.)

(c) Proposed but not authorized to date is the
furnishing Of certain information to GENE STRUHL, News
Director, WCKT-TV Station Channel 7, Miami, for preparation
of a one hour program exposing Klan activities in the Greater
Miami area.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

(d) Miami has requested Bureau authority to
furnish MILTON J. KELLY of the "ft, Lauderdale News,” the
name of the Police Department he should contact to verify
former arrests of Klansmen with known criminal records. It
is anticipated that the roadblock to be conducted by the Ft.
Lauderdale Police Department will identify several individuals
with criminal records who could be exposed in the press, if
the information Were known to KELLY. This counterintelligence
measure has not been authorized as of this time.

1 1 i

(e) CHARLES B. RIDDLEHOOVER, Grand Dragon of the
Ft. Lauderdale, is presently unemployed and looking for

work. Requested, but net authorized by the Bureau to date,
is the anonymous mailing of newspaper clippings, that appeared
in the local press regarding BIDDLEKOOVER , to employers who
may be considering RIDDLEHOOVER for employment.

3. •Tangible Results

During the period January 1, 1966 to the present,
there have been no tangible results in connection with this
Program in the Miami Division. In view of the pending

2 .
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counterintelligence action, it is expected Siam! trill

have tangible results with this Program in the near
future.

4. Miscellaneous

None.

Dodd: 59167463 Page 8



5010—107OPTIONAL FORM NO. |0 ^

MAjr-4902 EDITOR
GSA GEN. REQ. NO. 27

^ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO SAC, Miami (157-1114)

from Director, FBI (157-9-29)

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(DANIEL JOSEPH ZBIN)

date: 3/29/66

ReMMrep 2/24/66 captioned "Daniel Joseph Zbin,
RM (KLAN) ", and Birmingham report 2/12/66 captioned
"United Klans of America, Inc,, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
RM (KLAN) ,

"

Referenced Birmingham report reveals that Florida
State elections of the United Klans of America (UKA) were
scheduled to take place on December 11 and 12, 1965,

On December 12, 1965, Robert M. Shelton, Imperial
Wizard, United Klans of America, canceled the elections and
appointed two North Carolina Klan officials to administer
Klan affairs in the State of Florida,

Prior to the abolishment of Florida UKA State
elections, Daniel J, Zbin, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, held
the position of Grand Titan,

Referenced Miami report states that under the date
of September 11, 1962, the Cleveland Office furnished a
letter to the Miami Office establishing that Mr, Joseph Zbin,
Cleveland, Ohio, had advised a representative of the
Cleveland Office that he has a brother residing in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, whom he believes was connected in
some way with current activities relating to the Fidel Castro
Government, Mr, Joseph Zbin identified his brother as
Daniel J, Zbin,

Among other things, Mr. Joseph Zbin stated that
one of Us brothers, a Catholic priest, recently was approached
in Cle\dand by a representative of the United States Government
concerning the activities of Daniel J, Zbin relative to Cuba.



Letter to SAC, Miami
RE:~ COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-29

Cleveland fully identify, through established
sources, Joseph Zbin and his brother, who is allegedly
a Catholic priest*

On completion of the Cleveland inquiry, the
Miami Office should consider submitting a proposal to the
Bureau that pressure be applied to Daniel J* Zbin
through his Cleveland relatives in order to force Zbin
to cease his Elan activities or engender a willingness
in him to report Elan activities to the FBI.

- 2 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY >942 EDITION
OSA FPAAI (41 CPW 101—11.4 •
®NITE£> STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to SAC, Miami (157-1114) date: 4/11/66

from V^Director, FBI (157-9-29)

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

ReMMlet 3/16/66, captioned as above.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

You are authorized to recontact Mr. Gene Struhl,
mentioned above, a reliable established source of your
office, for the purpose of determining the counterintelligence
potential his proposed program may offer. In the event you
have any additional proposals arising from your recontact with
Struhl, immediately submit same to the Bureau with the
deadline date for the program.

The Miami Office has been the source of worthy and
provocative counterintelligence proposals. You are
encouraged to continue this imaginative approach to counter-
intelligence.

/57 - J/W- £1
SEARCHED

SERIALIZED.

—za-JN

D

NDEXED..

LED

APR 1 1 1966
Bl,— MIAMI

1-Pfc” Dodd: 5916 B°nds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1963 EDITION
CSA FPMt (41 CFJU 101-11.6 • •
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, Miami (157-1114)

*Rom : Director, FBI (157-9-29)

date: 4/13/66

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES B. RIDDLEHOOVER)

ReMMairtel 3/25/66.

When you determine Charles B. Riddlehoover, leader
of the Florida Klan, has obtained gainful employment, or
is about to obtain such employment, you should advise the
identity and background . of his employer or prospective employer.
Thereafter the Bureau will consider authorizing you to
anonymously mail copies of the newspaper articles exposing
his Klan background and propensity for violence to his employer
or prospective employer.

7-///</- iV
SEARCHED.

INDEXED..

SERIALIZED

APR 1 3 1966
FBI — MIAMI

Docid: 59i6fe Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY >902 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN,
SOUTH FLORIDA)

date: 4/13/66

ReMMairtel 3/25/66.

After the Fort Lauderdale Police Department
establishes the identities of Klansmen attending meetings
of the Broward County and Davie Klaverns, you may confidentially
alert Milton J. Kelly, Managing Editor, "Fort Lauderdale News,"
a reliable and established source of your office to check
local police departments to determine the criminal .backgrounds
of the participants, which material he may use as the basis
for exposing local Klan activity.

Advise the Bureau of any tangible results of your
action and be alert to recommend follow-up counterintelligence
techniques.

-IS7- fl /^- gjy
searched— —jndjxed

L—
sbuauzbl£q

J!LB) '&T
\

APR 1 5 1966
,

FBI — MIAMI

Dodd : 5916 Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



4/15/60DIRECTOR, FBI (167-9-29)

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CARL JULIAN VISING)

Background

CARL JULIAN VISING resides In a rural area
about four miles from the small community of Davie,
Florida. Davie, Florida, is in the Western section of
Broward County in the vicinity of several small orange
groves and horse ranches. There are about sis homes
located in the general area of VINING 9s home and several
of the individuals residing in the area are sympathetic
toward the Sian. VINING became active in the Klon, based
on Informant reports, in October, 1965, and has attended
Klan meetings on an Irregular basis. He was a member of
the Davie Klavern, which has since ceased to operate.

Until recently, VINING was employed by the Florida
State Department of Agriculture as an "Inspector for -
Seasonal.” His employment with the Department has been only
when heeded and the dates of these employments are as follows:

February 18, 1963 - July 31, 1963
August 1, 1963 - July 31, 1964
August 1, 1964 - July 30, 1965. . ,

August 1, 1965 - March, 1966

GEORGE VEIT, Chief of Police, Davie, Florida,
advised his records disclosed that the subject was
arrested on September 5, 1965, by his department for
disorderly conduct

.

Bureau (RH)
L Miami

(1 - 157-1538) Searched

Serialized

Indexed^
Filed

./57-///V- ?(,
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m 157-1114

VINING has FBI Number 489750E, and his FBI
record discloses that he was arrested on August 23, 1961,
by the Broward County Sheriff's Office, on a disorderly
conduct charge and given 3 days In the County Jail. Be
was arrested again on April 22, 1963, by the Broward
County Sheriff's Office for violation of restrictions.

Records of the Fort Lauderdale Police Department
contained no information identifiable with VINING.

Interview

Because of VlNINO's sensitive position with the
Florida State Department of Agriculture, it was felt by the
Miami Office that VISING might be cooperative with the FBI
and possibly could be used as an informant . Based on SAC
authority, VINING was interviewed on February 21, 1966, and
furnished the following information:

VINING stated that he resides at 6931 S. W. 67th
Street, Davie, Florida, with his wife, DURSELLA, and is
employed by the State of Florida, Department of Agriculture
as an "Inspector for Seasonal" and that his primary Job is
checking horses for certain diseases.

VINING stated that he Joined the Davie Klavern of the
United Elans of America, Incorporated, Knights of the Ku Klux
Elan in October or November, 1965. He stated that he was
originally contacted by SOL BRANHAM, and this individual
sponsored his application for membership in the United Elans
of America.' He stated that SOL BRANHAM has now left the
Davie, Florida, area.

When he Joined this Davie Klavern, ROBERT KRAFT
was the Exaltod Cyclops, however, KRAFT was "kicked out"
of the Davie Klavern because of his poor conduct and the fact
he carried a gun.. He stated that subsequently the Davie
Klavern merged with the Southside Klavern of the United
Rians Of America at Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. VINING stated
he did not wish to discuss other members of the Klan, however.

2.
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101 157-1114

ho stressed that the Sian Is non—violent and a lav abiding
organisation.

VINING stated that he has not notified his
employer of his membership in the IClan, and, in fact, he
is not sure that he will remain in the Elan.

i

VINING concluded by saying that he desired to
cooperate fully with the FBI and all lav enforcement
agencies; however, his Elan oath forbid him from discussing
other Elan members.

A follow-up interview was conducted on tiarch 10,
I960, at which time VINING related that he had not attended
or participated in any Elan meetings or activities. He
said he had decided to "wash my bands** of the Elan and will
not get involved in any way with future Elan activities.
In addition, he mentioned that he had not Indicated to any
Klansman regarding his interview by the FBI.

Description

Name:
Race:
Sen:
Date of Birth:
Height:
Weight

:

Eyes:
Hair:
Scars and Maries:
FBI Number:
Residence:

Wife:

CARL JULIAN VINING
White
Hale
June 22, 1933
5*10"
160
Blue
Brown
Left anaamputated
489750E
6931 SW 57th Street
Davie, Florida
DURSELLA

HW 11637 Dodd: 59167463 Page 16



SGI 157-1114

Informant Reports

On March 13, 1986, a Miami racial informant
advised that on March 14, 1968, CARL V1NING told BAN
ZBIN that the FBI had interviewed him and that he was
quitting the Klan. VISING stated be felt he would lose
his Job with the State if he did not quit the Klan.
ZBIS became extremely nervous and upset While VINING
told him of being interviewed by the FBI.

On March 23, 1966, the same Informant advised
that CARL VINING reportedly has quit his Job with the
State of Florida and is returning to the Klan. VINING
reportedly stated he had been Interviewed by the FBI
and stated should ho be recontacted he will feed thorn
any information tho Klan wants.

On March 28, 1966, a former racial informant
probationary of tho %ami Office, advised that VINING
was quitting his Job with the Agriculture Department
and gave his reason for quitting as being too difficult
to communicate to and from work.

Potential Counterintelligence Action

It is believed VINING could be utilised as a
"vehicle" in disseminating information that would greatly
assist in further disrupting the Klan in South Florida.
In this regard, it would be necessary for Miami to re-
contact VINING, if possible, under conditions that would
appear like an accidental contact. If VINING indicates a
cooperative attitude, arrangements could be made for re-
contacts. During contacts with VINING, contacting Agents
would attempt to make VINING feel he is gaining the
confidence of the Agents. If this point is reached,
VINING could be asked questions planting a seed of doubt
regarding certain Klansmon , such as. Have you any knowledge
that "JOHN DOE” is a member of the communist party?
Questions regarding Klan finances, implying that perhaps

4 .
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SIB 157-1111

certain Klan officials are absconding with Klan finances,
as well as questions regarding morals of certain Klan
members could be ashed of V1NXNG. In the event VINING
reports back to the Elan on his contacts with the FBI,
consideration could be given to "planting" a fabricated
informant report with VINING. Such a report would have
to be prepared by the Laboratory in the handwriting of a
bigb Klan official reporting on confidential Klan matters
and possibly reporting derogatory information about other
high klan officials.

In the event the Bureau feels the above counter-
intelligence action has potential. Bureau authority is
requested for Miami Agents to recontact VINING to determine
if he has had a change of attitude as might bo expected,
based on his resigning from the Florida State Department
of Agriculture. In the event the contact is authorised,
the Bureau should also advise Miami if VINING should be
offered any remuneration for Information he will allegedly
furnish to the interviewing Agents.

5 .
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4/15/66

airteIj resisiered hail

TO: DIBBCTGB, FBI (157-5019)

FROM: SIC, HUB! (157-1464) (P>

DANIEL JOSEPH 2BIN
RACIAL BATTERS - KLAN
(00: HXAMX)

Berep of S& WILLIAM D* NEUMANN dated 2/24/66
at Biflali and Bureau letter to Hiial dated 4/5/63, captioned
as above. Reference Is also made to Bureau letter to Miami
dated 3/29/66 and Miami airtel to Bureau dated 3/31/66,
captioned f*COBHTEBIMTELLICEHCE FBIXSAM, INTERNAL SECURITY,
DISRUPTION OF HATE CROUPS (DANIEL JOSEPH ZBX»)."

Cover pages of referenced report contained results
of all investigation conducted by the Miami Division of the
subject in 1962 concerning bis Cuban activities.

A lead is currently outstanding at WFO to review
records of tbe U. 8. Department of State, Security Office
and Passport and Visa Section, relative to subject's travels
to and from Cuba in tbe past.

4 - Bureau (BID^ (1 - 157-9-29)
(3/- Miami

Ctp- 157-11141 (Counterintelligence)
(1 - 195-6570) (DANIEL JOSEPH 3SBXM, IS-CUBA)

157-1464)

VSfttjth
(7)

Searched

Serialized /P /O
Indexed

Filed

/57- ///y- *7
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m 157-1464

Miami is also checking with established Cuban
sources in the Miami area for any knowledge they may have
of ZBIK.

For the information of the Bureau, on 4/1/66, a
special meeting was held at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., under the
direction of and presided over by the Grand Dragon, UKA, State
of Fla., to try ZBIH on charges that he was a CASTBO
communist and/or an FBI informant. In addition to the
Grand Dragon, 5 state officials of the UKA and ZBIH attended
this trial.

In his own defense, ZBIH stated that he had
made several trips to Culm, exact time not stated, however,
he indicated that it was during the early stages of CASTBO #s
assumption of power. He said he made these trips only
because be was single and had cany friends in Cuba. He stated
that on one occasion, he was invited to a dinner in CASTBO's
honor and that he sat about IS places removed from CASTBO®s
position at the head of the table. CASTRO pointed to ZBIH
and whispered in the ear of one of hie aides. Then CASTBO
sailed and nodded to ZBIH. ZBIH specifically denied that he
was ever a communist. , ,

''

BOYD HAMBY, Grand Dragon, after hearing ZBIH*s
side, stated that charges against ZBIH had not been backed
up with proof and that ZBIH should be returned to bis position
as Assistant Grand Dragon of the State of Fla.

Klansman BEERY OSBGBHE, one of these making
allegations against ZBIH, resigned from the Elan, stating
he did not want to be in an organisation "that had a member
who worked with the FBI.”

Since it is not known at this time what ZBIH°s
future status will be in the UKA, it is felt that no open
security type investigation of him should be conducted at
this time..

When Miami is in a position to determine what
specific steps should be taken to neutralize ZBIft's klan
leadership, 'recommendations will be submitted to the Bureau.

m'jn
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A rabup of suspected Brow- ,

ard K'u Klux . Klansmen, re- 1

turning from a secret meeting

in Ft. Lauderdale’s southwest
i

section last night, ran into a

city police check, and left

I

grumbling that their civil

rights had been violated. •

Drivers of some of the ve-

j

hides that „left the meeting

I

place, a white building at 232

I
SW 30th St., were cited for

faulty equipment.
'

A sign on the building identi-

fies it as the office of Seaway
Engineering Inc., Consult-

ants.”

\ OFFICERS LISTED

Records in Secretary of

State Tom Adams’ office list

Daniel J. Zbin, 2600 SW Sec-

ond Ave., .president and direc-

tor of the' firm; Robert E.
|

Quarterman Sr., 1737 NW;
Sixth Ave., secretary and di-

rector, and Olen Abernathy,

]

1444 NE First. Ave., treasurer

! and director.

Some of the stopped motor-

ists,, known Klansmen, threat-

ened newspaper photographers

taking pictures at the check

points.

Police said they have been-

aware for sometime that the

Seaway Engineering building

has been the meeting place for

Ft. Lauderdale Klansmen.
Quarterman, was . indicted

’by a federal grand jury in

Miami on, Oct. 7, 1949 for con-

spiracy to violate Inter! al

Rj venue Service laws. { le

pie ided guilty and . was s n-

i teifted on Jan. 27, 1950, to t.8

j

months in the federal prison

at Tallahassee.

ASSISTANT DRAGON

zpin is listed . by p|lice as

assistant grand dragojj of the

United Klans of America,

whose top officers, including

Imperial Wizard Robert Shel-

ton, recently were cited for

contempt by the House Un-
American Activities Commit-
tee. '/
Several Klansmen stopped

last night a# known to have

attended a Tecent Lauder.hUL-

rally of the Klani"

They were Zbin, Richard

Harley, 4600 SW 32nd Dr.,

West Hollywood; Drew 'Eu-

gene Johnson, 1429" SW 33 Ct.;.

Frederick Paul Attix, 1625

NW 15th PL; Sam Richard

McBroom, 1420 NW First

Ave. b Jessie Gay Taylor. 1425

NW (First Ave.; CondaflLew-

is McConnaughay, 612! SW
Eighth Ave.;, Walter Harold
Carlstedt, 3205 NW Third St.;

Ellis Herman Heflin, 1239

NW First Ave.; Abernathy,

and John Francis Gettinger,

.

1500:NW First Ave.

Abernathy, who runi a
*paiiftand body sho’p, said

|

'

the
j

me&ing was .not • a KKK|get-

togJher. He said it w$s a

“stockholders” meeting.

“I’m not at. liberty to dis-

cuss what the company does

'until'! consult with the corpo-

ration Abernathy

said: He said he, is not

a Klansman.

However, police said Aj»er-.

nathy either was or is sate

treasures for the Klan.f

Harley^ told a photograder
last-night, “It’s a good thing

the law’s here or I’d make

you eat that camera.”

“Why don’t you cover the

NAACH meetings, Harl#y

grumbl d at the time. “Tllje
|

government is behind them.
They rape White women and
steal and the government
backs them up.'”

Harleyl said he was “l|t a
meeting lof the stockholders
of , the Keaway Engine< ring

Co.” He denied being at a
[

KKK meeting or that he was

a member of the KKK . j

Police laid 14 persons
|

;nd
j

10 cars l ad come from |the-'

1 night me&ing. J

1

Joseph Brady ( Pretty Dam

jj

Quick ) (Burd ,
checked by no-

- lice, displayed two shards,

.
each far $28, in the consulted

, firm.
*

•YOU KNOW . .

1 * • *
, I

Asked about the meeting,

Burd answered, “You know

what kind of meeting it'was.”

He stuffed the shares in his

shirt pocket and drove off.

Several others who were

stopped or they left the meet-

ing complained that their civil

J, rights were being violated.

Efforts today to reach Z^in

and others who attended the

i meeting for comment ware

unsuccessful.

FORT LAUDERDALE NEWS

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

April 19, 1966

<<T7- ///(/
~„JND£XED Z

: SERIALIZED .Xht&FILEO
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JOSEPH (PDQ) BURD PRODUCES HIS IDENTIFICATION
... for check by Ft. Lauderdale police last night

HW 11637 Dodd: 59167463 Page 22
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4/120/66

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI <157*1114) <P)

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED ELANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN,
SOUTH FLORIDA)

ReBulet to Miami, dated 2/15/66, authorising
counterintelligence measure suggested in Miami airtel to
the Bureau, dated 1/24/66, concerning the Elan Building located
at 232 S.W, 30th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

Enclosed for the Bureau Is the original and two
copies of the article appearing in ”Ft. Lauderdale News,**
4/19/66, entitled, "Klan Says Police Violate Rights.**

I. Preparation for Counterintelligence Measure

On 4/11/66, FOIA(b)

informed that on Monday, 4/18/66, at 8:30 PM, a
joint meeting of Elaverns #4 and #6, and the ’’Ladies Auxiliary”
would take place at the Elan Building, 232 S.W. 30th Street,
Ft. Lauderdale.

According to this source, the purpose of this meeting
was to issue stock in the Seaway Engineering, Inc., Company
to all Klansmen who had or would at that time contribute $20.00
to the company, a legal entity fronting for the Klan.

/-ST -1114 -84
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MM 157-1114

On 4/18/66, J. LESTER HOLT (NA), Chief of Police,
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, was advised that such a meeting
would take place and his voluntary offer to set up a roadblock
was accepted.

To insure complete coverage of the meeting, a diagram
was prepared by Chief HOLT setting up roadblocks at all possible
exits from the area. A copy of this diagram will be forwarded
to the Bureau.

At Boadblook Points 1, 2 and 3 on this diagram, a
uniformed Sergeant and three police officers were to be
stationed with a 'marked police car (with red lights) blocking
the street. At Roadblock Point #4, searchlights were to be
erected which could be turned on when the meeting broke up
lighting the entire area surrounding the building.

Chief HOLT notified MILTON J. KELLY, Managing
Editor, "Ft. Lauderdale News'* of the roadblocks and authorised
KELLY to station one photographer and one reporter at each
roadblock point.

#•

II. Execution of Roadblocks

Shortly after 9:00 PM, 4/13/66, Chief BOLT was
notified that the meeting had Commenced and he immediately
ordered the above plans be put into effect.

Shortly after 16:30 PM Klansmen started to leave the
building and the floodlights and police car lights were turned
on.

2 .
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Fourteen oars, all of which belonged to Klansmen,
were thoroughly examined for safe operation and citations
issued for all violations. The drivers and all occupants of
the cars were questioned by police as to their identities and
purpose of assemblage.

It was after midnight before all Klansmen had left
the area and the roadblocks secured.

111. Tangible Results

It is too early at this point to ascertain the full
Impact of above-described counter-intelligence measure.

,— Mb) (7) - (D

/was unaware of the proposed roadblock,
notified his contacting agent, at his first opportunity, that
the roadblock took the Klansmen by complete surprise and
caused utter chaos and confusion among them. He stated that
certain Klansmen refused to leave the Klan Building until
hours after the roadblock was sot up In order to avoid being
publicly identified. Other Klansmen resolved to learn the
identities of the photographers and reporters in order to
retaliate.

MILTON J. KELLY was advised of the latter item and
as a result ordered all "credits" deleted from photos and
articles appearing in the paper.

From the enclosed newspaper article, it can be
seen that the affair was given extensive publicity by the

3.
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m 157-1114
/^y ;<

MFt. Lauderdale News ,
" the story completely dominating the

headlines of the 1st page ’of the 1st Section of the 4/19/66
edition.

* «

KELLY advises he Intends to follow this up with
personal interviews of certain Klan leaders identified through
the roadblocks.

It is expected that this counterintelligence
measure will wreck the current Klan recruitment drive in
Ft. Lauderdale and create untold problems for the Klan, thus
disrupting their activities locally.

The Bureau will be kept advised of all developments
and further tangible results expected in this regard.
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The National Committee
For Domestic Tranquility

CHAPTERS

ALABAMA

ARKANSAS

FLORIDA

,
My Fellow Americans ,

Today we are again engaged in a great struggle
in Vietnam, testing whether that nation, and our great
country will survive the constant and insidious onslaught
of communism. ,

Mindful of our brave men and women who have
fallen thus far on foreign fronts in support of our
military commitments, we must give of our full measure of
devotion to insure that our noble dead have not died in
vain.

GEORGIA

LOUISIANA

MISSISSIPPI

NORTH

CAROLINA

The anti-Christ, the atheistic communist, the
same communist who enslaves the Satellite nations, and now
seeks to overrun our last line of defense in Asia, drains
great support from the American scene when our domestic
tranquility is turmoiled.

Transgressions of our domestic tranquility
overtly grant aid and comfort to the enemy. The Soviet
Communist, the Peking propagandist and the Viet Cong
killer all derive great satisfaction from the communist
inspired student riots in California, the draft card burn-
ings, and other disruptionist activity.

'Yet, how much greater their satisfaction, when,
without the expenditure of one ruble, the communist conspi-
racy is effectively augmented by an unconscious agent, the
Ku Klux Klan.

SOUTH

CAROLINA

TENNESSEE

TEXAS

VIRGINIA

The great tradition of our Southland, written in
the pages of History with the sweat, heartbreak and blood
of our southern sons, has been perverted by the self-seeking
machinations of Bob Shelton, Calvin Craig, Bob Scoggins,
Sam Bowers, and other Klan leaders. Like the communists,
they have duped their members, misapplied funds, and brought
chaos to their communities. By placing themselves above
the law of the land through the invocation of the Fifth
Amendment, these irresponsible Klan leaders have joined
hands with communists who also always hide behind the Fifth
Amendment.

(over) SEARCHED
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‘QUIT THE KLAN; AND BACK OUR BO 1966
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Thus, the honest, God fearing Klan Folk seeking
only fraternity and friendship through Klan membership are
also forced into a profile of friendship with the Communist
Party.

It is to you, the misled and betrayed Klan members,
that I humbly address myself. In the name of God, and in
the name of our fathers, husbands, and sons who have made
the supreme sacrifice in defense of their country, take a
firm position now. Discard your Klan robes, disavow your
Klan leaders, replace the black oath with a simple prayer,
seek out and support your duly elected representatives,
take your personal and political positions to the ballot
box, and let the domestic tranquility reign, forming a

solid front of democracy for our National Effort.

Please join with me and other former Klansmen
in the furtherance of the National Committee for Domestic
Tranquility, so that our Nation may long endure.

r
.

• t % . . .

Executive Director
National Committee for
Domestic Tranquility
Dateline Dayton

(over)
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My Fellow Americana , r -

Today we are again engaged in. a great struggle
in Vietnam, testing whether that nation, and our great
country will survive the constant and insidious onslaught
of communism.

Mindful of our brave men and women who have
fallen thus far on foreign fronts in support of our
military commitments, we must give of our full measure of
devotion to insure that our noble dead have not died in

vain. .

’

. .
'

.

The anti-Christ, the atheistic communist, the
same communist who enslaves the Satellite nations, and now
seeks to overrun our last line of defense in Asia, drains
great support from the American scene when our domestic
tranquility is turmoiled.

Transgressions of our domestic tranquility
overtly grant aid and comfort to the enemy. The Soviet
Communist, the Peking propagandist and the Viet Cong
killer all derive great satisfaction from the communist
inspired student riots in California, the draft card burn-
ings, and other disruptionist activity.

Yet, how much greater, their satisfaction, when,
without the expenditure of one ruble, the communist conspi-
racy is effectively augmented by an unconscious agent, the
Ku Klux Klan.

The great tradition of our Southland, written in
the pages of History with the sweat, heartbreak and blood
of our southern sons, has been perverted by the self-seeking
machinations of Bob Shelton, Calvin Craig, Bob Scoggins,
Sam Bowers, and other Klan leaders. Like the communists,
they have duped their members, misapplied funds, and brought
chaos to their communities. By placing themselves above
the law of the land through the invocation of the Fifth
Amendment, these irresponsible Klan leaders have joined
hands with communists who also always hide behind the Fifth
Amendment

.
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Thus, the honest, God fearing Klan Folk seeking
only fraternity and friendship through Klan membership are
also forced into a profile of friendship with the Communist
Party.

It is to you, the misled and betrayed Klan members,
that I humbly address myself. In the name of God, and in
the name of our fathers, husbands, and sons who have made
the supreme sacrifice In defense of their country, take a
firm position now. Discard your Klan robes, disavow your
Klan leaders, replace the black oath with a simple prayer,
seek out and support your duly elected representatives,
take your personal and political positions to the ballot
box, and let the domestic tranquility reign, forming a
solid front of democracy for our National Effort.

Please join with me and other former Klansraen
in the furtherance of the National Committee for Domestic
Tranquility, so that our Nation may long endure.

G$a/mw (^8/emeMaAdel

Executive Director
National Committee for
Domestic Tranquility
Dateline Dayton

(over)



SAC, Atlanta (157-826) April 20, I960

Director, FBI

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION GF HATE GROUPS
CrilE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY)

Enclosed for each recipient office to the
exclusion of Baltimore, Chicago, and New York nr© twenty
copies of a newsletter prepared under the letterhead of
'‘The National Committee for Domestic Tranquility” (NCDT).
One copy each of this newsletter is being furnished the
Baltimore, Chicago, and New York Offices for informational
purposes.

For your confidential information, the NCDT
is a Bureau-inspired cover organisation which provides a
ready vehicle for attacking Klan policies and disputes
from a low-key, common sense, and patriotic position.

Enclosures - 20

2 - Baltimore (157-S65) (Enclosure) •••

2 - Birmingham (157-835) (Enclosures-- 20)
2 - Charlotte (157-231) (Enclosures - 20)
2 - Chicago (157-332) (Enclosure) --

2 - Columbia (157-151) (Enclosures - 20)
2 - Dallas (Enclosures - 20)
2 - Jackson (157-640) (Enclosures - 20)

-

2 - Jacksonville (157-863) (Enclosures - 20)
2 - Knoxville (157-301) (Enclosures - 20)
2 - Little Rock (157-291) (Enclosures - 20)

Memphis (157-576) (Enclosures — 20)
iami (157-1134) (Enclosures - 20)
Mobile (157-532) (Enclosures - 20) •

2 - New Orleans (157-3826) (Enclosures - 20)
2 - New York (157-1259) (Enclosure)
2 - Norfolk (Enclosures - 20)
2 - Richmond (157-846) (Enclosures - 20)
2 - Savannah (157-639) (Enclosures - 20)
2 - Tampa (157-1559) (Enclosures - 20)

w

/

'

t

isnzim
SEARCHED JNDEXED.

seriauzeo__j®:led
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Letter to SAC, Atlanta
BE; THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY

The NCDT was founded on the basis that it will
provide an effective counterintelligence tool against
Klan and other hate group activities.

Recipient offices, to the exclusion of Baltimore,
Chicago, and New York are authorized to anonymously mail
copies of this newsletter to ELan members who might be
most receptive to the line expounded in the newsletter.
The NCDT newsletter might prove to be most productive
in the hands of those subjects who are considered for
interview in connection with the informant development
program.

The offices indicated should promptly handle
the anonymous mailing of the NCDT newsletter, maintain a
permanent record of the identities of the subjects who
receive the newsletter, and keep the Bureau currently
informed of any tangible results noted.

Interested offices must insure that the anonymous
mailings are made on each occasion from the same city so
as to create the illusion that a chapter of the NCDT exists
in that city.

Insure that copies of the NCDT newsletter are
mailed in commercially-purchased legal size envelopes.

In order to show growth to the NCDT, Baltimore,
Chicago, and New York will appear as chapters in
subsequent publications.

As the NCDT newsletter will be periodically
prepared by the Bureau, recipient offices are encouraged
to submit imaginative proposals regarding the subject
matter for subsequent newsletters.

Insure the usi^al precautions are taken to
protect FBI interests iu this matter.

2 -
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4/21/66

AXRTBL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (I57-9-U)

FROM: SAC, CLEVELAND (157-513) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(DANIEL JOSEPH ZBIN)

ReBulet, 3/29/66 , and m airtal, 3/31/66, both
captioned as above.

Set forth below is identifying information concerning
JOSEPH ZBIN and his brother. Rev. RAPHAEL ZBIN, a Catholic
priest in the Benedictine Order:

Mr. JOSEPH ZBIN Is a sales ^representative for the
Arthur J, Cramer Company, Cleveland, which is a firm engaged
in real estate sales. He is a personal acquaintance of
SA EDWARD P. GAZ0R of this office.

During a conversation with Mr. ZBIN on September 6 ,

3^62, he mentioned to SA GAZUR that he has a brother residing
at Fort Lauderdale, Flrida, whom he believes is connected
in some manner with Cuban activities relating to the CASTRO
Government

.

Mr. ZBIN identified his brother as DANIEL J. ZBIN
who resides in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and who operates a
landscaping business in Fort Lauderdale, He stated that his
brother is the "black sheep” of the family, and that when
their mother died recently, DANIEL ZBIN inquired if the
Government was investigating him in Cleveland. At the time
Of. subjects visit to Cleveland, It was evident to source
that his brother was in favor of the Government of FIDEL
CASTRO in view of his favorable comments.

ire&u (RM)
"2~Miami (157-1114) (RM)
Cleveland

JH&;d
157-469)

<7) IS
f 7

SEARCHED—___JNDEXED.

serializedJ^2f:led
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In addition, source related that one of his brothers,
a Catholic priest, who teaches at Benedictine Catholic High
School, Cleveland, was recently approached by a representative
of the United States Government concerning the activities of
the subject in relation to Cuba. Source related that his
brother, the priest, could not recall the agency which this
individual represented.

Source stated that he frequently received boxes of
Cuban cigars which are sent to him by way of Mexico. He
stated that these boxes of cigars do not contain any
correspondence oand further that he maintains no correspondence
with his brother, but assumes that his brother is responsible
for sending him the cigars. He further related that during
a recent visit with his brother, his brother advised that he
frequently makes trips to Cuba although he declined to give
the purpose of his visits.

Source stated that subject was formerly married
to a Cuban girl whom he subsequently divorced. He further
noted that the subject is not a practicing Catholic, and
that he scoffs at religion. Source did note that during
World War II, the subject was an officer with the Ohio 37th
Division, and that during action in the Pacific, he was
captured and held a prisoner of war by the Japanese Government.
During his incarceration, he was mistreated by the Japanese
Armed Forces and as a result, when he returned to the
United States following World War II, he has carried the feeling
that the world owes him a living.

Based on information furnished by the source,
it was felt that the United States Government representative
who contacted the ZBIN who is a Catholic priest may have
been a CIA representative. However, contact wi^j^j3 )

- 50 use 4039 - cia

use 403g - cia
|

revealed
that they have no record concerning me suDjecc.

The ZBIN family is prominent and highly regarded in
Rocky River, Ohio, an upper-middle class suburb of Cleveland.

As set out above, the ZBIH family considers the subject
as the "black sheep" of the family and maintain no connections
with him. Consequently, it appears the family could not
exercise any pressure upon the subject; however. It appears
pressure could be applied by subject’s friends as a result of
action recommended In referenced MM airtel.

2 -
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5010—107OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MMUtt edition
OSAOW. REQ

y
t:

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

subject:

SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

date: 4/22/66

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE HtOGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(DANIEL JOSEPH ZB IN)

!
'

f i •

J

ReMMairtel 3-31-66 captioned as above and Miami
airtel 4-15-66 captioned "Daniel Joseph Zbin; Racial
Matters - Elan." >

Enclosed herewith for the Miami Office are 100
copies of a satirical cartoon.

i _ ) »

ReMMairtels reveal that Daniel Joseph Zbin,
Grand Klallff, United Klans of America, Inc., Knights of
the K)u Klux Klan, State of Florida, allegedly was a friend
of Fidel Castro and had been requested by Castro to obtain
Czechoslovakian made guns for the Castro movement in Cuba.

On 4-1-66 a Klan trial presided over by Boyd
Hamby, Grand Dragon, United Klans of America, Inc., was
convened at Fort Lauderdale, Florida, for the purpose of
heairlng the allegations against Zbin. Although Zbin
admitted that he had made trips to Cuba, and attended a
dinner in honor of Castro, the Grand Dragon dismissed the
charges against Q>in and restored him to his position in
the United Klans of America.

Your counterintelligence proposals set forth in
reairtel of 3-31-66 are not approved.

You are authorized to anonymously mail the enclosed
Bureau-prepared satirical cartoon to selected United Klans
of America members for the purpose of discrediting Zbin,
the United Klans of America in Florida, and Boyd Hamby,
Grand Dragon.

Insure that the copies of the enclosed cartoon
are mailed in commercially purchased envelopes, and that
extreme caution is taken to insure that FBI interests in
this matter are afforded maximum protection?

, RCHED—_—INDEXED _

Enclosures - 100l£
i jlkialized^Ofiled

—

0 APR 2 3 1966
FBI— MIA

HW 11637

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Letter to SAC, Miami
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-29

Keep the Bureau currently informed of any
tangible results noted as a result of this counter-
intelligence activity.

11W 11637 Docld: 59167463 Page 39
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4/27/60

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF RATE GROUPS
(UNITED ELANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX ELAN,
SOUTH FLORIDA)

Reny&lrtel 4/20/66.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 23 different photos
and one Xerox copy of road block diagram mentioned in
reairtel

.

Enclosed photos were taken 4/13/66, at the
police roadblock in the vicinity of the Elan Building
by "Fort Lauderdale News’* photographers.

On 4/21/60, FOIA(b) (7) - (D) identified the scenes and
individuals appearing in these photos as follows:

1) glan Building
2) HERMAN HEFLIN - driver

B. B. STIMPSON - front seat rider
3) HERMAN HEFLIN - driver

H. B. STIMPSON - front seat rider
JOHN H. GETTINGEB -rear seat rider

4) Mr. and Mrs. GEORGE R. AUSTRA
5) GENE JOHNSON
6) Elan Building
7) JOE "PBQ" BUBD
8) JOE MPDQ" BUBD

/5^-///V -?5
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9) HAROLD CABLSTEDT
10) DANIEL J. ZLEZN
11) JESSE TAYLOR
12) SAMUEL B. MC BROOM
13) JOE "PDQ" BURD
14) JOHN GETTINGER
15) HAROLD CABLSTEDT
16) "PDQ"
17) Sign: AUK

K
A A I

"Are you a Klansman?"
"A Xlansman am I"

Id) ASIA nA Klansnan I am”
19) HAROLD CABLSTEDT
20) RICH. S. HARLEY, SR.
21) FRED ATTIX
22) MC CONNAHOY
23) OLEN ABERNATHY

This same source advised that on the evening of
4/20/66, an emergency meeting of Brevard Co. Elan officials
was held to discuss ways of saving face for the Klan
after newspaper expose.

It was decided that all Klansmen contacted by
the proas would decline to submit to interview. The
.Florida State Brand Dragon, BOYD HAMBY, will be requested^to come to Fort Lauderdale in near future to handle all
questions from the press.

According to this source, the meeting was
punctuated by accusations that certain Klansmen who were
not present at last Monday plghfa iaeeting"tlppeAthe
police off” . Exalted Cyclops RICHARD HARI.KYy .SR>, iQavei
stated he will never return to the Klan Building for fear
of furtfaer'police checks^. & »
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MM 157-1114

MILTON J. KELLY, "Fort Lauderdale News", has
advised his reporters have been unsuccessful in interviewing

' Klan members caught in the roadblock, since they refuse
interview.

-- It is noted that photo #7 (JOSEPH BUBD) shows
a "Marine Corps " sticker on the window of 3URD ,s car.

KELLY intends to run a follow-up story on
BUBD in view of previous publicity connecting several
Fort Lauderdale Klansmen with the "Marine Corps League".

The Miami Office has obtained from the Fort
Lauderdale PD copies of "Interview Cards" reflecting
complete physical descriptions and background info on
Klnnsman interviewed by the police at the roadblocks.

As can he seen from the foregoing, the Bureau-
approved counters.nelligence measure has produced excellent
results.

S
Besides causing the Klan to expend sans of

oney to bring the Grand Dragon to Fort Lauderdale, it
is expected that the publicity will adversely effect
raising money to pay on the Klan Building mortgage.

The dissention and mistrust among Klansmen
^Caused by the expose may lead to them informing on each
ether and completely disrupting Klan leadership.

Not only has the "Fort Lauderdale New#* article
ih question held the Klan up to ridicule, it will undoubtedly

v/hurt the individual Klansmen Identified by photos and names,
since most of them are small businessmen.

Photocopies of individual Klansmen are of
/Invaluable assistance to the Miami Office, since there were
^previously no photographs of some of them available.

The public documentation of the Klansmen, some of
whom are State Klan officials, will undoubtedly be of

^/assistance in future counterintelligence actions, such
as television specials and alike. -• t

t-

The Bureau will be kept advised of continuing
developments in this m^ter. 3
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0-9 (Rev. 5-22-64)
/

F B I /V7 _ in

Transmit the following in

Airtel

Date: 4/28/66

(Type in plaintext or code)

PERSONAL

(Priority)

SACs, Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Charlotte
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbia

From: Director, FBI

Dallas
Houston
Jackson
Jacksonville
Knoxville
Little Rock
Memphis

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
RACIAL MATTERS (ELAN)

- KLAN

'tfiami

Mobile
New Orleans
Norfolk
Richmond
Savannah
Tampa

Remylet 3/7/66.

You are being forwarded under separate cover a
supply Of three different postal cards to be mailed by your
office anonymously to a selected number of known Klan
members. The supply of cards furnished is approximately
equal to the number of individuals you indicated are present
klansmen in your territory for whom you had a residence or
business address.

The Bureau is not suggesting that these cards be
sent to each of the klansmen whose addresses you have and
it is being left to your discretion as to the extent of
coverage you desire. In some areas where there are fewer
klansmen, total coverage may be desirable. In other areas
you may want to cover only a portion of the Klan members.
The Bureau feels, however, that sufficient distribution
should be made of the cards to insure that considerable
Klan attention is drawn to them and that they will thus
have the opportunity to serve the disruptive purpose for
which they are intended. tx-ri y.

,
SEARCHED

. i'.'DECD

/ ;ri :j955
l

r
3l — wii/l"*' .

Asc'vtr)m)&L)\ l

Sent Via
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Airtel to Atlanta et al*
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - KLAN

As you will note upon receipt of the cards, they
question the secrecy of the klansman's membership and also
question the use by Klan leaders of Klan funds. The Bureau
feels these are two points in which the Klan organizations
are quite vulnerable.

Obviously, it would serve no purpose to send a card
of this nature to the top Klan leaders who are publicly identi-
fied as such and who are themselves the ones who might be
suspected of misusing Klan funds. Other Klan members have
also been publicly identified and would have no fear of
additional public disclosure.

Every precaution must be taken to insure that the
source of these cards remains anonymous and that any possible
connection with the FBI is avoided. You should insure that
there is no widespread discussion of these cards among clerical
or Agent personnel and that only a limited number of individuals
necessary for their preparation and distribution are aware of
this program. The cards should be prepared by your office by
addressing them by hand or on an older typewriter which does'
not have the business style type. If prepared by typewriter,
insure that no typewriter used for outside correspondence is
used in preparing these addresses since the Klan may attempt
to obtain specimens of Bureau correspondence for comparison
purposes. Also, if addressed by hand, block printing or some
other change in normal handwriting should be made to avoid any
possibility of comparison with normal handwriting of Bureau
employees. However, changes in handwriting should not be so
extreme as to show an obvious effort to disguise.

A four-cent stamp should be affixed and no return
address should be shown. The cards should be dropped in
outlying mailboxes, but none should be mailed from headquarters
city or from a Resident Agency city. The mailing should be
spread over the period of a month for each card and only a
small number should be mailed at one time or at one place.
Every effort must be made to avoid giving the Post Office
officials the impression of a mass mailing. If an office
feels it is desirable to do so, a portion of the cards may be
prepared and sent to a neighboring office for sporadic mailing
from an entirely different territory.

- 2 -
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• #
Airtel to Atlanta et al*

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - KLAN

To obtain maximum benefit ,, you should consider mailing
the cards to the klansman's business address and in some instances
also to his residence since the former will tend to publicly
identify him as a klansman, and the latter may cause dissension
in his family. You must be certain that this mailing is limited
to those individuals who have been positively identified as Klan
members. One card should be selected for mailing during each
of the next three months. When the mailing of each card is
completed, you should advise the Bureau under the above caption
of the total number of cards mailed that month.

Informants are not to be advised regarding the mailing
of these cards but you should be alert to any information
volunteered by informants regarding the cards and advise of
any positive results achieved.

- 3
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4/19/66

AIRTEL REGISTERED MIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC. MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UKA, INC., KKK, SOUTH FLORIDA)

Re Bureau letter to Miami, 2/15/66.

Authorized counterintelligence action re Joint
meeting of Broward County Klaverns initiated evening of
4/18/66. No problems arose from police road block and
vehicle inspections. The Joint meeting was not well
attended, as only 20 members were present. Police identi-
fied all individuals in attendance.

"Ft. Lauderdale News" to give considerable
publicity in press coverage in their PM edition of the
"Ft. Lauderdale News**, 4/19/66.

Additional details will be furnished to the
Bureau.

/57- ///</-- 9 7
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or

FD-306 (5-21-58)

Date received Received by

WILLIAM D. NEUMANN
4/13/66

Method of delivery (che
• /

jQpin person I 1 by telephone I 1 by mail I I orally CTD recording device fXXwritten Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Transcribed

4/U/S6

Brief description of activity or material

Meeting of Klavern #6, UKA, at Ft.

Lauderdale, Fla., 4/11/66.

Date of Report

4/11/66
Date(s) of activity

4/11/66

File where original Is located If not attached

FOXA(b) (7) - (D)

Remarks:

WDNsbje
(15)

’514 (UKA)
•1431 (Klavern #6)
’1114 (Counter-Intelligence)
’1430 (Klavern #4)
•1381 (Finances)
’1592 (Pompano Klavern)
’1509 (MC BRCQMO
"1424 (Olen Abernathy)
•1562 (JOE BURD)
new-dead (BOB JAMES, W, M, In 30a, 5 "10"’, 150-160 pounds

black hair, mustache, painter by trade, drives
new Ford)

•1406 (TAYLOR)
’1377 (CHARLES ANDERSON)
’1554 (HERMAN HEFLIN)
•1421 (GETTINGER)
•1557 (CARLSTEDT) .

Block

SEARCHED ^JiiDEXED__
SERIALITCC

APR 2 8 1966
KSl — MImimI / /
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4/11/66
Ft. Lauderdale

Meeting of #6, 4/11/66

Unit #6
9 = attending
S. R. MC BROOM, EC

Go ABERNATHY - Klabec

J. BURD - Kligrapp

BOB JAMES => Painter, drives new Ford, mustache, W/M,
30, 5° 10”, 150-160 pounds, from Brooklyn,
black hair

Co ANDERSON

H. HEFLIN

J. GETTINGER

H. CARLSTEDT 845P

Discussed ways to get old members back into Unit.
Agreed that they cannot pay back dues or donations so agreed
to mark book off and just pay the current month, hoping that
will get them back.

Also agreed to try to pick up at least one member
next Monday night and bring him down.

#4 and 6 including ladies will meet next Monday
night to discuss issuing stock in Seaway Eng. Inc. to each
member that has paid in $28.00 - get one share for each $28.00
paid in. Had all printed matter taken out last week.
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But other members wanted tt back so was put back yesterday.
No other business*meeting was closed at 10s 20 ~P°

Deerfield“Pompano Unit has meeting place now -

will find out address later.
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4/36/66

AIHTBL AIRMA II,

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-3781)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (157-1140) (RBC)

SUBJECT* CHARLES BAKER RUfflLEHOQVER, ak&
RM - KLAft
(OOs MIAMI)

Re Miami airtel to the Bureau 12/13/65.

Atlanta indices and Atlanta city directories
contain no reference to any individual by the name of
XVANCOVICH, Records of the Atlanta Credit Bureau and
Atlanta Police Department contain no record of an
individual named IVANGGVICH. The current X$)65 City
Directory shows MARVIN R. FRAZIL presently residing
at 407 Angler Place, N* E,, Atlanta,

MARVIN R. FRASIER, 407 Angler Place, N. E,,
Atlanta, Georgia, was interviewed by SA o. RICHARD
HAMILTON and advised he bought his present home at
the above address from CHARLES fU3©LEH0GYSR in 1955.
In this connection it is noted that FRAZIER is a
Negro and the entire neighborhood is presently Negro,
FRAZIER advised RIDDLEHOQVLR was married and was
residing in that home at that time. In conversations
with RXDDLEHOOVER , he recalled that his mother was
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AT 157-1140

killed in an automobile accident a few years before. He
did not know anything concerning HHJDLEH00V221 ’ s father
or step-fatherj however, he did volunteer that the
neighborhood, at the time he bought the home, was made
up principally of Jewish persons. He recalled that
during conversations with RIDDLEHOOVER concerning
the purchase of that home that RIBDLEHOQVER told
FRAZIER that if he would prefer to buy through a
realty .company that he could buy it through the
Drayluck Realty Company on West Peachtree Street in
Atlanta, Georgia. RIDDLHHOOVER told FRAZIER that
the owner of the D^ayluek Realty company is his uncle
and FRAZIER noted that the realty company is Jewish
owned and operated. FRAZIER also volunteered information
that he was the second Negro to move into that neighborhood
which had been previously all white.

It would appear that any further inquiries
to determine the ethnic background of RIDDLSHGOVER *

a

mother or step-father could prove embarrassing to
the Bureau and Atlanta feels that any further inquiries
of this matter are not property in the interest of the
Bureau and no furthest* inquiries of this rnatuhewill
be taken without Instructions by the Bureau.

- 2 -
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OPTIONAL TOKM NO. 10 *
MAX <942 IDmON
CSf-fPlX* (41 Cs» 101-11.

4

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

date: 5/2/66

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CARL JULIAN VINING)

ReMMlet 4-15-66 captioned as above.

Authority is denied for you to take action on
the proposal submitted in refet. Do not initiate further
contact with Vining.

The interest which prompted you to submit your
proposal is appreciated and your imaginative efforts in
connection with the Counterintelligence Program must
continue

.

US. Savings Bonds Regularly on
Page 54

l&n-um- ; on
JNDEXED_

|

SEARCHED lllL7CAri7 „

SERIALIZEDJ^?:lED__^2
MAY 1

,Ar<?

sr/*?i6



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
CSA FPM* (41 CPW 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES B. RIDDLEHOOVER)

date: 5/3/66

i

ReATairtel captioned "Charles Baker Riddlehoover

,

aka, RM-Klan," dated 4/26/66.

Reairtel reveals that Charles B. Riddlehoover,
Grand Dragon, United Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, State of
Florida, was the second individual . to sell his home to a
Negro in a previously all white section of Atlanta, Georgia.
At the time of the sale, Riddlehoover indicated that his
uncle was the owner of the Drayluck Realty Company, Atlanta,
Georgia, which company is allegedly owned and operated by
individuals of Jewish origin.

Prior investigation in this case established that
Riddlehoover* s mother was Ruby Ivancovich (deceased) and
that his stepfather was Sam P. Ivancovich.

The obvious implication is that Riddlehoover
has Jewish relatives and/or is, himself, of Jewish origin.

You are requested to consider this element in
your over-all counterintelligence activity directed against
Riddlehoover and submit appropriate counterintelligence
proposals based on this information.

Include in your proposals a positive recommendation
as to whether or not an interview with Riddlehoover, in order
to establish his present informant potential, is indicated.
It is quite possible that the information set out in reairtel
may prove to be significant in such an interview.

Is-?- un
SEARCHED INDEXED.

SERIALIZED ^^FiLEO

MAY 3 1966
FBI — MIAMI ^ , /{

D o c Id : 5 9 1 6-fe Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



^A,

S/4/60

AII5YEX.

TO: mmzm e mi (157-9-20 )

ms&i SAC, MIAMI (167-1114) (P)

S PHCSBAMC0H5f3BimLU<
SSTETiHAL SECURITY
tammxm op mm momm
(3USZSZ, J08EPB S3IH)

SfeBalet to Elami 4/22/60, eapficnofi os above,
and Tarawa letter to Bureau 4/27/63, captioned MM3XEL J.
SBISj SM (SLAB)".

Unclosed for Jacksonville aad Yoetpa is one copy
each of a satirical cartoon.

For the info of Jacksonville and Tarapa, the
Bureau has authorised the aaonyaously mailing of enclosed
Bureau-prepared satirical cartoon to selected United J&laes
of Asterlea, lac. , members for the purpose of discrediting
ZBia and sqyv hasby.

Jacksonville and TSaiapa requested furnish Miami
vita the names and addresses of selected Slansaen within
their respective divisions to ®be» these cartoons aay be
sent.

Upon receipt of this info, Uiami Bill anonymously
mail these cartoons in constercially^purchased envelopes in
an outlying area near Miami, Pin.

3 - Bureau (S3)
2 - Jacksonville (£ao~i)(M)
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5/5/60

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) ( P )

SUBJECT: COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
IS - DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES B. RIDDLEHOOVER)

Re Atlanta alrtel to Bureau captioned, "CHARLES
BAKER RIDDLEHOOVER, aka, RM (KLAN) " , dated 4/26/66, and
Bureau letter to Miami dated 5/3/66, captioned as above.

As the Bureau is aware, CHARLES B. RIDDLEHOOVER
is scheduled to stand trial for Illegal possession of fire-
arms by a convicted felon at Miami, Fla., on June 20, 1966.

RIDDLEHOOVER, if he is acquitted, at his forthcoming trial,
has elaborate plans to expand his organization and embark
on a recruitment drive for new members.

This source is certain that RIDDLEHOOVER '

s

plans, in this regard, include the commission of acts of
violence such as the burning of automobiles and cross
burnings.

The Miami Office feels that if RIDDLEHOOVER is
not convicted and sentenced to prison, Miami will be
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f

MM 157-1114

obligated to devise ways to neutralize the Klan activities

RIDDLEHOOVER 's Jewish background holds out one
possibility of effecting this neutralization.

No counter intelligence measures will be recommended
by the Miami Office until after disposition of RIDDLEHOOVER '

s

trial is known. In the interim, Miami recommends that the
Atlanta Office vigorously continue efforts to ascertain addi-
tional information concerning RIDDLEHOOVER *s ethnic background.

It is believed this could be done without embarrass-
ment to the Bureau and will serve the best interest of the
Bureau. It is specifically recommended that Atlanta check
birth and death records of RIDDLEHOOVER • s mother and birth
records of his step father. If either of them were born
abroad, then Atlanta should set forth leads to check Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service (INS) records.

Atlanta could also ascertain from marriage records,
if RIDDLEHOOVER ' s parents were married in a synagogue.

If the Bureau concurs with Miami that this facet
of RIDDLEHOOVER* s background deserves further investigative
attention, the Bureau is requested to direct Atlanta to cover
these suggested leads.

On the basis of information concerning RIDDLEHOOVER
in possession of the Miami Office, Miami feels beholds little
or no potential as a perspective informant.

2.
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Cover Sheet (or Informant Report or Material

F.D-306 (7-21-58)

Date received Received from (name or symbol number)

4/29/66 FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Method of delivery (ch<

Received by

WILLIAM D. NEUMANN

in person CUD by telephone ( I by mail (Xj orally dU recording device 1 J written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date

Date of Report

Dictated 4/2 9/66 -4/2.97-66 .

Date(s) of activity

Transcribed 5/4/fefe

Authenticated / /oq I/;/;
by Informant ^lAjLLSlP- 4/25/66

Brief description of activity or material

Meeting of Klavern #4 and Pompano Beach

Klavern - 4/25/66 at Fort Lauderdale. Info File where original Is located if not attached

re NSRP.
e&esee Copies

:

2 - Atlanta (157-193) (RM)
(1 - 105-763) (NSRP)

2 - Savannah (157-309) (RM)
(1 - 157-871) (NSRP)

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Miami Copies:
T~- 157-514 (UKA)
1 - 157-601 (NSRP)
1 - 157-1430 (Klavern #4)
1 - 157-1431 (Klavern #6)
l » 157-1592 (Klavern #9) (Pompano)
1j- 157-1114 (Counter Intelligence)
I - 157-1495 (HARLEY)
1 - 157-1617 (BARNHILL)
2 - 15 7-New (FNU WASSER)
1 - 157-1309 (DON KNIGHT)
1 - 157-1464 (ZBIN)
1 - 157-1424 (OLEN OBERNATHY)
1 - 157-1509 (MC BROOM)
1 - 157-1406 (JESSE TAYLOR)
1 - 157-1562 (JOE BURD)

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

157-1608 (RONNIE WIER)
157-1421 (GETTINGER)
157-1554 (H. HEFLIN)
157-1556 (BILL GRIFFIN)
157-1626 (GENE JOHNSON)
157-1457 (ROTHROCK)
157-1516 (A. J. ANDERSON, JR .

)

157-1558 (A. J. ANDERSON, III]
157-1616 (MC CALL)

WDN :blf (29)
Action:
New case on FNU WASSER, newly
elected E.C. of Klavern #9
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April 29, 1966
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

>

On the evening of Monday, April 25, 1966, a joint-
meeting of Klaverns #4 and #6, UKA - (now merged into #4),
and Pompano Klavern #9 (charter not issued yet) was held at
the Klan Building, 232 S. W. 30th Street, Fort Lauderdale.

DICK HARLEY presided over the meeting attended by
about thirty-six (36) Klansmen including the following:

"RED" BARNHILL
FNU WASSER, E.C. - Pompano
DON KNIGHT, Kleagle
DAN ZBIN, Assistant Grand Dragon
OLEN OBERNATHY
SAM MC BROOM
JESSE TAYLOR
JOE BURD
RONNIE WIER, Secretary
JOHN GETTINGER
HERMAN HEFLIN
BILL GRIFFIN
GENE JOHNSON
HENRY ROTHROCK
a. j„ Anderson, jr„
A. J 0 ANDERSON, III
MAC MC CALL - Pompano

The Pompano group joined in this meeting as a show
of strength in view of the police blockade the previous week.
They broughtsix (6) walkie-talkies and ten (10) to fifteen (15)
cameras with flash attachments. These were to be used to photo-
graph police in case they set another road block.

Discussions were had concerning having a rally in this
area in the near future. No definite plans made; however, the
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, field where the rally in February was
held, was considered.

Open discussions were held on who and who not should
get the Klansmens 0 votes in the coming elections. It was decided
that DON KNIGHT will draw up a list next week of candidates.
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9

The meeting commenced at about 9:00 P.M. and
ended at 10:30 P.M.

After the meeting, DAN ZBIN mentioned the possi-
bility of allowing Doctor FIELDS, NSRP, Augusta, Georgia,
to give a lecture in the Klan Building. Also mentioned was
the possibility of renting the Klan Building to a Polish-
American Group which meets on Saturdays.

Concerning the NSRP, DAN ZBIN had mentioned
earlier that when he talked to Doctor FIELDS last January
at the NSRP Convention, FIELDS had expressed an interest
in holding a convention in Fort Lauderdale.

- 2 -
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Cover Sheet for Informant Rapbrt Hr Maforcat

FD-306 (3-21-58)

u o

Date received Received from (name or symbol number)

mm FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Method of dol Ivory (check api

Received by

«* m».U» 1». HTJMMt

In person I I by telephone '
I I by mail I orally I I recording device 1 I written by Informant

It orally furnished and reduced lo writing by Agents^

DatemmDictated

Transcribed

. to .

Authenticated
by Informant

Brio! description of activity or material

Remark si

twopm* **Uy *» §«*tfe wmiM
tmzm* ?**c my
hmtmm mmt m* mm *mmm

Date of Report

£*/M
Dato(e) of activity

File where original In located 11 npl attached

% » 'ilrala&m (Sid (183-788)
t * amtmmrnsim <m
i « tm* (wt)
3 * Him-

a m> cu
(1 * Ul'UM (uUR MCHItK)
‘ - 137-13W (MC 8KM-0
- lfl«Uft) OMM
* U/-VU4) (c*uacnia«e'lU«auo»>

^*^**»-* r^- u. - . --- - - >8 j i> l—itl tftHtaiiirfimi TiO'Immiii

»>*» mm mtt

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)
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"Fort Lauderdale, Fla,
Mair 13 6ft ,

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

'‘Several telephone calls were made end it was
deterraiaed that the old tally site in Qalcland Paris and
another site on £1, Andrews Ave. Extension were unavailable
due m iieing tied up in estates, Use site at Lauderhill*
Fla. was unavailable because the land wae sold.

wIt was decided that a good time fox the rally
would be in late May* 1966 in hopes that $BB¥ SffiLW
will core to Ft, Lauderdale* since he is due to be ia
Tampa* Fla., on 5/21&22/66.

tJS3he» HAHSY recently caae to Ft. Lauderdale
fox MS ZWM'a trial

*£
FOIA(b) (7) (D)

that FB&R& STEPHEN ok Wiixssood* Fla. was disrupting KLavesas
in that area. immY hia.seIf attended 3 different Kiaveros,
all of which later broke-up. HftUBT said circumstances
indicated SiEPHElK was responsible,?
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Re Bureau letter to Atlanta, 4/20/66.

On 5/6/66, the NCDT newsletter was mailed to the
following individuals:

5 'RAY KINSER
1401 West 29th Street
Hialeah, Florida

FOREST D. SHEPPERSON
1733 SW 4th Court
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

ROBERT JAMES
810 NE 58th Court
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

DANIEL J. ZBIN
2600 SW 2nd Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

ROBERT E. QUARTERMAN, SR.
1737 NW 6th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

OLEN ABERNATHY
1444 NE First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

RICHARD HARLEY
4600 SW 32nd Drive
West Hollywood, Florida

DREW EUGENE JOHNSON
1429 SW 33rd Court
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

LCPrjth
( 1 )

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Fayroll Savings Plan
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MM 157-1114

FREDERICK PAUL ATT IX
1625 NW 15th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

SAM RICHARD MC BROOM
1420 NW First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

JESSIE GAY TAYLOR
1425 NW First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

CONDA LEWIS MC CONNAUGHAY
612 SW 8th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

WALTER HAROLD CARLSTEDT
3205 NW Third Street
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

ELLIS HERMAN HEFLIN
1239 NW First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

JOHN FRANCIS GETTINGER
1500 NW First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

JERRY D. LOVE
Route 1, Box 170B
Vero Beach, Florida

MARVIN VONIER
1253 Dixie Avdnue
Vero Beach, Florida

A. D. ARNOLD
Route 2, Box 517
Vero Beach, Florida
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5/U/66

A I R T E L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE (SOUPS
(DANIEL JOSEPH ZBIN)

as above,
"HORIP •

"

Re Miami airtel to the Bureau, 5/4/66, captioned
and Tampa airtel to the Bureau, 4/27/66, entitled

Referenced Tampa airtel discloses that Grand
Dragon BOYD HAMBY is having a "feud" with UKA Organizer
FRANK STEPHENS of Wlldwild, Fla., and that HOMER CANADA,
Florida Grand Kludd, Melborne, Fla., is aware of the "feud"
and Also has knowledge of certain morally objectionable
conduct on the part of HAMBY.

It is believed this development presents a
situation wherein the mailing of the Bureau-prepared
satirical cartoon discrediting DANIEL JOSEPH ZBIN and BOYD
HAMBY might also be used to discredit a third Klan official,
such as STEPHENS or CANADA.

What Miami has in mind is the mailing of these
cartoons from the hometown of a third Klan official in

3 - Bureau (RM)

2 - Jacksonville (RM)
- Tampa (RM)

1 )• Miami
N:bjc V'

(8)

^
"

•a

jsn- H

C.
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MM 157-1114

envelopes prepared by the Laboratory in the handwriting of
this official.

Tampa and Jacksonville are requested to make comments
on the feasibility of the above suggestion to the Bureau.

\h

L

2
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5/12/66

. r-

\

: SAC, Dallas (157-630)
(

Director, FBI (157-9-12) PERSONAL ATTENTION

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY .

DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY)

ReDLlet 4-23-66 captioned as above.

You are in receipt of a prior communication
regarding the establishment of the National Committee for
Domestic Tranquility (NCDT) , a Bureau-approved vehicle
for attacking Klan policies and disputes from a low-key,
common sense, and patriotic position.

You should regard this* development as a highly
confidential counterintelligence technique. Information
concerning the NCDT should not be set forth in the details
of any communication prepared for dissemination.

2 - Atlanta
2 - Baltimore
2 - Birmingham
2 - Charlotte
2 - Chicago
2 - Columbia
2 - Jackson
2 - Jacksonville
2 - Knoxville
2 - Little Rock
2 - Memphis

Miami
2 - Mobile
2 - New Orleans
2 - New York
2 - Norfolk
2 - Richmond
2 - Savannah
2 - Tampa

(157-826)
(157-865)
(157-835)
(157-281)
(157-382)
(157-151)
(157-640)
(157-863)
(157-301)
(157-291)
(157-576)
(157-1114)
(157-582)
(157-3826)
(157-1259)

(157-846)
(157-639)
(157-1559)

*
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Letter to SAC, Dalles
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-12

In tbo event Inquiries are made concerning the
NCDT by interested intelligence agencies, you are not to
divulge any information concerning the NCDT. Such inquiries
should be promptly furnished the Bureau. ;

The Dallas Office has suggested that the NCDT
utilize a post office box for the purpose of authenticity.
The Bureau is directing the NCDT as a growth-typo organi-
zation and will give consideration to the establishment of
a post office box when such action is indicated.

You are instructed to follow closely the Klan
reaction to NCDT correspondence through your established
informant sources, and keep the 'Bureau currently informed
of any tangible results noted.

The interest displayed in this matter by the
Dallas Office is appreciated and all recipient offices
are encouraged to submit proposals designed to perfect
this counterintelligence activity.

a. 2 M

V
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9/16/66

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Re Bureau letter to Miami, 4/11/66.

On 5/11/66, GENE STRUHL, News Director, WCKT-TV,
Miami, Fla., reported no definite plans have been formulated
in preparation of a § hour or 1 hour TV program on the
KKK. STRUHL noted that to have an effective TV program on
the klan it would be most desirable to have a "news
worthy" klan letter to use as a vehicle around which a
program could be built. Basically, there is sufficient
klan news available for a program, but to be most
effective a "news worthy" klan matter at the time the
program is released would be most dedrable.

STRUHL noted that it would require about one week
to prepare a § hour program on the klan. He suggested that
perhaps 6/20/66, the date CHARLES BAKER RIDDLEHOOVER, former
Grand Dragon of the USA, is scheduled for trial in Dade
County, on a charge of possessing a weapon by a convicted
felon, would be a "news worthy" item that could be used in
the preparation of a show.

Searched

SrdM: iCf)
~

Iridded

Filed fid)

<$'
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MM 157-1114

In this regard, and if the Bureau concurs
with Miami's suggestion (see Miami airtel to the Bureau
dated 5/5/66 re CHARLES B. HIDDLEHOOVER) for Atlanta to
develop additional public record-type background information
on HIDDLEHOOVER , STRUHL could be informed of the existence
of these records which could then be obtained by STRUHL and
utilized on a TV program. A definite recommendation will
be made in this regards pending receipt of positive
information regarding HIDDLEHOOVER 's ethnic background
from the Atlanta Office.

During contact with STRUHL, he was furnished a
clipping from the "Ft. Lauderdale News" of 4/19/66, concern-
ing the road block by the Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., PD and
information on the klan building in Ft. Lauderdale. STRUHL
noted that it would have been an excellent opportunity for
his department to have been in the area at the time of the
road block to take photographs for later use in a TV program

,

On 5/12/66, FOIA(b) (7) - (D) and
vtfaer UKA klan officials in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Forth-
coming klan rallies were discussed and tentative plans were
made to have a klan rally in Ft. Lauderdale the first week
in June, 1966. During the meeting, it was suggested that
every effort be made to have Imperial Wizard ROBERT 'SHELTON
attend the klan rally in Ft. Lauderdale. To help assure
his attendance. Exalted Cyclops RICHARD HARLEY, Klavern #4,
Ft. Lauderdale, was assigned the duty to contact the news
director of WCKT-TV in Miami to arrange for a TV interview
with ROBERT SHELTON.

UACB, the Miami Office will contact GENE STRUHL
and advise him that he can expect a contact from RICHARD
HARLEY concerning a TV interview with ROBERT SHELTON.

The Miami Office will keep the Bureau advised
of any developments.

2.
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*7

0-9 (tfev.. 5-22-64)

Date: 5/1B/66
Transmit the following in

Via Airtel

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

To: SACs, Miami (157-1114)
Atlanta (157-826)
Jacksonville (157-863)
Tampa (157-1559)

From: Director, FBI (157-9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BAKER RIDDLEHOOVER)

ReMMairtel 5/5/66.

As a result of Miami Police cooperation, Charles Baker
Riddlehoover, Grand Dragon, United Knights, Ku Klux Klan (UKKKK)
will stand trial on 6/20/66 at Miami, Florida, on the charge of.
illegal possession of firearms by a convicted felon.

FOIA(b) (7) - [V . .. -W-. , . ,
pas aavised that if Riddlehoover

is acquitted, he has elaborate plans to expand the UKKKK, which
expansion includes the commission of acts of violence.

Atlanta investigation in the Riddlehoover case
tends to indicate that Riddlehoover may be of Jewish origin.

Atlanta handle Miami request set out in reairtel.
Your efforts to establish Riddlehoover *s Jewish origin should
be handled in a most discreet manner, only , through established
sources, available public records and pretext interview
techniques.

So that Miami will be in a position to neutralize
Riddlehoover, in the event he is not convicted, Atlanta submit
results attained by 5/31/66. ^ /s"7 - /// */

j
/ fa

searched.
-INDEXED.

serializeo_^C/;leD__I22
MAYl 7 1966
[81— MIAMI

Sent Via M Per
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Airtel to SACs, Miami et al
Re : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-29 ......

FOIA(fc) (7) - (D)

Miami insure that all information regarding
Riddlehoover's violent intentions is submitted to the Bureau
in form suitable for dissemination.

In the event Riddlehoover is convicted, Florida
state-wide publicity is desired for counterintelligence
purposes

.

Miami, Tampa and Jacksonville submit identities

of press contacts who could.be relied upon to insure such

press coverage to the Bureau.

-2-
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Covgr Sheet for Informant Report or Material

F 0-306 (3-21-58) -

Date received

5/4/66

Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

FoiA(b) (7) - (D) sA WILLIAM D. NEUMANN
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

fcj in person i 1 by telephone 1 ) by mail LS orally L_J recording device I ) written by Informant

If orally furniBhed and reduced to writing by Agent:

5/4/66

Transcribed

Authenticated 5/4/66
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Meeting of Klavem #4* UKA

Info re proposed rally

Remarks: ACTION : IDENTIFY UNSUBS
1 - 157“5 14 (UKA)
1 - 157“1431 (Klavem #6)
1 » 157“ 1430 (Klavem #4)
1 - 157-1592 (Pompano Beach Klavem)
1 ° 157-1495 (HARLEY)
1 - 157-1556 (BILL GRIFFIN)
1 - 157-1464 (DAN ZB IN)
1 - 157“ 1457 (ROTHROCK)
1 - 15 7“ 1460 (SCHENCK)
1 - 157-1611 (MG CONNAUGHS0Y) '

1 - 157-1614 (FRED ATT IX)
1 - 157-1626 (GENE JOHNSON)
1 - 157-1493 (GEORGE AUSTRA)

157-1630 (BOB JAMES)

(^_1/- 157-1114 (Counterintelligence;
Rental of Klan Building ..

.
• to Slavic-Aroer. Club)

Date of Report

File where original is located If not attached

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

157-1608 (VIE)
157-1516 (ANDERSON, JR.)
157-1558 (ANDERSON, III)
157-1509 (MC BROOM)
157-1562 (JOE BURD)
157-1554 (HEFLIN
157-1421 (GETTXNGER)
157-1416 (CHAS. D1LEGAL)
157-1406 (JESSE TAYLOR)
15 7-NEW (UNSUB; W/M s early

50© , thin hair,
believed to be

• FMF.TSATMON)
157-NEW. CUNSUBjW/M, works

at Abernathy
Paint & Body Shop
PAUL LNU)

Block Stamp

/57 - ///'Mil
S£RlALiZ£D..../?A'iu-

r0 fc.U...

IvlAY 1 H iyGli

/) /") FBI — MIAMI
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Ft. Lauderdale 9 Fla.
May 4, 1966

On Monday , May 2, 1966, a meeting of Klavem #4
(#4 & #6 merged) was held at the Klan Building, 232 SW
30th St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. There were about 20 members
present and the meeting was presided over by DICK HARLEY.
SOME of those in attendance werej

BILL GRIFFIN
CHAS . DELEGAL
Believed to be FNU EATON, elderly man, came with
DELEGAL, W/M, .5 '10", early 50s, thin hair, has
attended meetings before
DAN ZB IN
HENRY ROTHRGCK
FRED SCHNECK
CONNIE MC CONNAUGtIHOY
FRED ATTIX
DICK HARLEf
GENE JOHNSON
GEO. AUSTRA
BOB JAMES
JESSE TAYLOR
RONNIE WIER
A.J. ANDERSON, JR.
" " "

, III
PAUL LNU, works at Abernathy’s Paint & Body Shop,
W/M, 55 yrs., 5

B4", bald headed, 160 lbs., drives
green Ford pick°up truck
S. MC BROOM
JOE EURO
HERMAN HEFLIN
JOHN GETTXNGER

After reading of the minutes, it was stated that
any Klansman issued a traffic ticket en route to or from
a Klan meeting will be reimbursed out of the building fund.

MC BROOM stated he felt that any ticket issued
a Klansman for cause (such as running a red light) should not
be reimbursable. He also stated that any reimbursements for
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this purpose should be from donations and not the building
fund. A vote was taken and MC BROQM's motion was passed.

It was also voted upon that DAN ZB IN is authorized
to contact the 3 lavic-Araeriean (formerly referred to as
Polish-Araeriesn) Club and offer to rent them the Klan Build-
ing one night a week for meetings at $25.00 per meeting.
It was also voted to let the Boy Scouts use the hall free
of charge if they so wish and to let a teen-age band practice
there. This band has about 4 or 5 members, one of whom is

OLEN ABERNATHY 11

s son. One Klamsman will always have to
be present when the band is there.

i

There was some criticism of the above inasmuch
as no '’aliens" should enter the Klan Hall and it°s supposed
to be secret.. This argument was countered with the state-
ment the Klan Building is known to everyone through news-
paper publicity and also that it B

s the "Seaway Engineering"
building which is leased by the Klan.

It was also decided that air conditioning will
be installed In the Klan building. JESSE TAYLOR will
install 'it and DXGK HARLEY Will wire it.

The meeting broke up at 10; 15 PM. It started at
8 ;30 PM.

Also, during the. meeting, itjyoted on that Klavern
#4 & Pompano Klavern should have a Klan rally in the near
future. All officers were to start looking for a rally site.

2.
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5/xa/os

Atwm,

mrnmoa, mi
SAC, mmt iUQ S4> CP)

sbojects hcsmp

8© Hifiiai airfcel to Curoau* 5/11/66, entitled,
"COUHraa JNTkLU02HCE PBOQKAii, IHT&aXAL SECURITY, DISRUPTICS
OF HATE GaOiJRS (UAHIFL JOSEPH Z&W)"*

roiA ( b)(7) - (D)
1advised that at a Stats Officers -

Beating, 1T3A, kealiu of Florida, held at teott&soor, Fla.,
om a/H-is/ee, fsahs stephess, at mdwood, Pia., ms
votes* out of tfco UHA. Bis vspulslon stasa from charges aade
iroa BOYD B&SLY that he, STEfHMB, ’Wrecked every Xlavern
he ever belonged ton . This source feels HAMEY's real re&scts
for gettlag rid of STEJ3IEH8 was due to STsacws* aabitioo
to repl
'blcforl FOIA(b) (6)

FOIA(b) (6)

8 ~ Bureau \ [L Searched

2 - TSJfipJt / Serialized f?f)
1 ~ Jacksonville Clafo) ' Indexed

4> Biaai Filed i^
(i * 13?-l€12~BQYD HAHLT)
1& ~ AS?~1114 - C&UHTEE-IKTSLUGSKCE PEOGBASJ)

<a> •
•
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170*94

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Tfeie source stated that during the Stats Officers
Mostlog last weekend fee noticed that relations between UAMLY
and Ett&GDE were strained and be feels that UOACBE nay he
campaigning tc get HAMLY removed fro* the position of
Grand Dragon*

Above inforaatton nay assist fbo Tampa Division
in the forthcoalog activities planned for the Greater
Tampa area this coning weekend.

!

:

l

:

«. 2 ®
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TO

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY \ 9** EDITION
OiA’FPMB <41 CfU 101-11.4

r \

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, Miami (157-1114)

rom : Director, FBI (157-9-29)

date: 5/19/66

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(DANIEL JOSEPH ZBIN)

ReMMairtel 5/11/66, captioned as above.

Jacksonville and Tampa promptly submit to the
Bureau your observations requested by the Miami Office in
reairtel.

Tampa note that Boyd Hamby, Grand Dragon, United
Klans of America. Inc,, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, State
of Florida.
FOIA(b) (6) and is known to possess firearms.

In connection with the counterintelligence build-up
regarding Hamby, Tampa review all information in your possession
indicative of weakness evidenced by Hamby, and submit to the
Bureau counterintelligence proposals designed to cause his
expulsion from the United Klans of America, Inc.

2 - Jacksonville
2 - Tampa

A-7 -/"/-//

3

1NDS<?D a 1

Aii\Lir>

MAYl 9 1966 F
L_
X,

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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5/18/66

AIRMAIL

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9*29)

SAC, TAMPA <157-1559)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BAKER %DDLEHOOVER)

ReBuairtel 5/16/66.

It Is felt that In the Tampa Division, FRED SMITH,
reporter, ’’Tampa Tribune,” a Tampa, Fla., dally newspaper,
could be used in this program inasmuch as he previously wrote
articles on fclan activities. Furthermore, it is felt JACK
RAYMOND, staff reporter, "Today,” daily newspaper at Cocoa,
Fla. , may be used Inasmuch as he was in attendance covering
a story when RIDDLBHOOVER spoke on the east coast in the
past.

AIRTKL

TO:

FROM;

Bureau
Miami

- Tampa
SJL:cwp
(5)

(RH)
CRM)

I

IS7-///^ ,m-
SEARCHgft2^_jNDEXFn _

SERIALIZED—/SZf.'LEO ~PD~
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5/18/G6

o
jA

1

AIRTEL AIRMAIL

TOi DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9)

FROM: SAp, JACKSONVILLE (157-863X

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE. GROUPS

During th® past two weeks t
~ Jacksonville

informants have reported on the receipt of letters
from the Domestic Tranquility Committee and the
receipt of postcards depicting klansmen in various
forms of concealment. Their reports on the reactions
of follow klansmen have been varied but uniform in
the surprise indicated by klansmen that they are
generally known by some grown or person other than
the FBI.

It is felt that this reaction could be
father capitalised an by making known to the klan
and other hate groups some of the personal and
intimate information furnished by informants and
obtained through independent investigation.

Jacksonville thoughts in this matter
are that a periodically publication could be sent
to all known active k.lansroen if not on a national
scale, on the state level. The publication would

3 - Bureau (RM)
<0- Miami (RM)
2 - Tampa (RM)
2 -• Jacksonville
RAKjnbk
(9)
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JK X57-8S3

not necessarily be scheduled but would be published
at such time as a sufficient araount of information
had been gathered to warrant it being sent. The
publication could be of a newsletter type, or
in the form of a newspaper bearing a name. As
an example, a publication distributed in Florida
could foe appropriately named "THE FLORIDA SEGRS-
GAT0R9. . Each Florida office could contribute
information to the publication and it be consolidated
into one single publication and mailed from a
central location either within or out of the State
of Florida . The mailing list could be changed as
the membership of the different klans and hate
groups change.

As an example of the type information
that could be published, it ie felt that a very
desirable effect would be achieved if it became
generally known that BOYD HAMBY., Grand Dragon of the
United Klans of American,. Inc.. Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan, I \

FOIA(b) (6)

|
It is also

believed that it would be extremely embarrassing
to GENE II . FORjSMAH, Grand Dragon of the Militant
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan if it were generally
known that he is emptying bed pans for Negroes in
the Riverside Hospital in Jacksonville.

It xg requested that the Tampa and Miami
Offices make comments or suggestion® on the
feasibility of this suggestion.
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

FBI

Date: 5/18/66

TO: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114)

FROM : SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-1225) (P)

SUBJ : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(DANIEL JOSEPH ZBIN)

,
ReMMairtel 5/4/66.

Set forth below is a list of 20 names
and addresses of klansmen to whom the cartoon
mentioned in re airtel may be sent. These persons
are either present or former members of the United
Klans of America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux
Elan.

JOSEPH H. BEDFORD,
6802 Lenox Ave.,
Jacksonville, Fla.

ALBERT T. MASSEY, '

936 Cornwallis Drive,
Jacksonville, Fla.

LEON ASPINWALL,
642 Ernona Ave

.

,

Jacksonville, Fla.

LLOYD M. WILLIAMS,
10521 Briarcliff Rd.

,

East,
Jacksonville, Fla.



JK 157-1225

JOHN E. CRISSMAN,
4416 Kenndle Rd.,
Jacksonville, Fla.

DON COTHRAN,
9741 Sibbald St.,
Jacksonville, Fla.

EVERETT HARPE,
6909 Corday St

. ,

Jacksonville, Fla.

RAYMOND M. PEACOCK,
2825 Hubbard St.,
Jacksonville, Fla.

GERALD V. FOWLER,
4372 West 24th St.,
Jacksonville, Fla.

LAWRENCE CREWS,
3550 Penton St.,
Jacksonville, F]a .

BURTON BELLAMY,
P. 0. Box 634,
Hernando, Fla.

REUBEN TEAGLE,
P. 0. Box 825,
Wildwood, Fla.

JAMES E. BOX,
General Delivery,
Wildwood, Fla.

FRANK W. ANDREWS,
General Delivery,
Wildwood, Fla.

-2-
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JK 157-1225

KENNETH C. MAXWELL

,

P.O. Box 1255,
Ocala, Fla.

WILLIAM S. LLOYD,
P. O. Box 613,
Belleview, Fla.

GEORGE A. NEWSOM,
Rt. 1, Box 175,
Summer field, Fla.

FRANK STEPHENS,
Rt . 2, Box 119-C,
Ocala, Fla.

RAY PENUEL,
27 South Pennsylvania Ave.,
Ocala, Fla.

M. R. HINSON,
Rt . 2,
Bonifay, Fla.

-3-
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/ 5/30/65

A1BS3AXL

F80S:

&2SSCT08, FBI US7-9^?

SAC, TAKPA <257-1553) <P)

£&m^mXMELLI0SBC3 PHO01AM
ISTERHAL suemm
MEEUmGN GF HATS 68QEP3
{DANIEL JOSEPH SBZK)

EeMUaiartel to Bureau, 5/11/06, ouggestisg that the
satirical cartoon sight be used to discredit a third official
such as FMK STEPHENS or HOMES CAEAUA.

Oa 5/16/66, /0I

A

( b >< 7
>

-
< D)resortOii2 that as a result of

the disagreement between Gratis Dragon HAE3BY and STEPHENS,
3Tn?H3K3 is ce® completely eats of the UKA and ha© boon replaced
fep a Kleacle.

On the mszo date the informant reported that PAN
3B2U Is apparently 'hack in good standing, and attended a
rally at ^cottseoor , Fla. , on S/14/65 with other taeshors free
Ft. Lauderdale.
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TP 137-1553

f~\

Tampa 1® conGlderlog stettoods to discredit Suited
Cyclops GEOSGB CANABA, since too appears to be more vulnerable
tb&B bis lather (SOSES) and is sjrejBrlus a reccsjaeadatioa
in this regard.

i

:
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•FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in .

TELETYPE

CODE

Date: 5/20/66

*

7Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR (157-9-29)
JACKSONVILLE (157-863)
TAMPA (157-1559)

MIAMI (157-1114)

COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - KLAN. RM (KLAN)

.

REBUAIRTEL TO ATLANTA, APRIL TWENTYEIGHT, SIXTYSIX.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D) "1 ADVISED THAT NOLAlfLAWRENCE
j

FOIA(b) (7) - (D) ADVISED THAT NOLAWLAWRENCE

BEATTY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
,
WAS PRESENT AT MEETING OF

UNITED KNIGHTS OF KU KLUX KLAN (BUFILE ONE FIVE SEVEN -

FOUR FOUR THREE ZERO) AT MIAMI, FLA., ON MAY EIGHTEEN,

LAST. BEATTY STATED THAT JACKSONVILLE KLANSMEN HAVE RE-

CEIVED ANONYMOUSLY MAILED PINK POST CARDS BEARING SKETCH

OF KLANSMAN AND WORDS TO EFFECT "YOU CAN’T HIDE BEHIND

YOUR SHEET - WE KNOW WHO YOU ARE."

THESE POST CARDS ARE BELIEVED TO BE IDENTICAL TO

SUBJECT MATTER OF REFERENCED BUAIRTEL.

BEATTY STATED JACKSONVILLE KLANSMAN AL MASSEY HAS

REPRODUCED EXACT REPLICA OF THESE POST CARDS IN LARGE

NUMBERS AND THAT THEY WILL HI MAILED ANONYMOUSLY TO HIGH

WDNrbjc
ft 1*( 1 )
j i

Searcfted_

Serialized

Indexed

Flted
Aif



FD-3J (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

157-1114 )

(PAGE TWO)

STATE AND FEDERAL OFFICIALS. THE KLAN HOPES THIS WILL

SPARK AN OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION TO LEARN IDENTITIES OF THE

ORIGINATORS OF THIS MAILING PROGRAM.

GRAND DRAGON CHARLES BAKER RIDDLEHOOVER IS SENDING

BEATTY TO JACKSONVILLE TO OBTAIN FIVE HUNDRED OF THESE POST

CARDS FROM MASSEY TO BE MAILED FROM MIAMI TO LOCAL CIVIC

LEADERS.

BEATTY IS THE SUBJECT OF MIAMI FILE ONE FIVE SEVEN -

ONE FOUR NINE ONE. IN THE FALL OF SIXTYFIVE, BEATTY WAS

A MEMBER OF UKA (gttFILE ONE FIVE SEVEN - THREE SEVEN ZERO)
f

DADE CO., FLA. AFTER THIS KLYAVERN DISBANDED, BEATTY MOVED

TO yJ

JACKSONVILLE, FLA., WHERE HE WAS IN CONTACT WITH MASSEY.

MIAMI PRESENTLY HAS A TWO-PAGE LETTER IN BEATTY’S HAND-
CJ '

WRITING. BEATTY IS WHITE MALE, DATE OF BIRTH, roiA(b)(6)

FOIA(b) (6) A BENCH WARRANT OUTSTANDING FOR BEATTY’S

ARREST, DADE CO., FLA., ON CHARGE OF SPEEDING, FEB. TWENTYONE,

SIXTYFOUR. JACKSONVILLE, SEE YOUR FILE ENTITLED "NOLAW

LAWRENCE BEATTY, SSN

FOIA(b) (6) FOR ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND INFO.

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

HW 11637 Dodd: 59167463 Page 89
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Transmit the following in
' (Type in plaintext or code)

Via ; 1

(Priority)

(MM 157-1114)

(PAGE THREE)

FOR INFO OF BUREAU, CURRENT DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL

RUN OFF ELECTION IN STATE OF FLA. HAS GENERATED CHARGES

AND COUNTER-CHARGES BY THE CANDIDATES OF "BUYING’' NEGRO VOTES.

THE MAILING OF INSTANT POST CARDS TO CANDIDATES AT THIS TIME

BY THE KLAN COULD POSSIBLY RESULT IN WIDESPREAD PUBLICITY.

JACKSONVILLE ADVISE BUREAU AND MIAMI IF MASSEY KNOWN

TO POSSESS PRINTING PRESS AND IF THERE IS A SOURCE CLOSE TO

MASSEY WHO COULD TESTIFY TO HIS PRODUCING AND MAILING THESE

POST CARDS.

MIAMI DIVISION FEELS THIS MATTER SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

FOR FURTHER POSSIBLE COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE ACTION AND RECOMMENDS

JACKSONVILLE SUBMIT THEIR OBSERVATIONS REGARDING POSSIBLE

EXPOSURE OF THE KLAN AS ORIGINATOR OF THIS MAILING CAMPAIGN

AND COE IDERATION OF POSSIBLE POSTAL VIOLATION.

MIAMI DIVISION SUGGESTS CONSIDER POSSIBILITY, IN THE

EVENT THEE CARDS MAILED TO PROMINENT PERSONS, MIAMI AREA,
,

>

THAT CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO ATTEMPT TO ARRANGE ARREST OF

BEATTY BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES USING OUTSTANDING WARRANT^ON AN

Approved: 1 Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge
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Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)'

Via ' 1 '

!

(Priority)

_ _ L----

(MM 157-1114)

•' (PAGE FOUR)

'occasion when he would have a quantity of these cards in his

POSSESSION. IT IS NOTED BEATTY HAS A VERY DISTINCTIVE AND

LEGIBLE HANDWRITING AND WOULD PROBABLY ASSIST IN ADDRESSING

CARDS.

Approved:. 1 Sent M -Per —:
Special Agent in Charge •

. .
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5/20/6GSAC, Charlotte (157-281)

Director, FB3 (157-9-8) PERSONAL ATTENTION

CCUUTE32KTELLIGEHCE PROGRAM
i:;th^i7AL security
DZSE337IC3 OF E&TE GROUPS
(ELAI! JC2S BOOK)

Enclosed herewith for the information of
recipient offices, to the exclusion of Richmond, is a
copy of a Bureau-approved Klan joke booh entitled
"United E“.own3 of Anorica, Inc., KTZffio" Also enclosed
for the Richmond Office are 60 copios of the sane
production

o

The enclosed joke beck L:,c been designed to
embarrass the United Elans of America, Inc 0 , and its
leadership

.

The Bureau desires to create the impression
that Marshall Robert Kornegay, Grand Dragon, United Elans
of America, State of Virginia, is the originator of the
Klan jcko bock and other anonymous railing*. directed
against James Robertson Jones and Robert Earvin Shelter,
respectively, the Grand Eragon, State of Earth Carolina,
and Imperial Uizard of the United Elans of America, lac.

Enclosure

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 -
1 -
2 -
X *»

1 L,

Atlanta (157-826) (Enc.) (Personal Attention)
Baltimore (157-SS5) (Sac.) (Personal Attention)
Birmingham (157-835) (Enc.) (Personal Attention)
Columbia (157-151) (Kmc.) (Personal Attention)
Jackson (157-64C) (Enc.) (Porccncl Attention)
Jacksonville (157-8S3) (Em.) (Personal Attention)
Kaomviile (157-301) (Enc.) (Personal Attention)
Little Rock (157-291) (Enc.) (Personal Attention)
Her."' os (157-576) (Enc.) (Personal Attention)
Ilia::..'. (157-1114) (Sac .3$ (Personal Attention)
Hobi (157-582) (Enc.) {Personal Attention)
ITcv rleans (157-3023) (Enc.) (Personal Attenijjpn) /«/,/ 1iQ
IJorfclk (Enc.) (Personal Attention) r /O / 11 1 j- U-J
Richmond (153-346) (Encs. 60) (Personal Atri|&^ion)^innfF0

•••-

Savannah (157-639) (Enc.) (Personal Attention/®
Tampa (157-1559) (Enc.) (Personal Attention) MAY 2 1 1966

1^ FUI — MIAMI /Q
Eitf/S
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Letter to SAC, Charlotte
Re: CGUi;i?®INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
1U7-S-0

Xu order to authenticate this counterintelligence
build-up, the Charlotte Office will rovion tho IQan joko
boot: and furnish to tho Richmond Office by C/1/GO, tho names
and addresses of S3 Klansinen in the State of North Carolina,
Including James Robertson Jones, to whom the joke book can
be anonymously mailed.

Upon receipt of advice from Charlotte, Rick.v~.ad
will anonymously mail the joke book to the selected
Uorth Carolina IQansmen. Include in ycur distribution, one
copy for Robert Marvin Shelter,, Tuscaloosa, Alaba_:>. • Unsure
that no distribution is cade jo Virginia members of the
United Klan3 of America, Inc.

The anonymous mailing must tako place from a
Virginia locale frequented by Nornsgay. Utilise commercially
purchased envelopes in this mailing and insure that F32
interest in this matter is afforded maximum protection.

Keep the Bureau informed of tangible results
noted.

-2-
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5/23/60

AIRTEL REGISTERED MIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF RATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BASER RIDDLEHOOVER)

Re Bureau airtel to Miami, 5/16/06.

This source stated that his actions la this
regard would probably have no affect whatsoever on certain
members of the UKKKK in Miami, Fla., who would simply drift
to another Klan organisation.

Miami has submitted a LHM containing all
information indicative of violent intentions on the part

RIDDLEHOOVER. This information will also be included
in the nest Supplemental Summary Report on RIDDLEHOOVER.
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5/23/0$

Aim*L AIRMAIL

TO:

FROM;

S(!&JKCTi

DIRECTOR. ¥ FBI (15 7-9-23)

SAC, JACKSONVILLE <1»>

COUNTEKIfiTEUJCGEMCS PROCRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
SaSRUPTIOW OF KATE GROUPS
COM IEL JOSEPH IBM)

, 5/Xi/3.fc; 8ul©t, sm/66; end TPairtel,
S/20/0G, concaving use of satirical cartoon to discredit
a third fclan official,, each as FRANK STEPHENS or HOMER
CAJA'D/i.

Iii regard to F.R&KK STEPHENS* it is noted that,
he was reported ly voted out of the UKA. at a Florida state
tj£££&s$» > meeting at Sco-ttsiscor, Florida., or. 5/l<s/60, In
view cf the fact that STEPHENS 'has boon voted out of the
UKA, it does not now appear that It would .be necessary tc
further discredit His unless ha attempts to fight his
expulsion and is successful in doing so.

Irs regard to HOMER CANADA, the Jacksonville Office
is a©t sufficiently ac<?u4nted With his activities to comment
on the feasibility of attempting to discredit him in the
manner suggested,

Bureau iV^
- Miami »'’*». • •

1 - Tarawa (Infd) f*r^\

- Jacksonville

&
cbk
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O-Q^Rev. &-22-64H

F B I

Date: 5/23/66
Transmit the following in

Via Airtel

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

>^rom:

SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

ReMMairtel 5/16/66.

You are authorized to recontact Mr. Gene Struhl,
News Director, WCKT-TV, Miami, Florida, for the purpose of
alerting Mr. Struhl to the possibility that he may be contacted
in the near future by a representative of the United Elans of
America., Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Elan, for the purpose of
attempting to arrange a television appearance for Imperial Wizard
Robert Marvin Shelton, who is tentatively scheduled to appear
at a Klanrally at Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, during the first
week of June, 1966.

Insure that every effort is made to protect the
source of the above information and that Mr. Struhl understands
the confidential natureaf this case.

In the event you determine through Mr. Struhl that
Shelton will be granted television exposure, you should be in
a. position to immediately submit to the Bureau for approval,
questions which Struhl could logically ask Shelton for the
purpose of probing the financial structure of the United Elans
of America., Inc.

With reference to these possible questions, you should
understand that the Bureau has undertaken a counterintelligaa ce

1 - Jacksonville (157-863)
1 - Tampa (157-1559)

MAY2 4 1966
FBI — MIAMI ,

Sent Via
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Airtel to SAC, Miami
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-29

effort directed towards the revocation of the charitable Charter
of the United Klans of America, Inc., recorded in the State of
Georgia with the hope that a successful revocation might tend
to force state and Federal reviews of the United Klans of America,
Inc., tax structure.

Effective questioning of Shelton on television could
underscore the violence committed by members of the United Klans
of America, Inc., which is allegedly a charitable organization;
determine if the United Klans of America, Inc., is complying
with the corporate tax laws on the state as well as the Federal
level; and specifically determine if United Klans of America, Inc.,
is a duly registered corporation in the State of Florida.

When you determine that Shelton has a firm television
commitment in Miami, submit ydur recommendations regarding
the counterintelligence possibilities present.

- % -
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3/23/ea

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(PROPOSED ELAN RALLY AND VISIT
OF IMPERIAL WIZARD ROBERT U.
SHELTON, FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA.
6/4/66)

Re Miami airtel to Bureau, 5/16/06, entitled
"COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM. INTERNAL SECURITY, DISRUPTION
OF HATE GROUPS

|
roiAibTnT- <d> |" Miami airtel and

LHU dated 5/24/60, captioned "UKA, INC . , KKKK (proposed
Elan Rally, Oakland Park, Fla., 6/4/66) EM - KLAN;" and
Bureau airtel to Miami, 5/23/66, with copies for
Jacksonville and Tampa, captioned ’COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
PROGRAM, INTERNAL SECURITY DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS.”

Referenced Miami airtel and LHH dated S/24/66,
disclosed that ROBERT M. SHELTON plans to visit Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., 6/4/66, for personal appearance at klan
rally that date. SHELTON has also indicated he desires
as much publicity surrounding his visit as possible, and
that klan officials at Ft. Lauderdale arrange for his
appearance on TV and at a press conference.

3 - Bureau (RB) (AMSD)
2 - Birmingham (RM) (AMSD)
2 - Jacksonville (RM) (AMSD) (157-863)

Searched

Serialized" fcf)
Indexed,

)sn- jjitp
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MM 157.1114

GENE STRUHL, news director, WCST Channel 7,
Miami, Fla,, has been confidentially advised (in accordance
with Bureau airtel of 5/23/66) that he will be approached
by a klan representative regarding an interview of SHELTON
on 6/4/66.

STRUHL said he will accede to this request and
allow SHELTON to appear on a panel-typo show, where he can
be questioned by newsmen . STRUHL stated his station does
not wish to propagandise the EKE and that he would be open
to any suggestions to embarrass SHELTON or the klan in
connection with SHELTON'S TV appearance.

On 5/25/66, STBUHL advised he had teen contacted
by members of the UKA, Ft, Lauderdale , Fla. , requesting a
television appearance for Imperial Wizard EGBERT SHELTON
on 6/4/66, He said he told the UKA members that SHELTON
could appear on the "Florida Forum," a TV panel-type show,
which is taped on Friday for showing on

, the following
Sunday, He also told them that if SHELTON could not make
the taping of the panel shew Friday, they could afford
SHELTON a short interview Saturday (6/4/36) for release as
part of their regular news program.

In the event SHELTON is interviewed on the panel-
type program, Miami submits the following questions for
Bureau approval to be asked of SHELTON:

(1) Hie "Ft, Lauderdale News," carried a
series of articles in early November, 1965, In which one
of your former klan officials, TED TWIST, was publicly
exposed os a kIansman. TWIST subsequently quit the klan,
calling it "subversive and not for me," TWIST stated he
joined the klan "to fight communism, but got out when he
saw what it was." What do you think of Mr. TWIST's
statement?

2.
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HB 137-1114

(2) Hr. TWIST was later reprimanded by the
Marine Corpe League, of which he was a member , for having
been associated with the XU.an. Don’t you think that a
veterans organization like the Marine Corps League is
patriotically motivated?

(3) After TWIST made his statement denouncing
the klan, local newspapers reported that TWIST received
four threatening phone calls and an anonymous bomb scare
at his place of employment • la this what the klan does
when one of its members decides he wants to quit?

<4) Sr. SHELTON, Who is the Grand Dragon of the
State of Florida?

(B> BOYD HAMBY! t understand he is a R. C.
klannman. Isn’t there even one klansman in Fla., qualified
to be Grand Dragon?

(6) Is HAMBY an Indian or a member of the
White race?

(7) In the fall of 1965, the BOA was active in
Dado County, Fla. 1 understand that now there is no UKA
activity in Dade County. What happened?

(9) 1 read in the paper recently where Ft.
Lauderdale klansmen were interviewed by the press after
one of their meetings and that they would not admit to
being members of the UKA. Why are they ashamed of their
membership?

newspaper articles characterizing various
klan activities in recent times will be furnished to
GENE 8TRUHL, with Bureau authority, so that members of
his panel can formulate questions similar to the
foregoing, if they so desire.

If the Bureau or Birmingham have any questions
they desire news representatives to ask of SHELTGH, so as
to embarrass him, Miami will submit these questions to
STBDHL in advance of the program, with Bureauauthority

.
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m 157-1114

In connection with the proposed rally at Oakland
Park, Miami recommends the following counterintelligence
measure for Bureau approval.

Repeated ami confirmed reports by Informants
disclose that Fla. Grand Dragon BOYD HAMBY and other
lesser klan officials occasionally carry concealed
weapons on their persons at rallies. Fla. State criminal
statutes and most municipal ordinances within the State of
Fla., prohibit the possession of concealed weapons.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Xf this Informant should learn at the proposed rally of
6/4/66, that any klansman is so armed, he will have no
way to convey this information to his contacting Agent so
that local authorities can be advised. Xf the source
were to leave the rally area to notify his contacting Agent,
this fact would be noticed by klan officials, especially
if his departure were followed by an arrest

.

Miami requests Bureau authority to have an
experienced and mature Special Agent of the Miami Division
who Is not assigned to the Ft. Lauderdale EA, and whose
Identity Is not known to klansman at Ft. Lauderdale,
attend instant rally as a spectator.

In the event
|

F0IA < b )< 7 >
- (D

j
|
discovers a

concealed firearm on a fellow klansman, he can
surreptitiously and inconspicuously pass this information
to the SA at the rally who in turn can leave the rally site
and notify the 6A maintaining liaison with local police
authorities of the identity of the klansmen so that an arrest
can take place.

It is pointed out that recent klan rallies at
which Imperial Wizard ROBERT SHELTON has made personal
appearances, have drawn large crowds and that most of these

4 .
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m 187-1114

spectators are obviously curiosity soakers. As an
example, the July, 1065 rally at Ft. Lauderdale, where
SHELTON was the principal speaker, drew close to 2,000
persons, whereas the UKA rally in February, 1066, at
Ft, Lauderdale, which was not attended by SHELTON, drew
only a handful of spectators.

It is suggested that an editorial by the
"Ft. Lauderdale News" newspaper a few days before the
rally, urging curiosity seekers to remain away from the
rally site, may help offset SHELTON*s personal appearance.

This editorial could point out that SHELTON is
currently under a contempt citation by the 0, S. Congress
for pleading the Fifth Amendment before the HCUA; that
South Fla, needs neither the KKK, the Communist Party nor
the Black Muslims to stir up racial hatred in an otherwise
progressive and peaceful community.

This editorial could contain a warning to the
curiosity seekers that by attending tbe rally they are
playing into the hands of the KKK and that, in fact, a
klan rally is not a very interesting affair, being nothing
more than a contest to see which speaker can shout
"nigger" the loudest.

The Bureau most likely has previous editorials
of this nature Which could be of assistance as a model in
the preparation of an editorial for the "Ft, Lauderdale
News."

r

If the Bureau approves this suggestion, Miami
will furnish the model editorial to HILTON J; KELLY,
Managing Editor, "Ft. Lauderdale News," an established
Office contact, who has previously cooperated in successful
Bureau-approved counterintelligence measures, and arrange
for the appearance of this editorial in the "Ft, Lauderdale
News."

5 .
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4

/

Jacksonville at Tallahassee
corporate status of the USA, Realm of
exempt status of this organization as
organization, if that be the case.

Florida, advise
Florida, and tax
a charitable
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or M
FD-306 (3-21-58)

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

5/12/66 FOIA(b) (7) - (D) WILLIAM B. NEUMANN
Method of delivery (ch ck aDDrooriate diockbj I

I 1 in person telephone I I hy mall ¥?] orally 1 I recording device I I written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent: *

Date \

5/13/66

Date of Report

5/12/66

Transcribed 5/25/66 /
* )

Authenticated i

by Informant

Datefs) of actlvtty

5/12/66

Brief description of activity or material
f

Meeting of G.B. HAMBY with Klan Officials
at Ft. Lauderdale, 5/12/66, re rally and
proposed appearance of ROBERT SHELTON on
television at Miami, Florida

File where original Is located If not attached

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Remark*:

Copies:
1-Birmingham (105-722) (RM)
1-Jacksonville (157-688) (RM)
1-Tampa (157-355) (RM)

MIAMI COPIES:
1-157-"514“

'
(UKA )

1-157-
1-157-1509 (MC BROOM)
1-157-1464 (ZBIN) '

.

1~157-1424 (OLEN ABERNATHY)
1-157-1495 (HARLEY)
1-157-1309 (BON KNIGHT)
(d)-157-1114 /(Counter Intelligence)
WBN:mr
( 11 )

Action: 1. Return original
report for authentication.
2. Consider contents under
counter-intelligence
program in view of office
contacts at Channel 7.

Block Stamp

A57'Wy- fry
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FOIA(b) (7) (D)

Ora May 12, 1966, Grand Dragon BOYD HAMBY and DICK
RICHARDSON ( a building contractor from Titusville, Florida,
were in Miami, Florida. Their business in Miami is mot
known. 1

On the evening of May 12, 1966, HAMBY and
RICHARDSON went to Ft. Lauderdale and met with other Klan
officials at the home of SAMUEL R. MC BROOM, 1420 N.W. 1st
Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale. Those in attendance were
MC BROOM, DAN ZBIN, OLEN ABERNATHY, DICK HARLEY and DON
KNIGHT.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the
forthcoming rally at Ft. Lauderdale. HAMBY stated he was
scheduled for personal appearances through the end of May
and suggested the dates of June 3 or 4, 1966 for the rally.
HAMBY stated he and perhaps Imperial Wizard ROBERT
SHELTON will attend the rally in Ft. Lauderdale. He
added that if SHELTON were invited to appear on a local
t.v. station, he would be more apt to attend the rally.

It was decided that DICK HARLEY will contact
Channel 7 (WCKT)

, Miami, Florida, and arrange for SKELTON
to be personally interviewed.

Date of rally left open until t.v. commitment
obtained.

Shortly after 7:30 P$.M.
,
May 12, 1966,

HAMBY and RICHARDSON left in the latter’s truck for return trip
to Titusville, Florida.

2 -

')<
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5/25/66

AIRT8L AIRMAIL

TO* DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM 8 SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-063)

SUBJECT* COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BAKER RIDDLE-HOOVE R.)

Re Bureau airtel dated 5/16/66.

The following press contacts could be
relied upon to give publicity concerning RIDDLE-
HOOVER in the evant he is convicted*

MONROE CAMPBELL, Jacksonville Journal
Newspaper, Jacksonville, Fla.

MALCOLM JOHNSON, Tallahassee Democrat
Newspaper, Tallahassee, Fla.

BRADEN BALL, Pensacola News-Journal,
Newspaper, Pensacola, Fla.

GSORGE ALLEN, Daytona Beach News-Journal
Mevmpsiper,- Daytona Beach, Fla.
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S/25/66

TQt 31RECT0S, FBI (157-3)

FBiOfi* SAC, J&C&SONVXh&B <157-663)

SUPJECT* C0UH^RlCTStLlGEf?C3 FSOGRaM - Khh^
SACIAt MATTER <KI,m)

Be Miami teletype to t\m Bureau, 'Tampa,
and Jacksonville dated 5/20/66,

T'ho following inquiries were made
concerning the allegation that klansman Ai.BEft'r T.
MASSEY has reproduced exact replicas of the
post cards referred to in retel with the intent
of mailing those cards to high state and Federal
officials.

It is noted that MASSEY is the subject
of Jacksonville file 157-66$ and fiufile IS7-1271.
Bo ha© been active in several klan organisations
is the poet including the United Klans of America,
Inc., Knights o£ the Kt* Hlux Klan and the United
Knights of the Ko Klux Klan but is reportedly

„ inactive at the present time.

Bureau
marai (157-1114)

- ^amp© (Info) (157-155$)
- Jacksonville

<1 -
<1 -

WJt&sp
no)

;

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

V
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FOIA(b) (7) - (D) advised ©a 5/24/C1® that
imssgfl? a friend In the printing business
fee© dona his printing for hisa in the past. Infer**
©aat believed this p®re©n s®3 J8s}$ SfcSnSRS at
Coastal Frlnking e®., I7U Bast Chyrefe St*, Jack-
sonville, tngtommt pointed out fcimt amsSE? v?ao
a recent uufsaccoasfQi candidate for the Fla. State
Wouse of Re^refiantatives aM believed $muM'3S hand lad.

the printing ©£ mSSBf^a campaign literature.

FoiA ( b)(7) - (Pi
| xtvivfni that s*mei??,y #o«6

not possess a gristing press. Informant also
aevised Jm ha& n& knowledge that was pro-
ducing aad mixing post oas&ta &£ th© nature referred
to in refeel...

I

- "kidviaod on SAT3/56 that mSSSI?
does not possess a printing grass to his knowledge,
Xafors&ajit forsaer klansssn ssflhSE r$)?h?

wocfea for a printing eoiapaay and ^oultl possibly ?*©

in a position to do printing for M&SSlir?*, Informant
h&d no knowledge that &&&SSt was producing and
mailing the post cards jaeationed «houe*

JOSH £5, SS&I33&S., 142? Silver St., Jack-
sonville , rUf, wa» interviewed on s/£4/v& by Shs
memss> % imoea and m,e© mm?m under the pre-
text that reports had fceoa receive#. #rest a number of
individuals that the -ak&ve^oBfclofied eajrda had bs?«m

sent to various people in vTacksonvili© anti the
possibility existed they h&n been printed in the
Jacksonville area# 5^S2M> furnished the following
information Bering the interview*

'•;. SMmntiB has not baoa requested by anyone
•to produce the akove^Tsantionad post card©, however,
h® had heard of the eas?&% kLSsa? tfhSSSi? told
9&E3C8R3 fro had receivers such a card and naked
S&ND8&S if he. co«13 tall who printed 1% 8AJU>i?Ei<S

advised ss&sgE'i? it .vrculd he iapossiblo to tell
who printed the carder' ?3&53S& ©ap. upset teaease^



o o

JK 157*045

ho had. received th© card and indicated to raspers
ho.feoii©Vi®5 it was probably plated in ’Sooth
rioritSA.® msssr did not mk ©$9880 to rs^Dduc©
the card and SASSSBS would have rafvsed if msSE¥-
had r^aestod falsa to <2o so* SANDERS has both
fiogroas and klans^en for customer© and he would
not print anything of this nature which could be

i used to hurt hie buain©©®.
.. SfiKDSRS printed all

' MhSSSt^s s?olitioal campaign literature and Jia©
fcnotm S358$C&£- JTor a long ti®© since they went to
local-; achoois together* SANDERS said i*o It©* ttffcBSS*
wae a' hians^an bwt that he# 8AKt>EK8# did not agree
with HASSi-'f on this subject and he personally
bsliavad the Jslaa wa© oat-dated*

SAMDSftS stated th© printing eqiupoent
neoeaaary to reproduce titess cards is wary expensive
and ??A3SR1? did not ©oaseao this ©quipmont. SA119BRS
3®id ha has the ©quijrsent to rcjssdoco the cards
os done any mxrabar of other printers la ~acTtoon-
villa. • .

S&8&3RS said- ho had no knowledge of who
had produced the cards or that tlASSEY had been
involved in producing the card© or had any Intention
of re^odacing them. SAS33ESS said he would notify
this office in the event any information caiae to
hie attention that the cards were being reproduced
•locally, ’

.

*- > • t 4
‘

&SQRS® forrj«r &lan&!P*n and
©siployo© of A«tak A®soeiat©3, 2014 Atlantic aoulevard#
ilaelssoaville# «ra© discreetly interviewed on r»/2t>/66
by sa© s&g&m a, R£3nc-K..a««g mthim johrsod at
which time he furnished the following information*
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S*&SS??Y contested soss a couple of
«6oks5 ago an<3 afeowa& hira the pant card ho
received, ttS&SEY" wanked to know if BOSS could
toil who had printed the card* r^sg could not
tell so he accompanied &A33KY to SA93S&9*
Printing Co*, to determine if .©ANDSItS had any
idea who could have printed the cards, s&sbbb#
could not tell either who printed then, J1AS3EY
did cot say anything to 30SH shout reproducing
the cards. The company BOSS torka for uses
•silk screen process* and does sot have the
e^uipsaenh to taels© exact replicas of the card,

ROS& stated MSkSSBY indicated ha feciievtd
a foreiar felans^an stay have seat tho card hut bo
did not specifically name any individual*

In regard to SQIAff auAwaSBCS BEasKMf,
stentAoned in rofcol . i

foiaw p) - id) I

FoiA(b) (7) - (D) advised on $/24/€6 that BEATTY
is a braggart and loud mouth end constrffirod to be
a pest by sa&ay of hio ascocietearoiAib) ni -jp_)d «©
information concerning the post cards.

It io noted that this office has not
received any informtion to date indicating these
post cards hav® been sent to any atafeo or federal
officials.

The Jacksonville Office will regain alert
ooncorBltig this matter and if artv pertinent infor-
mation is developed the Bureau an>5 the wi«ni office
will feh promptly advised,

The Miteai Office should advis« of any
further information developed indicating the post
card® have actually been reproduced.

«»/$*»
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Observations concerning poaaisle
exposure .of the Stlan in. this matter will ho
hold in @&ayattce pending developKont of further
detail* ao4 verification of is&e felan’e involve-
mist,

.

-
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5/27/66

Aistol

To: SACs, Jacksonville (157-863)
LJKtemi US7-.U14)
Tampa (167-1359)

From: director, FBI (157-9-63)

C05NTEEINTFJ4LIGEHCE pmsma
INTERNAL SECUF1TV
DISRUPTION <se liATC CKO0P8
(NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOB
DOMESTIC TEANQUILITV)

ReJKairtel 8/18/66.

Four suggestion sot forth In reairtel regarding the
establishment of a sham publication, possibly entitled ’’The
Florida Segrogator,* has merit. However, authority is denied
for you to develop a ©ham publication which blatantly suggests
segregation.

The National Committee for homestic Tranquility (NCDT)
is the Bureau-approved vehicle for attaching Elan policies and
disputes from a patriotic, common-sense and low-hoy position,
avoiding the segregation issue.

The NCDT National Newsletter which is periodically
published indicates that a chapter exists in Florida and if is
most logical that such a mythical chapter should operate in the
Jacksonville area, producing a less formal bulletin on NCDT
letterhead.

Conceivably, a Jacksonville NCDT Chapter could include
in its publications. Ideas and concepts also contributed by
the Miami and Tampa Offices and directed at the disruption of the
Klan.

;5-7-///^ -&n
SEARCHED -p- INDEXED-

SFRIAI I7E0 KU F!l FO

MAY2 7 1966
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Alrtel to SAC©* Jacksonville et al
e©s OQvmmmmUitcrmz momm
1S7-9-03

Jacksonville Is revested to develop this proposal,
and submit positive rocoaaendations to the Bureau.

The opinions of the Sfiaiai and Tampa Offices ar©
also requested.

Ta&e no action in this matte? other than ©pacifically
requested in this eecaEumication

.
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5/27/66

AIRTEL AIRMAIL (REGISTERED)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (157-826) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BAKER RIDDLEHOOVER

)

ReBuairfcel to Atlanta, 5/16/66.

Investigation at Atlanta reflects that SAM PAUL
IVANCOVICH and Mrs. RUBY LOUISE RIDDLEHOOVER were married
In Atlanta, Ga., on 12/28/44. This marriage is reflected
under Fulton Co., Ga., marriage license #77864. They were
married toy Rev. A.C. PEACOCK, retired minister of Central
Christian Church, East Point, Ga. The application for the
marridg© license reflects IVANCOVICH liSfe hi3 residence
as Rt. 1, Box 587, Porterville, Calif. He listed DOB as
1/27/16 , race white, and was previously married and divorced
in 1940 at Bakersvllle, Calif. Reason for divorce incom-
patabillty. He listed his father ’3 name as PAUL IVANCOVICH
residence Porterville, Calif., and mother as BERTHA IVAN-
COVICH, deceased. He reflected their nationality as Russian.

The application reflected RUBY LOUISE RIDDLEHOOVER
resided at 650 Boulevard, N.E., Atlanta, DOB 3/14/18, was
previously married and divorced in 1937 at Fulton County, Ga .

,

divorce based on desertion. Her parents were liBted as HARRIS
, COGGINS, father, and ESTHER COGGINS, mother, both deceased.

She reflected their nationality as American.

Bureau
Miami (157-1114)
Atlanta (2 - 157-826)

(2 - 152-1140)
ORHtmet
(9)

a 1 ^
SEARCHED -INDEXED

SERIALIZED i^X.FILED

—

MAY 2 9 1966

)^-ZFBI— MIAMI
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AT 157-826

Deed records. Pulton County Clerk of Court's Office,
Atlanta, reflect SAM P. IVANCOVICH sold a piece of property
on Angler Place, Atlanta, to CHARLES B. RIDDLEHOOVER on 1/18/52.
SAM P. IVANCOVICH purchased the same piece of land from JAMES
D. TOLBERT on 11/23/49*

The deed reflected sale of property to RIDDLEHOOVER
from XVANC0VI6H and contained notary statement reflecting
that SAM P. IVANCOVICH was then residing at Tucson, Arizona.
The debd did not reflect IVANCOVICH's address, but it was
witnessed by JOSEPH J. MANCUSO, 2§01 Forgeno, Tucson, age 50,
NORMAN HERRING, 3020 East Third Street, Tucson, age 43, and
VIRGINIA HERRING, 1001 Valley Building, age 43.

Birth records were not maintained in the State of
Ga. during time Mrs. RIDDLEHOOVER was bora and revietu of death
records reflected no record of death of SAM P. or RUBY LOUISE
IVANCOVICH.

It Is noted the area in which RIDDLEHOOVER and the
IVANCOVICHs formerly resided has now become a completely Negro
neighborhood and further efforts through pretext Interviews
to determine former owners during the period 1949-1952 not
successful due to fact that most property has changed hands
several times.

Further efforts to determine the ethnic background
of IVANCOVICH at Porterville, Calif., and Tucson, Arizona,
being left to discretion of Miami Office.

2

i
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Transmit the following in

Date: 5/27/66

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority

)

Wz DIRECTOR , FBI

FROMs SAC
s JACKSON (157-640)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - KLAN
RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN)

Re Bureau airtel Co offices indicated below dated 4/28/66

For the information of the Bureau, the Jackson Division
mailed 13 of the postcard® in connection with this program to
known Klansmen in Hattiesburg, Miss,, during the month of May,
Subsequently, on 5/23 and 24/66, five individuals of Hattiesburg,
Miss,, contacted the Resident Agency at Hattiesburg and exhibited
pink postcards similar to those in this program in that they were
printed on pink postcard type material with what appears to be an
exact duplication of the .message and characterization on those
cards sent to Klansmen, They were postmarked Hattiesburg, Miss,,
5/21/66 and were addressed by typewriter as were those sent to

A comparison of the postcards furnished by the Bureau
with those received by the five individuals above indicates that

3 «= Bureau (Enc, 2)

1 - Baltimore (Info) (RM)
1 - Birmingham (Info) (RM)
1 ° Charlotte (Info) (RM)
1 ° Cincinnati

'

(Info) (RM)
1 - Cleveland (Info) (RM)
1 - Columbia (Info) (RM)

1 => Houston
1 - Jacksonville
1 => Knoxville (Info) (RM)

Approved:

LCB %

(25)

Little Rock (Info) (RM)
Memphis (Info) (RM)
Miami (Info) (RM)
Mobile (Info) (RM)
New Orleans (Info) (RM)
Norfolk (Info) (RM)
Richmond (Info) (RM)
Savannah (Info) (RM)
Tampa (Info) (RM)
Jackson /£ '] -///*/' -!£\

g -INDEXED..—

-

3ERIALlZED_JL0f:i-tD

MAY3 1 1966

M Per

Special Agent in Charge
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JN 157-64C

material which the message and characterization was printed on
varies In color and texture from those furnished by the Bureau.
Following Is a list of the five persons who contacted the FBI:

NICK FOKAKIS , owner of Hal's Music Store
R. G. STEADMAN, Volkswagen dealer
GAULDEN L. SMITH, Smith Realty
HOWARD CASH, West Brothers Trucking Co.
WILLIAM W. WICHT, Attorney-at-Law

Mr. WICHT furnished the names of two other individuals
who reportedly received these card, however, they have not
contacted the Bureau. Their names are Mr. (FNU) MULLIGAN, of
Mulligan's Pharmacy, and CLAUDE PITTMAN, JR., former Mayor of
Hattiesburg. None of the above seven individuals are known to
have any connection with the Klan. It is noted that three of
the Klansmen who received cards from the Bureau are either employed
or connected in some way with three of the above seven individuals.

There has not been reported from any other source in
the Jackson Division a similar activity on the part of the Klan
subsequent to the implementation of this program.

Enclosed for the Bureau are two of the postcards in
question. The FBI Laboratory is requested to examine the enclosed
postcards to determine the type of typewriter used and the
technique of copying the printed material and advise Jackson
for future reference.

In view of the above, the June and July mailing of card®
as originally planned in Hattiesburg will be suspended, UACB.
UACB, Jackson will suspend future mailing of cards in this program
in any city where this may develop. Jackson will follow and keep
Bureau advised of any similar incident along this line, however,
no investigation is being instituted in this regard.

One copy of this communication being furnished other
divisions involved in this program for information.

- 2 -
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SAC, Richmond (157-846) 5/27/66

J

Director, EBI (157-9-41)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR .

: •

DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY)

Enclosed for each recipient office, to the
exclusion of Baltimore, Chicago, Jacksonville, New York
and Richmond, are 50 copies of a newsletter prepared
under the letterhead of "The National Committee for
Domestic Tranquility” (NCDT) and 50 membership cards
for the same organization. Two hundred copies of this
newsletter and two hundred copies of the membership card
are enclosed for the Richmond Office, and 25 copies each
of the same for Jacksonville, One copy each of the
newsletter and membership card is being furnished to
Baltimore, Chicago and New York Offices for informational
purposes. -

Enclosures (400)

2 - Atlanta (157-826) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Baltimore (157-865) (Enclosures - 2)
2 - Birmingham (157-835) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Charlotte (157-281) (Enclosures - 100)

.

2 - Chicago (157-382) (Enclosures - 2)
2 - Columbia (157-151) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Dallas (157-689) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Jackson (157-640) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Jacksonville (157-8G3) (Enclosures - 50)
2 - Knoxville (157-301) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Little Rock (157-291) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Memphis (157-576) (Enclosures - 100)

Miami (157-1114) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Mobile (157-582) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - New Orleans (157-2836) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - New York (157-1259) (Enclosures - 2) / c^r]
2 - Norfolk (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Savannah. (157-629) (Enclosures - 100J searched

2 Tampa (157-1559) (Enclosures — 100)

./-•
- t
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Letter to Richmond
EEs COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-41

J
As you are aware* tho KCDT is a Bureau-inspired

cover organisation which provides a ready vehicle for
attacking IUan policy and disputes from a low-key

*

ccmoa sense and patriotic position*

The Mobile Office has advised that as a result
of the mailing of the last KCDT bulletin* the united Klaas
of America* Inc.* in Alabama reaction was ’’frantic" and
greatly disturbed.” Mcbile considers tho initial Elan
reaction to the NCBT publication as very favoroble.

The substantive portion of this especial newsletter
is directed at the Grand Dragon for United Elans of
America* Inc.* Stato of Virginia* who is attempting to
build tho Elan in Virginia and is also attempting to harass
FBE Agents charged with investigative responsibilities in
Klan matters.

Recipient offices* to the exclusion of Baltimore*
Chicago and New York* ore authorized to anonymously mail
their copies of the newsletter and membership card to
klansmea who might bo most receptive to the lino expounded
in tho newsletter. You should include in your anonymous
distribution* klansmen who received the first bulletin
published by tho KCDT.

The offices indicated should promptly handle
the anonymous mailing of the NCDT newsletter and
membership card* maintain a permanent record of identities
of tfcs subjects who receive this mailing and keep the
Bureau currently informed of any tangible results noted.

The heavy concentration of this mailing will*
of course* take place within the Stato of Virginia and
should create the illusion that a vociferous chapter of
tho NCST is vigorously growing in Virginia.

Insure that copies of the NCDT newsletter and
membership card are mailed in commercially-purchased
legal size envelopes and that every effort is token to
afford maximum protection to the FB2 interest in this
matter.

HW 11637 Docld: 59167463 Page 119
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Letter to Richmond
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-41

As the NCDT newsletter will be periodically
prepared by the Bureau, recipient offices are encouraged
to submit imaginative proposals regarding the subject
matter for subsequent newsletters.

Keep the Bureau currently advised of tangible
results noted in this matter.

Docldj 59167463 Page 120
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CHAPTERS

ALABAMA

ARKANSAS

FLORIDA

GEORGIA

LOUISIANA

MISSISSIPPI

NORTH

CAROLINA

SOUTH
CAROLINA

TENNESSEE

TEXAS

National "Committee

For Domestic Tranquility

N

My fellow Americans,

"The recent response to the National Committee for
Domestic Tranquility evidenced by the mass exodus of Klansmen
from the United Klans of America in the great State of -Virginia
has revitalized our belief that present day Klan leaders are in
general, in league with the Anti-Christ.

"The belief that the Anti-Christ seeks to destroy the
Christian world was recently demonstrated by the Grand Dragon
of the United Klans of America in Virginia, when he publicly
attacked, insulted, and damned the Baptist Church which had in-
troduced him to Christ. The public rejection of Christ by a
leading Klan official demands sincere meditation and reflection.

"The Eternal Book of Life shall bear the inscription
of the faithful who stood in the face of adversity and publicly
pronounced their commitment to Christ.

>

"That we, the created, step back from the passing
scene to make certain that our lives are directed towards
eternal heavenly acceptance, is an urgent demand.

"The Good Book, in the Sermon on the Mount, and in
other inspired passages, not only brings us the word of heaven-
ly life for the deserving, but also, thricefold, warns us of
the eternal damnation of the living Hell.

"Knowing full well that the conduct of our personal
affairs will warrant us an eternal life, be it Heaven or be it
Hell, is it not fitting that we, the faithful, urgently offer
a commitment to Christ so as to avoid the damnable fire of Hell
that will separate the fallen souls from the Almighty, and the
blessed departed kinfolk for an eternity of years.

"The decision is simple, the result — the simplicity
of eternal beauty or the complexity of despair. If your choice
brings the despair, you shall not ask, "Oh Lord, why have you
forsaken me" as you will then see, with blistering assurance,
that it is you who have forsaken Him.

(over)

VIRGINIA "QUIT THE KLAN; AND BACK OUR BOYS IN VIETNAM ”
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light of ^’tfLbr^e1S
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delivered
1

to°yourthe Misdirected
path of the Anti-Christ,

tongues of deceitful Klan leaders.
SOUlS, °" ^ 8Ugapy

» forked

ended

home i*.lehlin°SmSstrate tolhose^o^e^eall^
*"

about you that "A Klanaman I Waa, A Christia^^Am^"
concerned

Executive Director
National Committee for
Domestic Tranquility-
Dateline Dayton

(over)

i
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Richmond (157-846) 5/27/66SAC,

J

Director, FBI (157-9-41)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR
DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY)

Enclosed for each recipient office, to the
exclusion of Baltimore, Chicago, Jacksonville, New York
and Richmond, are 50 copies of a nev/sletter prepared
under the letterhead of MThe National Committee for
Domestic Tranquility" (NCDT) and 50 membership cards
for the same organization. Two hundred copies of this
nev/sletter and two hundred copies of the membership cord
are enclosed for the Richmond Office, and 25 copies each
of the same for Jacksonville. One copy each of the
newsletter and membership card is being furnished to
Baltimore, Chicago and New York Offices for Informational
purposes. -

Enclosures (400)

2 - Atlanta (157-826) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Baltimore (157-865) (Enclosures - 2)
2 - Birmingham (157-835) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Charlotte (157-281) (Enclosures - 100).
2 - Chicago (157-382) (Enclosures - 2)
2 - Columbia (157-151) .

(Enclosures - 100)
•• 2 - Dallas (157-6S9) (Enclosures - 100)

2 - Jackson (157-640) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Jacksonville (157-863) (Enclosures - 50)
2 - Knoxville (157-301) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Little Rock (157-291) (Enclosures - 100)
2 — Memphis (157-576) (Enclosures - 100)

Miami (157-1114) . (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Mobile (157-582) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - New Orleans (157-2836) (Enclosures - 100)
2 - New York (157-1259) (Enclosures «

2 - Norfolk (Enclosures - 100)
2 - Savannah .

(157-629) (Enclosures -
2 - Tampa (157-1559) (Enclosures - H

• %
*

*v .
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Letter to Richmond
EE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-41

J
As you are aware, the KCDT Is a Bureau-inspired

cover organisation which provides a ready vehicle for
attaching Klan policy and disputes from a low-key,
common sense and patriotic position.

The Mobile Office has advised that as a result
of the mailing of the last NCDT bulletin, the United Klans
of America, Inc., in Alabama reaction was "frantic" and
"greatly disturbed." Mobile considers the initial Klan
reaction to the NCDT publication as very favorable.

The substantive portion of this special newsletter
is directed at the Grand Dragon for United Klans of
America, Inc., State of Virginia, who is attempting to
build the Klan in Virginia and is also attempting to harass
FBI Agents charged with investigative responsibilities in
Klan matters.

Recipient offices, to the exclusion^ of Baltimore,
Chicago and New York, are authorised to anonymously mail
their copies of the newsletter and membership card to
klansmen who might be most receptive to the line expounded
in the newsletter. You should Include in your anonymous
distribution, klansmen who received the first bulletin
published by the NCDT.

The offices indicated should promptly handle
the anonymous mailing of the NCDT newsletter and
membership card, maintain a permanent record of identities
of tte subjects who receive this ceiling and keep the
Bureau currently informed of any tangible results noted.

The heavy concentration of this mailing will,;
of course, take place within the State of Virginia and
should create the illusion that a vociferous chapter of
the NCDT is vigorously growing in Virginia.

Insure that copies of the NCDT newsletter and
membership card are mailed in commercially-purchased
legal sise envelopes and that every effort is taken to
afford maximum protection to the FBI interest in this
matter. ;

•

'

1
’

• 2 -
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Letter to Richmond
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-41

As the NCDT newsletter will be periodically
prepared by the Bureau, recipient offices are encouraged
to submit imaginative proposals regarding the subject
matter for subsequent newsletters.

Keep the Bureau currently advised of tangible
results noted in this matter.

- 3 -
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CHAPTERS

ALABAMA

: ARKANSAS
\

O'he National Committee 1

For Domestic Tranquility
fj

,’r>

My fellow Americans , ,

'r A
"The recent response to the National Committee for

Domestic Tranquility evidenced by the mass exodus of Klansmen
from the United Klans of America in the great State of -Virginia

(

has revitalized our belief that present day Klan leaders are in
general, in league with the Anti-Christ.

,

FLORIDA

GEORGIA

LOUISIANA

"The belief that the Anti-Christ seeks to destroy the
Christian world was recently demonstrated by the Grand Dragon
of the United Klans of America in Virginia, when he publicly
attacked, insulted, and damned the Baptist Church which had in-
troduced him to Christ. The public rejection of Christ by a

leading Klan official demands sincere meditation and reflection.

"The Eternal Book of Life shall bear the inscription
of the faithful who stood in the face of adversity and publicly
pronounced their commitment to Christ.

MISSISSIPPI

NORTH

CAROLINA

SOUTH

CAROLINA

"That we, the created, step back from the passing

scene to make certain that our lives are directed towards
eternal heavenly acceptance, is an urgent demand.

"The Good Book, in the Sermon on the Mount, and in

other inspired passages, not only brings us the word of heaven-
ly life for the deserving, but also, thricefold, warns us of

the eternal damnation of the living Hell.

"Knowing full well that the conduct of our personal
affairs will warrant us an eternal life, be it Heaven or be it
Hell, is it not fitting that we, the faithful, urgently offer
a commitment to Christ so as to avoid the damnable fire of Hell
that will separate the fallen souls from the Almighty, and the
blessed departed kinfolk for an eternity of years.

TENNESSEE

TEXAS

"The decision is simple, the result — the simplicity
of eternal beauty or the complexity of despair. If your choice
brings the despair, you shall not ask, "Oh Lord, why have you
forsaken me" as you will then see, with blistering assurance,
that it is you who have forsaken Him.

(over)

VIRGINIA

•

“
I
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"We, former Klansmen all, who bear witness in the

light of day, urgently beseech you to embrace our public

commitment to Christ, and disavow the path of the Anti-Christ,

delivered to you, the misdirected souls, on the sugary, forked

tongues of deceitful Klan leaders.

"For you who seek Christ and reject the Klan, we have

enclosed a membership card announcing your commitment to Christ

"To join with us, merely display this card in your

home which will demonstrate to those who are really concerned

about you that "A Klansman I Was, A Christian I Am."

Executive Director
National Committee for

Domestic Tranquility
Dateline Dayton

(over)
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DECODED COPY

d Radio [^Teletype
URGENT 5-31-66

TO: MIAMI, BIRMINGHAM, TAMPA AND JSCKSONVILLE

FROM: DIRECTOR 3121 3I4. (157^9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, IS, DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS, (PROPOSED

KLAN RALLY AND VISIT OF IMPERIAL WIZARD ROBERT M. SHELTON, FORT

LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA, JUNE ij. NEXT).

REFERENCE IS MADE TO MIAMI AIRTEL MAY 25 LAST.

AUTHORITY GRANTED TO RECONTACT GENE STRUHL, WCKT - TV, MIAMI,

FOR PURPOSE BKX SET OUT IN REAIRTEL. MIAMI DELETE QUESTION 6 ON

PAGE 3 OF REAIRTEL CONCERNING HAMBY'S INDIAN ORIGIN.

AUTHORITY GRANTED TO RECONTACT MILTON J. KELLY, "FORT LAUDERDALE

NEWS," AND SUGGEST HE DEVELOP AND PUBLISH ED IT/OR I ALS ALONG GUIDE-

LINES MENTIONED IN REAIRTEL PRIOR TO JUNE I4. NEXT.

AUTHORITY DENIED TO HAVE SPECIAL AGENT PRESENT AT JUNE Ij. NEXT

RALLY IN MANNER DESCRIBED IN REAIRTEL. ADVISE LOCAL RBXKXE POLICE

AUTHORITIES COVERING OAKLAND PARK AND FORT LAUDER0ALE , FLORIDA, THAT
f

HAMBY AND SHELTON HAVE ALLEGEDLY POSSESSED FIREARMS IN THE PAST.

STRESS THAT HAMBY HAS RECORD OF SEVERAL MOTOR VEHICLE VIOLATIONS AND

IF STOPPED IN FORT LAUDERDALE AREA FOR SUCH VIOLATIONS, LOCAL POLICE

iL7 - liUdAl

/

-FILED.

END PAGE ONE
If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau?it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.

SEARCHED _
SERIALIZED.

JNDEXED

.

MAY 3 11966
FBI— MIAMI
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FD-280 (Rev. 8-28-58)

*
'

'

DECODED COPY

Radio

PAGE TWO

Teletype

AUTHORITIES SHOULD REMAIN ALERT FOR FIREARMS IN HAMBY’S POSSESSION

WHICH MAY CONSTITUTE A LOCAL VIOLATION. AS SOON AS PRACTICAL AFTER

JUNE NEXT RALLY FOIA(b) (7) - (D) SHOULD DISCREETLY CONTACT FORT

LAUDERDALE RESIDENT AGENT AND IDENTIFY KKXNSMXX KLANSMEN WHO ATTENDED

RALLY CARRYING FIREARMS. IMMEDIATELY FURNISH SAME T 0 LOCAL POLICE

AUTHORITIES IN HOPE THAT LOCAL POLICE ACTION CAN BE TAKEN PRIOR TO

DEPARTURE OF /ARMED KLANSMEN FROM YOUR AREA.

BIRMINGHAM IMMEDIATELY ASSURE THAT MIAMI HAS ALL INFORMATION

REGARDING SHELDON’S POSSESSION OF FIREARMS.

TAMPA ASSURE MIAMI IS CURRENTLY INFORMED REGARDING XAMX HAMBY'S

POSSESSION OF FIREARMS AND A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF H I S MOTOR VEHICLE

INSURE MSXIMUM PROTECTION GIVEN TO FBI INTEREST IN THIS MATTER

AND FURNISH THE BUREAU TANGIBLE RESULTS.

END.

DECODED AND TYPED--PJR

.

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.
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FBI BIRMGHAM

1 : 1

1

PM CST URGENT 6-2-66 WKP

TO: DIRECTOR* JACKSON* MIAMI* TAMPA* AND JACKSONVILLE

FROM: BIRMINGHAM ( 157-835) 2P .
•

0 »

’

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM* IS* DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS*
• • ..... /

'

- ...

PROPOSED KL AN RALLY AND VISIT TO IMPERIAL WIZARD ROBERT M.
o yyut^o
SHELTON* FORT LAUDERDALE* FLORIDA* JUNE FOUR* NEXT.

REBUTEL MAY THIRTYONE* LAST.

•AS DIRECTED IN REFERENCED COMMUNICATION* BIRMINGHAM

SUBMITS FOLLOWING INFORMATION CONCERNING ROBERT -SHELTON*

IMPERIAL' WIZARD* AND MELVIN SEXTON* IMPERIAL KLIGRAPP* UNITED

KLANS OF AMERICA* INC.
h

* ’
*

,

DURING DECEMBER* NINETEEN SIXTYFIVE* A BIRMINGHAM

INFORMANT ADVISED THAT SHELTON HAD OBTAINED AN M DASH FOURTEEN

Uii S. ARMY. MODEL RIFLE M AN UFACTURED BY H AND R RIFLE COMPANY
» • • • - »

AND HE HAD MOUNTED ON THE DRIVER'S SIDE OF. HIS PERSONAL AUTO-

MOBILE A HAND-HELD CARBINE RIFLE-PISTOL COMBOATION.

END
: PAGE ONE •
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PAGE TWO
i

ON MAY THIRTYONE, LAS TV-- CAPTAIN ROBERT -W. SAWYER, NA,
/

TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA, PD, CONFIDENTIALLY ADVISED SA CLARENCE E.

WRIGHTCTHAT RECENTLY THE WIDOW OF PERCY SEXTON, DECEASED

BROTHER OF MELVIN SEXTON, TOLD HIMCSAWYER) THAT MELVIN SEXTON
.

'
, *

> ,

HAD BORROWED A SEARS BRAND THIRTY OUGHT SIX BOLT ACTION RIFLE

WITH A FOUR POWER TELESCOPE FROM PERCY SEXTON WITHIN THE PAST

MONTHS*-

'

WHEN MELVIN SEXTON BORROWED THIS RIFLE, ACCORDING

TO SAWYER, MELVIN STATED HE WANTED 'IT TO "SHOOT OFF ANTENNAS"
r'

BUTr,DI D NOT ^EXPLAIN THIS -STATEMENT. MRS. PERCY SEXTON STATED

HER HUSBAND DIED RECENTLY AND WHEN SHE TRIED TO GET ',-THE RIFLE

BACK, MELVIN SEXTON TOLD HER "SHE WOULDN'T WANT T.HE RIFLE BACK

AS IT -HAD DONE SOME GOOD WORK IN MISSISSIPPI."

ABOVE FOR INFORMATION OF ALL OFFICES, SINCE SHELTON
• . .

'

l

AND SEXTON POSSIBLY IN FLORIDA AT PRESENT. JACKSON REQUESTED

TO ADVISE WHETHER ABOVE SITUATION CAN BE IDENTIFIED.

CORRECTION LAST WORD PAGE ONE SHOULD READ COMBINATION

ALL, OTHER OFFICES ADVISED

M I ! SHR

FBI . MIAMI

TP BLM

FBI TAMPA

JK JLB

FBI JACKSVLE

TU iCLR
! '

f
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CODS
%/2/m

n&Diozsim wsgeet

TOi ©igEcaeoR, mi ajh> sac, mm
mm: sac, ssasi FOIA(b) (7) - (D^)

MOKXPa

m bb&xetel so tampa four tsssty five last Aa© Bissau

TBLE-m® TO T&SS?A FIVE tW? 8S?SSf L3ST-.

DORSE© SLAB H&Utf, mesWAB© SB3SPS?, FLA.*

SSST5T SIX, FLORXBA GSA39 ©BACON BOSS SMSffi HA0E SEVERAL T3LE-

FHOWSC CONTACTS WJTO GJSLFBXSHD, IR3A 2SSLEN FSLLEGBSNQ, &5SA&I ,

FLA, THIS ISFOSHmOE 0BVSLOPBB 7330USS LASDSBIHLL, FLA. P3

ASB VHHJFXHD TSPwCUGa
|

FOIA (b) (7) - (D)

PELLEGRINO HASRTE© JIH PELLEGRINO FEQSBAHY FIFTY SEVEN,

SB&£trS30&G, GA.„ AS© ©ffflL THEIR BIVORCE, APRIL, SIXTY TWO,

SESIBB© SSALEAB, FLA., ASS OHB ©AC0HTSR AGE EIGHT, &28X9S8 v?T?H

scTsaBSB.

IT 13 ASYXCIPATEB SA2BV WILL RECONTACT TOUESS&ZBB^ ©BRING

Fsaraccasisc ball?, st. laobebdals, fla., johs fos® nest.

US VXBW OF TISE LAPSE AS© S©t®CB G5SBE THAN FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

S, ~ JFaetoseavillo (EE)
1« (EM) .

Miami.
<1 - 157-ISG0) /
O, - IS7-3LG13) A
/flj - 15(7-1114) 1/

LCP:W& j *->m rb^

Searched-^.

,SensiSz2a_i.

tnikAecl-j^

V;XM^
i&1-W !

/ ~/33
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fqia tb) (7 ) - (D AiaBB of aaimy’s rat asasssrs msmg
AUTHORITY 90 ADVI&B L?« W J. VAN BUSXIBS, IHTELLXGBSCB MVlBim,

mm omsm so, 99s n>mm of samsy's gielkuehd ahd fact m
hay comes n

m

this cchisq sbbk ks». van soskibe ms heen advised

FJBGftgBISG FCaTSCSaiHQ BALLY, THE FACT SASffiY HAS I*0SSE3Sr& FIREARMS

18 THS PAST AND HASMI TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS.

VAN 8USSIFJC mwm> CLOSELY NSTH THE MIAMI OFFICE CN XLAS

HATTERS IS THE PAST AND HAS 8ESP0HSIBLE FOR THE ARREST OF FORMES

M) m&<m Charles nsmyrnoomi, m ths fall of sixty five, oh

A CHARGE GF FOSSSSSIHG FISBAKSSsiU

IF INFORMATION FGSNX3HSD VAN SDSKIRK, THE SO MAYBE ABLE TO

pm mm m a commtQim situation mra pdllsgdiho, or illegally

IN POSSESSION OF A FIIffiADH.

Am SUCCESS B? THE SO Wffl& EE SgSZBSHfiB BASED OK INFORMATION

ik mmmem mssmxt teletype .
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FD-3$ (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 5/31/66

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-281)

/ /OS'O-SibS'
COINTELPRO
RM (KLAH)

Re Jackson airtel to Bureau, copy to offices
listed below, dated 5/27/66 concerning pink postcards naming
recipient as Klansman.- . - ...

On 5/31/66 |

roiA(b)(7) - id)
| advised that on that date

he had received the following information from his source,
"CHARL 1":

3-Bureau (RM)
1-Atlanta (Info) (RM)
1-Baltimore (Info) (RM)
1-Birmingham (Info) (RM)
1-Cincinnati (Info) (RM)
1-Cleveland (Info) (RM)
1-Columbia (Info) (RM)
1-Dallas (Info) (RM)
1-Houston. '(Info) . (RM)
1-Jackson (Info) (RM)
l=Jacksomville (Info) (RM)
l«=Knoxville (Info) (RM)
1-Little Rock (Info) (RM)
Memphis (Info) (RM) .

l^Miami (Info) (RM) .

^-Mobile (Info) (RM)
1-New Orleans (Info) (RM)
1-Norfolk (Info) (RM)
1-Richmond

.
(Info) (RM)

NDEXED.SEARCHED

SERIALIZED

JUN 31966
SttiANlI

riiavrwvtmi
4-Charlotte
JMU:sal :

(27)

=157-281) (1-157-230) (l F
.
0IA < b >< 7

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

37 Dodd: 59167463 Page 134
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CE 157-281

Postcards of this type have been received by many . ..

Klamsmen in North Carolina. Many of those persons receiving
them have speculated they may have been distributed by
MALCOLM SEAWELL, Chairman of a North Carolina State anti™
Klan committee appointed by the Governor. . .

According to “’CHARI 1,” North Carolina Grand
Dragon J. R. JONES is planning to have 10,000 cards, as
nearly identical as possible, printed and mailed at random to
a©n~Klansmen throughout North Carolina, The purpose of this.

_

will be to make the present anonymous campaign backfire,
and make the labeling of Klamsmem ineffective by distributing
it widely among non-Klansmen.

In connection with the belief of some North
Carolina members that the distribution of the original cards,
is by MALCOLM SEAW1LL, it is commented by Charlotte that as
soon as North Carolina Klansmen learn similar cards have been
distributed in other states, they will realize it was not
done by SEAW1LL.

Fnr imrffQ ,af .nitor imffiffj.es. re.ir.el ati-me this air-t.el.
FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

who receives his information from a source whose reliability
is not known to the FBI

.

2

r
%
*

i

)r
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6/1/66

FD-36 (Rev. S-22-64)

F B I

Date:

1

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via
(Priority)

.
1 -I ' 1 ", .

' ..i. I

'

.

11 ", I!V ;
< ," i - I

'v

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, HOUSTON (157-703)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - KLAN
* RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN)

Re Bureau airtel to Offices indicated below dated
4/28/66 and Jackson airte} to Bureau dated 5/27/66. ^

On 5/20/66, 19 postcards were prepared and mailed
to known I^lan members within the City of Houston,

Op 5/31/66 ,
FoiA(b) (7) - (D) advised that at a

meeting of State OffidFTO-ci-nrrie-ijKffT-Inc
. , at Beaumont,

Texas, pn 5/29/66, JACK CANNON, Grand Dragon for the State
of Texas announced that many of the Ku Klux Klan members in
Houston had received a pink card through the mail portraying
them to be Klan members.

CANNON advispd tP combat whoever Is sending these
out he has placed an order for 4,000 duplicate cards which
will be mailed to prominent citizens, city and county officials.

1 - Little Rock (lnfo)(RM)
l-i Memphis ( Info) (RM
(P - Miami (lnfo)(RM)

3 - Bureau (RM)
'

1 - Atlanta (Info) (RM)
1 - Baltimore (lnfo)(RM) _ x

1 t. Birmingham (Info)(RM) 1 r Mobile (Info)(RM)
1 - Charlotte (infoHRM) 1 -r New Orleans (Info)(RM)
1 - Cincinnati (Info)(RM) 1 - Norfolk (lnfo)(RM)
1 -< Cleveland (Info)(RM) 1 - Richmond (infoj(RM)
1 - Columbia (lnfo)(RM) 1 - Savannah (Info)(RM)
1 - Dallas (Info)(RM) 1 - Tampa (lnfo)(RM)
1 T Jacksonville (lnfo)(RM)2 - Houston _ , , , ^
1 - Knoxville (Info) (RM) WJS/ebl

(25) SEARCHEILac^<^JNDEXED.

StaiAUZED/^2LF!LED—£=£—-

JUN 3 1966 .

Lg* FBI MIAMj ^3

im
Approved: ^
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HO 157^703

and police departments in the cities where Klan members are
receiving these cards. CANNON indicated the order for
these cards had been placed in Beaurnont, Texas.

CANNON indicated he hoped by mailing the cards
publicity would result from those receiving the cards and
Ku Klux Klan members if questioned by any persons seeing
the cards received by the Klan members, could point to the
fact that the Mayor, Chief of Police, etc., also received
the card.

The Houston Division is alerting the Chief of police
WILLIE BAUER, (NA), Beaumont, Texas# pf CANNON'S plan to mail
the cards without disclosing interest of the Bureau in the
cards to Chief BAUER.

UACB, the Houston Division will not mail additional
cards until it is determined whether or pot CANNON has put
his plan in operation. Bureau will be kept advised of all
developments.
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B/2/m

ilirtol

Missal psassatoi*
-t~ • "<r«*txa aftwqoBo

#wsm 'j-'&9&QBUa t bht

(
pxckjm • guft

[ tmm* umms amm

&c$Sttel S/2&/86 captioned as ahoy# ’and fi?airlel
eoulosisg letterhead asasarasdnn both dated 6/18/3®. ceptioaed
halted Elerida At flte Hm»* SJae&el Matters

I© vim os tb© iaforittatioo developed that Blawsmea
©re rcpra&soi&g pastel e«i*<S© which have Mew received by
oorfcais felswesoa* you should discreetly owdeever to develop
$w£©ra&ta©a which eoutd b© sa&ad to IdeatijFy on© 03* acre
KSwdsaeh es feoiag responsible for ills milins of those card©*
ft is possible that sow© satuotioa wilt arts© loading to
aw arrest % local authorities* at wMe& tide a supply of
these cards weald be found in the possession of a klansaan.
Hash offioo sbooM consider requestlug a headeritiug ©«a*i~
oation if cards ot this typo are received by psroaiaaat
individuals and brought to your nttoutiem. Couparisoo of
handwriting should bo requested with fcnoyn apecioena of
Kolas g&wrence Beatty, ohlob are is possession of the Miaiai
Office wad with say other suspected ftlaasaaa Who sight
participate in uddreseSu* suefc cords.

tow are wgcisi cuutioaod that iaforsatioa eoReereing
this proloot suet ho Sept to & isiwinus vithis your office
and udder so circaasteuccs Is aw person outside the S&uresu
to bo ernde aror© of any Sureeu counectlou with these cards.
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0 0
. £irtel t© Jacksonville ©t stl

^ mi mmm
./ . v *'. •

• *•*

She Bureau should bo kept £My pMv&sqG oS all
developments cn«3 unless n ttm facto? absolutely precludes,
an appropriate ccsmiaication should he sent to the Bureau
is advance with your recam&Qndatioue for taking advantage
o£ this situation. In the event a situation arises in which
time is Of the oseenco and which precludes furnishing a
commmicoilcm to the Bureau, you should contact the Bureau
fcy telephone to outline the situation aufi raako your
racoramondatione.

A I

• 2 #
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6/2/68

AIKTEL

6/2/66

airmail

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI <137~g~29)

FROM: SAC, TAMPA (157-X559)
- ' f

COUNTER1HTELLIGHSCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF BATE GROUPS

ReJKairtel to Bureau , 5/18/66, concerning
The Florida Segregate?, and Buairtol to JK 5/27/66, which
pointed out that NG3T has already been established,

Tte> Tampa Office feels it 4® conceivable wo could
become “top heavy 1* and there are already numerous projects
and efforts under way In captioned program. With the best
interests of the Bureau in mind, it would seem that \
consideration of one or two projects would achieve greater
result© than through numerous projects.

It is anticipated that whenever the Tampa Office
hoars or develops any information on a member that action can
be taltGE against, such information will be furnished to the
Jacksonville Office for its consideration In inclusion in
any typo bulletin devised or suggested by Jacksonville under
the letterhead of the NCBT.

3 ~ Bureau (EK)o
Jacksonville (157-863) <SM)
Miami (157-1114) <KS)
Tampa

SJLtcwp
(0 )

Aff7-///44 - AV7
SEARCHED—_—INDEXED.

SERIAI 17m/y Film £Q
JUN 31966v\/i -i vr»

i
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6/2/66

AIHTSL AIRMAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-8-12)

FROM: SAC, TAMPA (157-2638)

COUNTER1NTELLXGENC33 PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF BATE GROUPS
(NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR
DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY)

ReBulet to Dallas 5/12/66, which carried Bufile
1S7-9-12.

For the information of the Bureau, Miami and
Jacksonville, Tampa has opened a separate case on the HOST

During May, 1666, Taiapa informants have reported
on the receipt of letters from the NCDT, as well as
receipt of cards which apparently identify them as klansmen.

F
. -idvised that on 5/15/66 at the special

State Officers and Exalted Cyclops meeting of the UFSKK in
Orlando, Fla., there was a discussion on the NCDT letters
that some members had received. Source reported it was voted
to have a lot of cards like the one Mrs. STOUDENMIRS of
Jacksonville, Fla., had received printed up and (brand
Kieliff O. 7. BOATWRIGHT was to get a committee that would
be responsible for sending these cards throughout the state
to those who are not favorable to the klan. The purpose
is that this might get people confused on how many klansmen
there are.

3 — Bureau (BM)
Jacksonville (157-803) (BS)
Miami (157-1114) (RM)

1 - Tasjpa
SJL:cwp
(6 )

/Kl- /

H

4-

M

SEARCHED —INDEXER

SERIALIZED
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TP 157-2638
" r .

*

. . <

^advised that at this same State Officers
and Exalted Cyclops meeting at Orlando, Fla., on 5/15/66,
discussion was had concerning receipt of post card with
picture of robed man and the recipient of the card feltfits*
was from a former member. This informant also reported it
was agreed at the meeting to send out thousands of
reproductions of the cards received in the Jacksonville area,
but BOB CRAIG, Exalted Cyclops of 7-2 Klavern, said he did
not agree to sending out any in his area (Orlando) unless his
members started receiving damaging cards.

FoiA(b) (7) - ..dvlsed 5/23/66 that on 5/17/66, 0. V.

BQATWRKZfT, Grand Klaliff , went to Tampa and met DEWEY TAFT,
a member of the Tampa Klavern, and gave him the type post
card members of the klan had been receiving and told TAFT he
was to have a lot of these cards printed up, that if any of
the units wanted some they could send some to anyone who was
against the klan. TAFT said he would get the cards printed
up for BQATWRXCSPF.

For the Information of the Bureau, Tampa Division
sent out 17 PC3DT letters during the month of Bay to members
of the UFKKK, as well as to members of the Florida Pioneer
Club.

For the further Information of the Bureau, the
Tampa Office sent out 52 cards "Klansmaa, trying to hide your
Identity behind your sheet?, etc.*', which were sent to members
of the I and members of the Florida Pioneer Club.

The Bureau will be kept advised of this program in
the Tampa Division.

-r 2 -
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
l . .

Miami, Florid
June 1 , 1966

RE: UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KUKLUX KLAN
(PROPOSED KLAN RALLY. AT
OAKLAND PARK, FLORIDA, &JHE 4, 1066)
RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN)

v •

Characterizations of ttee United Klaus of
America, lac., Knights of the Ku Klux Klam (UKA) , ©a
a state and national level are contained' in the Appendix
section of this memorandum.

MM T-l furnished the following informatioa:
i !

•

A Klaa rally sponsored by UKA, Realm of Florida,
will be held oa the property located oa the west side of
Northwest Ninth Avenue and 38th Street, Oakland Park,
Florida, oa June 4, 1066. The 'rally will commence at
approximately 8:30 PM on that date and will conclude with
a cross - burning

.

The Imperial Wizard, ROBERT M. SHELTON,. of the
UKA will be the featured speaker at this rally.

The Imperial Kligrapp, Sexton, Florida ©rand
Dragon BOYD HAMBY, and . other Klaa officials will be in
attendance at this rally.

In connection with the Imperial Wizard ®s visit
to South Florida, the following' itinerary for him has been
set up:

Date

r

. It inerary

Arrive Titusville, Florida

1:00 PM - arrive at Fort
Lauderdale, Florida by auto-
mobile - immediately depart

Searched

Indexed

Serialized

Filed
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RE: UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN

Date Itinerary

for Miami, Florida, via
transportation to be fur-
nished by WCKT (Channel 7)
Miami, Florida

6/3/66 2:00 PM - Tape personal
appearance on "Florida
Forum," a panel program
produced by Channel 7 for
showing on Sunday, June 5,
1966.

6/3/66 4:00 PM - depart Miami, Florida,
for Titusville

6/3/66 8:30 PH - personal appearance
at Klan rally, Titusville,
Florida

6/4/66 12 noon - arrive at Fort
Lauderdale

6/4/66 8:30 PM - personal appearance
at Klan rally, Oakland Park,
Florida

Date of departure from Fort
Lauderdale not known.

This source stated that ROBERT M. SHELTON will be
traveling with his wife and the Imperial Kligrapp of the
UKA, Sexton.

- 2 -
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Re: UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC 0 ,

KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN

Article titled "Integrate Rally, Klansmen
Warned." This article is subtitled "NAACP Publicizes
Ultimatum." This article states that the NAACP has
served notice on the Ku Klux Klan that Negroes must be
admitted to the rally planned in Broward County on
June 4, 1966* or the Klan may face possible legal action for
violating the civil rights of Negroes.

The warning came from DONALD HALLOCK, NASCP,
publicity chairman.

This article states that DANIEL J. ZBIN, a local
Klan spokesman, stated that ROBERT SHELTON, the Imperial
Wizard, will answer all questions raised by the NAACP when
he arrives in Fort Lauderdale, Saturday, June 4, 1966.

,
... ZBIN also stated that tie exact location of the

rally will be announced to the public on Friday, June 3,
I960.

/.Jv

/ On June 1, 1966, ALCEE L. HASTINGS, Local Council,
Fort Lauderdale Chapter, NAACP, advised that the news-~
papery article was taken out of context and that the local
chapter of the NAACP in Fort Lauderdale was advising all of
their members, as well as the Negro community in general,
to stay away from the rally site; and they had no plans to
picket the site or create any disturbance.

The foregoing information has been furnished to the
following agency representatives:

Major ROBERT JOHNSTON, Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Police Department

Captain FRANK TROY, Broward County Sheriff's
Office, Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Chief of Police STANLEY KUBALA, Oakland Park,
Florida, Police Department.

=3-
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Re

:

/
UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA

,
INC.,

KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN

\

A copy of this memorandum has been furnished to
the 111th INTC Group and to the United States Secret Service,
Miami, Florida.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the^FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency. /
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APPENDIX

i

\

I

i

i

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX JOAN
(UNITED KLANS)
(REALM OF FLORIDA)

Sources I and 2 furnished Information in August,
1964, revealing that certain members of the United Florida
Ku Klux Klan (UFKKK) , Jacksonville, Florida, split away
from the UFKKK and affiliated with the United Kians of
America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (UKA) . According
to these sources, this resulted in the establishment of the
Realm of Florida (UKA)

.

These sources advised that WELDON DONALD COTHRAN,
Jacksonville, Florida, was appointed Grand Dragon of the
Realm of Florida in August, 1964. These sources further
advised in January, 1965, that COTHRAN was still Grand
Dragon and maintained the State Headquarters in Jacksonville.

Source 1 and Source 3, in August, 1965, advised
that the Realm of Florida is subordinate to the national
headquarters of the UKA , which is located in Tuscaloosa

,

'

Alabama, and has the same aims and objectives as the national
organization.
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1 APPENDIX

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (UKA)

Records of the Superior Court, Fulton County,
Georgia, reflect this Klan organization was granted a
corporate charter on February 21, 1961, at Atlanta,
Georgia, under the name United Klans, Knights of the Ku

,

Klux Klan of America, Inc.

A source advised on February 27, 1961, that
United Klans was formed as a result of a split in U.S.
Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. According to
the source, the split resulted from a leadership dispute,
and United Klans has the same aims and objectives as the
parent group. These are the promotion of Americanism, white
supremacy and segregation of the races.

The first source and a second source advised in
July, 1961, ‘ that United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
of America, Inc., merged with Alabama Knights, Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan. The merged organization established
headquarters in Suite 401, Alston Building, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. (The organization is directed by ROBERT SHELTON,
Imperial Wizard, and is the dominant Klan group in the
South, with units in several southern states.

Second source advised that at a meeting at
Prattville, Alabama, on October 22, 1961, the U.S, Klans,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, merged with the United Klans
of America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.

Third source advised on August 4, 1965, that the
United Klans of America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
is currently an active organization, with Klaverns in several
southern states. This source said that ROBERT M. SHELTON
is the Imperial Wizard of this organization, and was last
elected to this position on September 5, 1964, at a National
Klonvocation in Birmingham, Alabama. Source said the activity
of the UKA is increasing, and the national office remains
in Suite 401, Alston Building, Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

c
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FD-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply, Phase Refer to

Fib, No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami
, Florida

June 1, 1966

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
Title KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN

(PROPOSED KLAN RALLY AT
OAKLAND PARK, FLORIDA, JUNE 4, 1966)

Character RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN)

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as a$ove at Miqmi, Florida.-, i

All sources (except any listed belov) vhose Identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
Information in the past.

s
S

• \

Thla document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It la the propertyoi the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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0/1/66

AIKTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (137-370)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (1S7-514) (p)

RE: OKA, IRC. , KHKK
(PROPOSED KLAN SALLY
AT OAKLAND PARK, FLA.

,

0/4/06)m (KLAN)

00: Birmingham

Ro tliemi oirtel to Bureau detect 5/24/66 captioned
ac above and Miami radiogram to Bureau, 0/1/66.

Feelused for the Bureau are eight copies of an
LKB dated and captioned as above.

Too copies of the LHM are being furnished to
the Office of Origin and one copy each to interested
offices.

One copy each of LHM has been disseminated to
u. S. Secret Service and 111th IHTC Gxup at Miami, Fla.

3 - Bureau (Eoc. S)(R3I)
2 - Birmingham (105-722) (Eac. 2) (FJD
1 - Jacksonville (157*083) (fine. l)(Info)(RM)
1 - Tampa (167-355) (Eno. 1) (Info) (RM)

f5V Siam!^ Ps - 157-1037) (POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE)
157-1114) (CGdfTER INTELLIGENCE PBOGMM)

WDN:Ssc
(10)

r
-viniUed
EUed

/sy-/y/ / </-o
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1UI 197-514

The eoarce utilised in UBS is

The Ilicai Office will closely follow this matter
with local law enforcement agencies and will keep the Bureau
advised*
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6/3/66

A I a T E L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BAKER RIDDU5HOOVER)

Re Atlanta airtel to the Bureau, dated 5/27/66.

Enclosed for Los Angeles and Phoenix one Xerox
copy each of referenced airtel.

For info of Los Angeles and Phoenix, CHARLES BAKER
RIDDLEHOOVER is Grand Dragon of the United Knights of the KKK,
a violently anti-Semitic and anti-Negro Klan organization
operating in South Florida.

Information developed so far indicates that
RIDDLEHOOVER*s parents or one of them may be of Jewish origin.
His step-father, SAM PAUL IVANCOVICH, has listed nationality
as Russian.

Los Angeles at Porterville, Calif., conduct credit
and arrest checks on SAM PAUL IVANCOVICH, white male, date of
birth 1/27/16, who formerly resided at Route No. 1, Box 587,
Porterville, Calif.

3 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Los Angeles (Enc. - 1) (RM)

\

\
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MM 157-1114

Conduct same Investigation on SAM IVANCOVICH *s
father, PAUL IVANCOVICH.

Check Bureau of Vital Statistic records for death
certificate of BERTHA IVANCOVICH.

Los Angeles is specifically requested to conduct
investigation necessary to determine when the IVANCOVICHes
entered the U.S. from Russia so that Immigration &
Naturalization records may be checked.

Phoenix at Tucson, Arizona, conduct Credit and
Arrest checks of SAM PAUL IVANCOVICH.

The purpose of the above investigation is to
determine all facts surrounding the ethnic background of
RIDDLEHOOVER's family. This Investigation should be con-
ducted in a most thorough and discreet manner so as not to
reveal to outside. sources Bureau interest in RIDDLEHOOVER ’

s

ethnic background. ...
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o
File - Serial Charge Out
FD-5 (Rev. 12''“'--.60)V -ou

File
Class. Case No. Last Serial

,
Pendlnq I I Closed

Serial No. Description of Serial

Date

Date
Charged



6/7/66

AIRTEL

v

j

.

1

A:.-*

TO: SAC, LOS ANGELES

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BAKER RIDDLEHOOVER)

Re Miami ajztel to Bureau, 6/3/66.

Positive information regarding RIDDLEHOOVER '

s

ethnic background is urgently needed by the Miami Office.
If leads in referenced airtel could be handled at an
early date, it would be greatly appreciated by the Miami
Office. Furnish results to the Bureau and Miami.

)

Searched

Seria li zed /5jD

Indexed

Filed ~£/)

&?-/// y- — /
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6/7/66
/

AIRTEL AIRMAIL

TO: DIRECTOR. FBI (157-9)

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-863)

SU3J; COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - KLAN
RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN)

Re Bureau airtel, 6/2/66, and Jacksonville
airtel 5/25/66.

To date, there is no evidence that the postal
cards in question have been reproduced in the area of
Florida covered by the Jacksonville Office. No information
has come to the attention of this office tc indicate that
any non-klan members in this Division hace received any
reproduced cards from within or without the Division.

The only positive reaction received from the
mailing of the first set of postal cards is speculation
among klan members as to who mailed the cards.

Instructions set forth in Bureau airtel, 6/2/66,
will be closely followed and mailing of the second set of
postal cards will be started in the near future, UACB.

Bureau <RM)
Miami (157-1114) (RM)

1 - Tampa (157-1559) (RM)
2 - Jacksonville
HDS

: j as
(7)

(61- ///«-
! gmcHED iwnraro

iSmU?'3_/^2_FilED

JUN 91966
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Routing Slip

0-7 (Rev. 3-9-65)

TO: SAC,

I 1 Albany
[ 1 Albuquerque
[ 1

Anchorage
| |

Atlanta

[ 1
Baltimore

[ |
Birmingham

i 1
Boston

f
|

Buffalo

| |
Butte

| |
Charlotte

I \
Chicago

1 I
Cincinnati

| 1
Cleveland -

f 1 Dallas

| 1
Denver

1 I
Detroit

I | El Paso
I' |

Honolulu

(Copies to Offices Checked) •
1 |

Houston
| |

New York City
| | Tampa

( ]
Indianapolis 23 Norfolk | |

Washington Field

'J Jackson [ | Oklahoma City
1 |

Quantico

23 Jacksonville
]
Omaha

TO LEGAT:
| |

Kansas City
| |

Philadelphia
[ 1 Knoxville

[ |
Phoenix ^ )

Bern
1 Las Vegas

( 1
Pittsburgh | |

Bonn
23 Little Rock 23 Portland

f
'

J
Buenos Aires~

1 Los Anqeles r 1 Richmond
j J

London
LpCfisville 1 | St. Louis 1 |

Manila
Lltfemphis i | Salt Lake City | |

Mexico, D.F.

| Vl M iam i
| ]

San Antonio j | Ottawa
1 Milwaukee | |

San Diego
|

~~) Paris

1 _ 1 Minneapolis | J
San Francisco | | Rome

1 | Mobile
| j

San Juan
| |

Rio de Janeiro

f
~1 Newark

| |
New Haven

f |
Savannah

1 1 Seattle
| |

Tokyo

\ J
New Orleans 1 1

Springfield

no,.
6/7/66

RE= COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(DANIEL JOSEPH ZBIN)

Retention
| 1 optional

For appropriate
|~~| action I I

Surep, by

| | The enclosed is for your information. If used In a future report, | | conceal
all sources, 1 |

paraphrase contents.

| 1 Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA
dated

Remarks:

Re Tampa airtel dated 5/20/66, Bufile for cap-
tioned subject, Tampa Division, is 157-9-64.

SEARCHED , ,—

-

StoAUzgTZfi
,

;

NDEX^'_
Mi 91966

iVh

Enc.

Bufile 157-9-64-
Urfile 157-1114

>
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Covar Sheet fov Informant Report or Material

FD-30£T (3-21-58)

Date received |
Received from (name or symbol number)

j
Received by

5/20/66 FOIA(b) (7) - (D) WILLIAM D. NEUMANN

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

W in person 1 1 by telephone 1 1 hy mail 1 orally [ 1 recording devlae 1 1 written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agonti

Date

5/20/66

Date of Report

5/20/66

Transerlbed 5/20/66

Authenticated^ ynn
by Informant 0/3U/OB

Date(a) ef activity

5/18/66

Brief description ef activity or material

UKKKK Me«tlnK at Miami, Fla., 5/18/66

Pile where original is located If net attached

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Remarksi

COPIES

l»jRekeonvin« <187=1184)
l-T&mpa CRM)
1-Atlantft <l@8-7#35
1- Savannah (187-871)
MIAMI COPIES

1-187=1447
1-187=1877
1-187-133®
1-187-1818
1-187-1806
1-187-1488
1*187=1387
1-187=1411
1-187-83
1-187-601
4^187=1114 (C,I.)
1-187-1087
Hint
(17)

(1

Ft. ksrtndtfdil©

ADRIAN XXN9IR)
LION FLYNN)
RAY ^ONAITIS)
NOLAN L. lEATTf)
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FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

May 20, 1966
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

On the evening of May 18, 1966, a
meeting of the Miami and Ft. Lauderdale Klaverns of the
UKKKK was held at the home of the eldest KINSER boy, 1160
(house Number), in S.W. area off S.W. 115th Street, Miami,
Florida.

The four members from Ft. Lauderdale came down together,
"RIP'’ RIDDLEHCOVER

,
LEON FLYNN, ROY JONAITIS and NOLAN, LNU,

from Jacksonville. NOLAN is a white male, 22-23, 145 pounds,
5 5 8", brown hair, and ©yes, and light complexion. NOLAN
is staying with "RIP" and is trying to get a job with
"Pony Express" driving a truck. "RIP” works for "Pony
Express", driving a late run north of Fort Lauderdale.

Miami was represented by the two KINSER brothers,
JOE SIDS, and PETE ROMEO. JOE SIDS said he had two new
members, one of whom 5 s name was LINDSEY. They were not
present. "RIP" said he would not take them in until after
his trial was over.

Most of the meeting consisted of business
speeches and also plans to fight back at an anonymous
person or organization which is sending out anti-Klan
literature.

NOLAN stated that Jacksonville Klansmen have been
receiving post cards with a "Casper-type" character
saying, "Don®t hide behind your sheet - we know who
you are."

$2.00 was collected from each member to help
execute the following plan;

AL MOSSEY, Jacksonville Klansman, has or is
printing up exact replicas of these anonymous cards. NOLAN
will go to Jacksonville and pick up 500 of these cards.
They will be sent to prominent citizens and political
leaders throughout Florida. It is hoped this will spark
on FBI or police investigation into who is mailing these cards.

- 2
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FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

"RIP" mentioned that a Klan attorney by the
name of STONER willcome to Miami to defend him. "RIP"
stated that if he is acquitted, he wil celebrate by
burning 15 crosses all over the place.

"RIP" stated that all nine Klansmen present
at this meeting are "Night Riders" and if there is a
leak he will be able to pinpoint the informer.

"RIP" passed out the "Thunderball" Newspaper.
He also wanted to go to th e Diplomat Hotel, where
MARTIN LUTHER KING was speaking and put Klan stickers
on the car, but it was too late.

In the future, meetings will be every week,
alternating between Miami and Ft. Lauderdale. The
meetings will also alternate between Fridays and Wednesdays

n 3 «
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FD-36 (Rev. $-22-64)

V '

F B I

Date: 6/8/66

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

L

TO: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114)

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-863) (P)

SUBJ : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(PROPOSED KLAN RALLX AND VISIT
OF IMPERIAL WIZARD ROBERT M. SHELTON,
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA.)
6/4/66

Re Miami airtel to Bureau dated 5/25/66.

Miss ALTHEA NORMAN, Secretary of State's Office,
Capitol Building, Tallahassee, Florida, advised SA
ROBERT W. CLARK on 6/1/66 that they have no listed
corporation in the state on the UKA, Realm of Florida.

Special Agent in Charge
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Ma<

FD-306 (3-21-58)

)

5/27/66 FOIA(b) (7) - (D) WILLIAM D. NEUMANN

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

In person 1 I hy telephone I I by mall [XXorally I I recording device I J written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date

„ „ 5/27/66 jkj

Date of Report

5/27/66

„ 6/6/66
Transcribed

Authenticated 5/27/66
by Informant

*

Date(s) of activity

5/23/66

Brief description of activity or material

Joint meeting Klaverns #4,6 and 9, Ft.

Lauderdale, Fla., 5/23/66. Info re File where original Is located if not attached

proposed rally 6/4/66. F0IA(b)(7) - (D)

_ i

Remarks;

1 - Birmingham (105-722) (RM)
1 - Jacksonville (157-688) (RM)
1 - Tampa (157-355) (RM)

Miami

:

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

157-514 (UKA)
157-1430 (Klavern #4)
157-1431 (Klavern #6)
157-1592 (Klavern #9)
157-1495 (DICK HARLEY)
157-1608 (R. WIER)
157-1611 (MC CONNAUGHBOY)
157-1516 (A. J B ANDERSON,
157-1558 (A. J. ANDERSON,
157-1562 (PDQ)
157-1509 (MC BROOM)
157-1424 (OLEN ABERNATHY)
157-1464 (ZBIN)

(

157-1626 (GENE JOHNSON)
157-1457 (H. R0THR0CK)
157-1556 (BILL GRIFFIN)
157,-1309 (DON KNIGHT)
157-1406 (JESSE TAYLOR)
157-1633 (PAUL LNU)
157- (HERB BLAND)

JR.)
Ill)

157-1630 (BOB JAMES)
157-1554 (HERMAN HEFLIN)
157-1557 (H. CARLSTEDT)
157-1614 (FRED ATT IX)
157-1617 (BARNHILL)
157-1632 (BOB WASS.ER)
157- (J. C. MOORE)
157-new (Dead) (GORDON CLAME)
157-1114 (Counterintelligence]

Block Stamp

SEARCHED INDEXED.

SERIALIZED. /C#: Ilc"0

.
JUfi 1 0 1366
tbl — MIAMI

\
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Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
May 27, 1966

On Monday, May 23, 1966, a meeting of Klavern #4
(4 and 6 combined), was held at the Klan Building, 232 S.W.
30th Street, Ft. Lauderdale. The Pompano-Deerf ield Klavern
(Klavern #9) came to this meeting to talk about the rally
scheduled for 6/4/66.

DICK HARLEY presided and the following were among 32
present

:

RONNIE WIER
CONNIE MC C0NN0UGHB0Y
A. J. ANDERSON, JR.
A. J. ANDERSON, III
JOE BURD
SAM MC BROOM
OLEN ABERNATHY
DON ZBIN
GENE JOHNSON
H. ROTHROCK
BILL GRIFFIN
DON KNIGHT
JESSE TAYLOR
PAUL -'from ABERNATHY'S Garage
H. BLAND
BOB JAMES
HERMAN HEFLIN
HAROLD CARLSTEDT
FRED ATT IX

The Deerfie Id-Pompano group was represented by 10
members plus 2 new members who were sworn in. "RED" BARNHILL,
ROBERT WASSER, J. C. MOORE and GORDON CLAME were among the
Klavern #9 group.

Discussion was mostly concerning the forthcoming rally.
Pompano-Deerf ield may act as Security Guards. DON ZBIN said
he could get steel helmits and liners in Miami for $1.50 each.

2 .
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MC BROOM is to contact Florida Power & Light to
see if they have a telephone pole which can be used as a
cross

.

ZBIN will get the Coca-Cola trailer and he wants
3 volunteers to run it. He will also get coffee machines.

MC BROOM is to handle contacts with the press.

It was noted to have a press conference for
BOBBY SHELTON when he comes to Ft. Lauderdale and to hold
the press conference in the Klan Building. On Saturday,
5/28/66, members will clean up the hall so the place will
look good. HARLEY hooked up the air conditioning. HEFLIN
and JAMES will be painting it up. MC BROOM is to try and
get five gallons of paint.

Several members brought pink cards they had received
anonymously in the mail with a statement to the effect, "Don # t
hide behind your sheet, we know who you are." HAROLD CARLSTEDT
was real upset about the card. DON KNIGHT suggested the
Post Office Department be advised. It was believed the cards
were sent by a Klansman, a former Klansman or someone who
had access to the police files.

OLEN ABERNATHY, Klokan, said he would investigate
the matter.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-61) date: 6/6/66

from : SAC, MOBIIE ( 157-582) (P)

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR
DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY)

ReBUlet, 5/27/66 „

For the information of the Bureau, informants have
reported to the Mobile Office the results of a meeting of
I&wrence Lodge 610, United Klans of America, Inc., Knights of
the Ku Klux K.lan (UKA), Montgomery, Alabama, the night of
5/24/66. The main portion of the meeting was taken up with
the discussion of recently received letters from The National
Committee for Domestic Tranquility, which were postmarked at
Mobile, A3abama» It appeared that a majority of the members
had received these letters. This caused considerable concern
among the group, as to how the information got out pertaining
to membership of the klavern. Several theories were expounded
upon, one of them being that it was the work of a Negro civil
rights group that was out to break up and destroy the klan by
implanting the seeds of suspicion and doubt in each member's
mind as to how this information leaked out, and thereby causing
the organization to crumble from within. The other theory was
that the FBI, through a compiled list of names and addresses,
sent these to members cf the organization to achieve the same
results.

2 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

2 -

Bureau (RM)
Atlanta (157- 326 )( Info ) (RM)
Baltimore ( 157-865 ) (Inf o) (RM)
Birmingham ( 157-835 )( Info J(RM)
Charlotte ( 157- 281 ) (Info) (RM)
Chicago ( 157-382 )( Info )(RM)
Columbia ( 157- 151 ) (Info ) (RM)
Dallas ( 157-689 )( Info )(RM)
Jackson ( 157-640) ( Info j (RM)
Jacksonville ( 157-863 )( Inf o ) (RM)
Knoxville ( 157-301) ( Info ) (RM)
Little Rock (157-291) (info 1

)
(RM)

Memphis ( 157-576 )( Info ).(ftM)
Mobile

59167463 Page 165^\

(®Miami( 157- 1114) ( Info ) (RM)
1-New Orleans (157-2836)

( Info ) (RM)
1-New York (157-1259)

( Info ) (RM)
1-Norfolk ( Info ) (RM)
1 -R 1 p hmrmd-j 1 R7- A2i6

) (
Tnfn

)
(RM

l-SavanA^cf(£iii5Y^mprroij(RM
1- Tampa/ ^9!9-?«a^fflinf^(R|M)

j

JUN 1 1 1966
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m 157-5S2

Members were told to disregard these letters and
consider them an act of sabotage* and a committee was to be
formed to find the origin of the letters and the source from
which they came„

Mobile is forwarding the second letter* which was
attached to reBUlet of 5/27/66* to klan members „

The Bureau will be kept advised.

2
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Employee

RECHARGE Date

From

Date charged

Employee

Locat Ion
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.aboratory Transmittal Form
-72

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Toi FBI, Jackson (157-640) Datei June 9, 1966

Ret COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
KLAN RACIAL MATTERS

PROGRAM -
(KLAN) I I John Edgar Hoover, Director

Examination requested by: Jackson

Reference! Alrtel 5/27/66

Examination requested: Document

FBI File No.

Lab. No.

157-9-54-30
D-507821 BS

Remarks!

i For your assistance in identifying additional
cards which have been printed from the plate used to prepare
specimens Q1 and Q2, it should be noted that specimens Q1 and

DO INCLUDE ADMINISTRATIVE
INFORMATION IN

INVESTIGATIVE REPORT

Enclosures (2) (2 Lab report)
1 - Atlanta Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Baltimore Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Birmingham Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Charlotte Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Cincinnati Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Cleveland Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Columbia Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Dallas Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Houston Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Jacksonville Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Knoxville Enclosure (Lab report)
1 - Little Rock Enclosure (Lab report)

Memphis Enclosure (Lab report)
Miami Enclcfcvii-e (Lab report)
Mobile Enclosure (Lab report)

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

$V-PT

New Orleans Enclosure '!

(Lab report) [•'

Norfolk Enclosure (Lab report);
1

!

Richmond Enclosure (Lab repoit};j

Savannah Enclosure
(Lab report)

Tampa Enclosure (Lab report)

./si- ///v -/££{
s:wched^L_jndexedl

~

ft

Si.WJZEl£/2_RLEQ_

JUN i 0 1966

Page 1 ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE ^(continued on next page)
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Q2 measure 5.55 laches by 3.53 laches with a thickaess of
.010 of ao loch, while the specimea from which Q1 aad Q2
were made measures 5.50 laches by 3.50 laches aad has a
thickaess of .009 of aa loch.

•!

Speclmeas Q1 aad Q2 are priated oa a salmon colored
paper stock whereas the specimens used in this program
have been printed on a paper stock having a truer pink color
and the difference in color is immediately apparent.

Furthermore, in the preparation of the
photographically produced plate which was used in the *

printing of specimens Q1 and Q2, there appears to be a
small insect between the letters "h" and "i" in the word
"behind" contained in the text of the message. This insect
was probably on the card which was copied and, therefore,
became a part of the plate which was finally produced.

V

DO NOT INCLUDE ADMINISTRATIVE

FXGE(S) INFORMATION IN
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C.

to, FBI, Jackson (157-640) Da,e ‘ 9 » 1
*!5

6
FBI File No. 157-9-54-30

Re, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - Lab. no. D-507821 BS
ELAN RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN)

Specimens received 5/31/66

Q1 Post card postmarked "HATTIESBURG, MS 39401 MAY 21 PM,
1966" bearing typewritten address "Gualden L Smith
907 Hardy St., Hattiesburg, Miss." bearing printed
message on reverse side beginning "KLANSMAN TRYING TO •

HIDE YOUR..." ,

Q2 Post card postmarked "HATTIESBURG, MS 39401 MAY 21 PM
1966" bearing typewritten address "Nick Fokakis
319 S. 20th Ave, Hattiesburg, Miss." bearing printed
message on reverse side beginning "KLANSMAN TRYING
TO HIDE YOUR..."

Result of examination:
. .• ! . .

*

Because of the limited nature of the typewriting

t
nd the indistinct impressions in the names and addresses
ppearlng on specimens Q1 and Q2, it was not possible to
determine the manufacturer of the typewriter used to prepare
these ^specimens.

It was concluded that the cartoon and accompanying
text on specimens Q1 and Q2 were prepared by an offset
printing process.

Specimens Q1 and Q2 are retained in the Laboratory
for future comparisons. No photographs have been made.

'i • •



Routing Slip
0-7 Rev. 12-1-^H (Copies to Offices Checked) •
TO: SAC,

| 1
Albany | j

Houston
I ) New York City 1 1 Tampa

| |
Albuquerque

| 1
Indianapolis 1 1 Norfolk [ 1

Washington Field

j |
Anchorage

1 l Jackson 1 1
Oklahoma City

1 1 Quantlco
1 1

Atlanta
[ 1

Jacksonville
| ]

Omaha
TO LEGAT:

[ 1
Baltimore 1 1 Kansas City 1 1 Philadelphia

1 1 Birmingham | 1
Knoxville [

~) Phoenix [ 1 Bern
1 I

Boston f

'

|
Las Vegas

| 1 Pittsburgh [ 1 Bonn
[ 1

Buffalo
| |

Little Rock r 1 Portland 1 1 Buenos Aires
1 1

Butte | j Los Angeles 1 ] Richmond 1 1 London
[ 1 Charlotte | |

Louisville
I |

St. Louis
1 1 Manila

| |
Chicago a Memphis [ 1 Salt Lake City 1 1 Mexico, D.F.

1 1 Cincinnati > Miami | 1
San Antonio

1 1 Ottawa
I |

Cleveland Milwaukee
1 |

San Diego
| ] Paris

r ) Columbia Minneapolis ( \ San Francisco
1 1 Rome

| |
Dallas Mobile | ] San Juan

1 1 Rio de Janeiro

1 |
Denver Newark [ | Savannah ( 1 Santc Domingo

[

"

|
Detroit New Haven

1 ) Seattle
1 1

Tokyo
1 j El Paso New Orleans Springfield

1 | Honolulu
so,. 6/9/66

re: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BAKER RIDDUBHOOVER

)

Retention For appropriate

j 1 For information
[ |

optional 3® action 1 |
Surep, by

| |
The enclosed Is for your information. If used in a future report, \ \ conceal
all sources, I

~1 paraphrase contents.

| | Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA
dated

Remarks:

ReBuairtel 5/16/66. MM is requested to expeditious!
forward to the Bureau the identities of press
contacts who may be contacted for press coverage
of the Riddlehoover trial.
Insure that all contacts are rel&Able and can
be depended upon not to reveal Bureau interest.
The reliablity should be noted in the request
for such contact. SEfflCHED INDEXED.,

3U.!!ALIZZD_J^:L£D

z^JUNl 0 1966
FBI — MIAMI

Bufile 157-9- 29
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Routing Slip
0-7 Rev. 12-1-^B (Copies to Offices Checked) #
TO: SAC,

[ |
Albany

| |

Houston
[

'
1 New York City

1 1
Tampa

{ | Albuquerque [
"

1
Indianapolis

1 | Norfolk f" ) Washington Field
| |

Anchorage
[ 1 Jackson 1 I Oklahoma City

1 1 Quantico

[ |
Atlanta I 1 Jacksonville [ | Omaha

I |
Baltimore [ 1

Kansas City [" Philadelphia TO LEGAT:
I 1

Birmingham
\ J

Knoxville i \ Phoenix CT~] Bern
1 1

Boston [ |
Las Vegas

[ |
Pittsburgh 1 1 Bonn

| 1
Buffalo f~ ) Little Rock

1 | Portland 1 1 Buenos Aires

1 1 Butte ( |
Los Angeles

1 | Richmond 1 1 London
( I Charlotte [ 1

Louisville
[ j

St. Louis
1 |

Manila

1 1
Chicago

| |
Memphis 1

'

1 Salt Lake City
I 1

Mexico, D.F.
I |

Cincinnati frcy Miami 1 | San Antonio
j \

Ottawa
\ 1

Cleveland
[ |

Milwaukee
1 \ San Diego |^"l Paris

[
~| Columbia I j Minneapolis I |

San Francisco
1 1

Rome
1 | Dallas [ |

Mobile
1 |

San Juan
1 |

Rio de Janeiro

f |
Denver 1 I

Newark
1 | Savannah 1 | Santc Domingo

[

‘

1 Detroit 1 1
New Haven

1 1 Seattle •

1 | Tokyo
1

~
\ El Paso [ |

New Orleans
| |

Springfield

| |
Honolulu 6/9/66

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECIR ITT
DISRUPTION OFHATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BAKER RIDDLEHOOVER)

Retention For appropriate

XX] For information
1 | optional I I action 1 ' 1 Surep, by

| 1 The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, '

| |
conceal

all sources, | 1 paraphrase contents.

1 1 Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA —
dated

Remarks: *

ReBu routing slip, 6/9/66 re press contacts.

Disregard Bu request.

Enc.

Buflle 157-9-29
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-9 (Rev. 5-22-64

)

F B I

6/10/66
Transmit the following in

Airtel
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

From:

SACs, Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Charlotte
Cincinnati
Columbia

. Cleveland

Director, FBI

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN)

Dallas
Houston
Jackson
Jacksonville
Knoxville
Little Rock
Memphis

- KLAN

t-'liiami

Mobile
New Orleans
Norfolk
Richmond
Savannah
Tampa

ReCEairtel 5/31/66 and HOairtel dated 6/1/66.

The Bureau was previously advised that Florida
klansmen were considering reproducing these postal cards
and some nonklansmen in the Hattiesburg, Mississippi, £rea
already received duplicates of one of these postal card.-

.

Most of the offices involved in this Project have sent
as the first card the one with the comment "Klansman -

trying to hide your identity behind your sheet? etc.,"
and this is the card that various klansmen are considering
reproducing.

In the immediate future, offices involved in
the Project should mail the card with the legend "Which
Klan. leaders are spending your money tonight?" It is not
believed that Klan leaders will be nearly so desirous of
spreading this comment any further than the original
mailings since even if it were mailed to numerous non-Klan
members, it would still have a disruptive effect.

The fact that some klansmen are considering
reproducing the first postal card may offer an opportunity
for further counterintelligence action since the informant

have

SERIALIZED fZ^flLtD

—

JUN 1 1 1966
I FBI— MIAMI /}<

Sent Via
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Airtel to Atlanta et al
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - KLAN

coverage of your office may offer the opportunity to insure
that local authorities arrest a klansman for a traffic
violation or other minor infraction of law while in posses-
sion of a large number of such cards not yet mailed. You
should be most alert for any such situation and immediately
advise the Bureau together with your recommendations for
taking advantage of any such developments. In this regard,
you are reminded that prior Bureau authority is necessary
and if a situation arises in which time is of the essence
precluding a written communication to the Bureau, you
should contact the Bureau by telephone prior to taking
any action.

You are again cautioned that information concerning
this Project must be kept to a minimum within your office
and under no circumstances is any person outside the Bureau
to be made aware of any Bureau connection with these cards.
You should keep the Bureau advised of all developments and
particularly with regard to the Klan reaction when the
second card is mailed.

- 2 -HW 11637 Dodd: 59167463 Page 174



6/9/66

AISITEL AIRMAIL

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-63)

FEOH; SAC, JACKSONVILLE (1S7--8S3) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

ReJKairtfcl to Bureau* 5/18/66; Bualrtel to
Jacksonville v S/27/66, and TPairtel to Jacksonville. 6/2/S8.

Referenced Jacksonville airtel to the Bureau,
in referring to a possible title for the proposed sham
publication. Should have been explicit with regard to
proposed name “Florida Segre C,ator ,: as the word should not
have been hyphenated as in referenced airtel. This
proposed title was intended to capitalise on a common
usage of the term ! Gator‘ r in reference to Florida and
flbridiaws . Jacksonville is of the opirfon that such a
title would not be necessary to make the publication
effective but was proposed for reasons of identification
of the publication only.

Recognizing that the National Committee! for
'Domestic Tranquility (MCBT) is the Bureau approved vehicle
for attacking klan policies, Jacksonville’s original
thoughts on the proponed publication were that it would
be used to embarrass individual klansnen among fellow
klansman and capitalize on friction and ill feelings
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JK 157-863
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which exist between them. This would differ
from the purpose of the NDCT which attack klan
policies from a patriotic , common sense and low
key position.

The proposed Jacksonville publication
would be more crude in its drafting and publishing
ar.d if prepared at Jacksonville, would be typed on
multi lith with use of a typewriter not used in
preparing outgoing communications, and published
on unwatermarked paper and mailed in envelopes
obtained through regular retail outlets. Each
publication would contain items concerning relatively
few klansmeh and would be the type information
generally available to anyone who followed klan
activities through associates at rallies and having
a limited acquaintances among klansmen . Although
informant information may be used in the publication
it would be so general in nature so as not to pinpoint.

The following is set forth as an example and
Jacksonville is requesting permission to prepare
this publication as set forth above, and mail it to
persons identified in the publication and to a limited
number of officers and members of the klan groups
referred to who are generally known to be officers
or members through their expressions in public
identifying themselves with those organisations:

TO ALL FLORIDA KLANSMEN :

'

Having been a member of the klan years
ago when the klan was "THE KLAN.̂ I thought
sometime back, that maybe it would be getting
started again and so I started attending
rallies and talking to a few old friends
thinking maybe T could be of some help. However,

- 2 -
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JK 157-063

I have been very disappointed in what
I have seen and heard and would like
to advise you of some things. I have
come in contact with and to let you
know v?hat I think of it.

Over the weekend of June 4 , I had
the opportunity to go to Green Cove
Springs.; Florida, and attend a rally
of the Florida Kian held south cf that
city. The only thing good about the
rally is that SADIE STOUDENMIRE did not
speak. There were so few people there,
other than the regulars , that some one
mentioned that they were probably all
HERMAN CLARK *s relatives. If I were
HERKAN, I think I would have Rev. BYRD
make a record of this speech and just
play it at the next rally rather than
pay him to come all that way from
Lakeland.

In spite of the poor showing and
the poor organization at the Green
Cove Springs rally, that Jacksonville
bunch doesn’t have a whole lot to
crow about. That rally they put on
April 16 was probably the worst ever.
Thank goodness, SADIE hadn't brought
her notes or boredom would have added
to the confusion. GENE WILSON did
a pretty good job for not "being
prepared, but WARREN FOLKS could have
bean a lot better.

The old folks in #2 in Jacksonville,
someone said, were holding their meetings
behind SADIE r s petticoats. If they
aren ’ t holding them there , I don 1 1
know where they are holding them

- 3 -
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and they are really doing their
part in keeping the empire invisible.
The way SADIE talks you begin to
wonder whether maybe the Grand
Dragon doesn't live in Jacksonville
rather than in Satsuraa. Someone
else said that she may be the
dragon but she sure isn’t grand.

Maybe now that GENE FOREMAN
got fired from his job at the hospital
the Militant Knights can put on a
rally . Someone told me that he was
doing a good job at the hospital
•emptying those bedpans. They said
that the Niggers were real happy
to think that the Grand Dragon would
empty theirs

-

GENE is rea3Ly upset about all
the Niggers in Jacksonville that are
shacking up and having kids and living
on welfare. At least he and BARBARA
haven't any kids and they aren't
living on welfare.

Little DONALD BALLENTINE and
ROBERT CORNWALL are probably the
brains behind the Militant Knights
because FOREMAN just doesn't have
any from what BALLENTINE says.
BALLENTINE must have enough lumber
and burlap in his garage to buiU
crosses for all klan rallies in the
State of Florida held between now
and New Yepr , 1970.

From what I seen and heard,
things are really a mess in Florida
and I think it vjould probably be
a good idea to get rid of all the
kit and caboodle and start all over
again

.

- 4 -
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The above approach Is being used to
make it appear that the writer is a former klansman
acquainted with a number of those who are presently
active. From time to time Jacksonville informants
will pick up information concerning cockersations
between active klansmen who discuss former members
as possibly giving information to the FBI and other
agencies on their activities.

Reference ic made to the rally at Green
Cove Springs on 6/4/66 and in Jacksonville on 4/16/66
as they were public gatherings and were considered
to be complete failures with regard to organisation
and aftendanae. HERMAN CLARK had seen Rev. BYRD
at the Plant City rally in the fampa Division during
the month of May and Rev. BYRD had indicated to him
that he was not going to return to the North Jacksonville
area to speak at klan rallies because he had never
been paid for his expenses for there on
those occasions when he did speak. CLARK guaranteed
Rev. BYRD that he would pay his expenses should he
come to the rally at Green Cove Springs and speak
on 6/4/G6. This situation is used in making reference
to the possibility of recording Rev. BYRD's speech
and then playing it at subsequent rallies. It was
generally known in Jacksonville that CLARK was quite
concerns# about how the rally would turn out in
Green Cove Springs , thinking that if it was a failure
that it would be very harmful to the klan image there

.

The present family is quite large and they all reside
in a small area of Green Cove Springs and therefore
the reference to his relatives being the only ones
present other than the regulars

.

SADIE STOUDENMIRE has been speaking quite
regularly at- all rallies of the United Florida
Klu Klux Klan (UFKKK) and her speeches have been
very uniform in giving the history of the klan.
Informants have indicated that the people who regularly
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attend are very bored with her speech and often
criticize her when she is not present. GENE WILSON,
former Exalted Cyclops of Robert E. Lee Klavern
#513 of the UFKKK in Jacksonville, was present
at the rally on 4/16/66 but had not been scheduled
to speak , but was called on to do so when no other
speakers were present. His speech was strictly
political in that time he was running for the
Florida House of Representatives. The speech was
quite short and more or less an appeal for votes.

WARREN FOLKS., a well -known racial
agitator in Jacksonville, was also a candidate for
the Florida House of Representatives. His campaign
was originally with the supporitof the National
States Rights Party (NSRP) , but this support was
withdrawn late in the campaign and created ill
feelings; between FOREMAN and WILSON. The expression
made in the above that FOREMAN could have done hotter
than WILSON is intended to capitalize on this
friction.

Reference is made to !>old folks in .

#2''

in reference to Jacksonville Klavern $502 which
is known generally throughout the klan in Jacksonville
as. being a haven for older klansmen . This group
has been quite concerned about their activities
being generally known and has made it a practice
in the past several months to meet in members ? homes
rather than at the regular meeting spots. The
meeting place will change weekly, usually. SADIE
STOUDENMIRE is active in this group and informants
indicate that she is quite outspoken and very direct
and not very well thought of by her fel3.ow klans
people. She has become, very influential with the
Grand Dragon JASON KERSEY from Sateuma and when they
are together at a klan gathering he will indicate
to people making any inquiry about the klan that
they should talk to SADIE. There had been some

- 6 -
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discussion among a few klansmen that they would
use an anonymous mailing campaign to try and
remove SADIE from her position of influence.

Reference is made to GENE FOREMAN *

Grand Dragon of the Militant Knights of the Klu
Klux Klan (MK1C1GO who for a period of a few weeks
worked as an orderly at Riverside Hospital in
Jacksonville. He was fired from this position
approximately two weeks ago and the reference to
the emptying of the bedpans is made to embarrass
him. He is living with BARBARA CLAYTON at 4335
Marquette Street

?
Jacksonville . They are not

married

.

DONALD BALLENTIME i3 currently associated
with the MKKKK; although not a member, and on
occasion he has indicated a dislike and distrust
of FOREMAN

*
|

.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

\ BALIilM TIN'S
lives at 3834 Hotter in Jacksonville , -next door
to Sgt. DMA WILLIAMSON of the Intelligence Division
of the Jacksonville Police Department * who has
repeatedly contacted this office and 3tated that
BALLETINEEspende a great deal of time in his garage
apparently building crosses and she has seen him
hauling l&raber into it and anything taken out is
done under the cover of dark. Informants have
indicated that BALLENTINE has a large quantity of
lumber suitable for the building of crosses and
also a large quantity of burlap with which to wrap
them. &

Should the Bureau grant Jacksonville
permission to publish and mail the above; it would
be sent to all persons referred to in the publication
plus a selected number of state officers of the
UFKKK and a selected number of officers of the
Klavem #502 of UFKKK. In addition, it will be

~ 7 -
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mailed to WAYNE NORRIS, Exalted Cyclop3 of
Klavern £520 of the UFKKK in Jacksonville, who
has been at the latest series of rallies of that
group and who is generally known as a klan
member. It will also be mailed to a selected
number of officers of Robert E. Lee Klavern
£508 in Jacksonville.



Mrtel

To: SACs, Jaclcsonvillo (1S7-863)
Totarpa (157^.1559)

CoimjPUS7->m4)

From: Director, mi (187-9-64)

COlftiTERZNTELDIGEKCS FStSGSdSl
isteskal memmrg
m&mmxcK of hate ghoops
(CBasi&s R nim^HDOTEa)

ReTFairtels S/28/60 and 6/3/00 and Jacksonville
airfcel S/2S/GG setting forth new© media contacts who could
give publicity to KldUiGhocyer's trial on 0/80/66 at Miami

.

After careful consideration, it has been decided
in this instance press contacts should not bo notified
regarding the Riddiehoover trial, ft is believed the trial
will receive considerable publicity without our alerting
sources. It is felt our alerting a large number of newspaper
sources to cover the trial might result in accusations being
placed against this Bureau to the effect we are harassing
Eiddlehoover or pressuring for bis prosecution.

In the event Eiddlehoover in not convicted, you
should be guided by the other counterintelligence suggestions
set out in Bureau airtei S/16/6®, your interest in this
matter in appreciated.
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6/17/66

AIRTEL REGISTERED MIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-20)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM -

ELAN
RM (ELAN)

Re Bureau airtel to Atlanta, 4/28/66; Miami
teletype to Bureau, 5/20/66; Jacksonville airtel to Bureau
5/25/66; Bureau airtel to Jacksonville, 6/2/66; and
Baltimore airtel to Atlanta, 6/10/66.

RE:_ Postal Card PI, Klansmen Trying to
Hide Tour Identity Behind Tour Sheet?,
Etc. ‘

At a meeting of the Uhited Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan (UKKKE) on 5/18/66, part of the business meeting
related to planning how the Klan could fight back at the
anonymous person or organization which is sending out antl-
Klan literature (Postal Card PI). It was decided that
one of the Klan members would go to Jacksonville, Fla., and
pick up 500 exact replicas of these cards to be made by
Klansmen in Jacksonville. Plans were discussed and it was
decided to mail the replicas of the original card to
prominent citizens and political leaders throughout Florida.
The Klan hope this would spark an FBI or police investigation
into who is mailing these cards. It was first believed by
most of the UKKKK that possibly members of the United Elans
of America (UKA) were responsible for the anonymous mailing.

3 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Jacksonville (157-863) (RM)

Tampa (157-1659) (Info) (RM)
Miami

P:QG/jt}L Sp.Arch€<l_

(7> {J. 1„,W
'
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However, when it was later learned that the anonymous
mailing was taking place throughout the country, this
idea was disregarded.

At a meeting of the UKKKK on 6/15/66, the members
again discussed the anonymous mailing. It was felt that
some large organization in the civil rights movement is
responsible for the mailing. The Klansman who was to pick
up the 500 replicas of the original postal card in Jacksonville
had not made the trip. A long distance telephone call was
made to AL MASSEY in Jacksonville, who had promised the
Miami group to reproduce the card. It was ascertained
through MASSEY that the cards have been made and are on
their way to Miami.

I Members of the UKA in Broward County, Fla., had
also discussed the anonymous mailing of the pink postal
card #1. It was generally concluded these cards were being
mailed by the Anti-Defamation League. This conclusion was
reached after it was learned during a Klan rally in
Broward County on 6/4/66, that the anonymous mailing was
taking place throughout the country.

The mailing of the second postal card, "Which
Klan Leaders are Spending Your Money Tonight?" is currently
being handled by the Miami Division.

Jacksonville should continue, through the normal
course of contacts with informants, to attempt to ascertain
the individuals assisting AL MASSEY in duplicating postal
card #1.

Information copy being furnished to Tampa in view
of their interest in this matter.

2 .
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58)

Date received I
Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

5/27/66 1 FOIA(b) (7) - (D) WILLIAM D. NEUMANN
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

SC in person 1 1 by telephone I 1 by mail 5Q£°rally I I recording device 1 1 written by Informant

Date of Report

5/27/66

Date(s) of activity

5/21/66

Brief description of activity or material

ROBERT M. - SHELTON states A.D.L. is

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents

Date

Dictated 5/27/66 ,o JRJ

Transcribed 6/6/66

Authenticated
by Informant *55?

anonymously mailing pink postcards to File where original is located If not attached



Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Hay 27, 1966

On Saturday, 5/21/66, at Clearwater, Florida,
ROBERT 0. SHELTON, Imperial Wizard, United Klaus of America,
was overheard telling SA0 SC BROOM, Grand Kligrapp, Realm
of Florida, that the pink anonymously mailed postcards being
received by Klansmen were probably sent by the Anti-Defamation
League. These cards contain a picture of a Klansman and say
"Don't hide behind your sheet, we know who you are."

i
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6/15/66

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
FOR DOMESTIC TRANQUILLITY)

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta 4/20/66, Bureau
letter to Richmond 5/27/66, and Bureau letter to Dallas
5/12/66.

The NCDT Newsletter, furnished by referenced
communications, were anonymously mailed and a permanent
record of the mailing list retained by the Miami Division.
There have been no tangible results noted to date,
however, the first letter was limited to less than 20
individuals, while the second letter was only recently
mailed.

The contents of the NCDT Newsletter is excellent
and should appeal to many Klansmen. However, Miami is
of the opinion the Newsletter lacks a true ’'ring" of
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sincerity since the author of the letter did not see fit
to indicate how he could be contacted nor was there a
request for funds or membership. It has been the experience
of the Miami Office that most Newsletters and propaganda
literature from Klan or hate-type organizations generally
make some type of request for funds or membership in the
organization. In addition, Miami feels that a number of

v ‘

Klansmen would like to respond favorably to the Newsletter
but would hesitate to say so to his ”Klan brother.” In
addition to the favorable response, there would also be
those who would criticize NCDT. Therefore, if the Klan
could respond to the Newsletter, it would provide additional
information for counterintelligence action by providing
handwriting samples and identify those who generally feel
favorable towards NCDT.

The suggestion by the Dallas Office to utilize
a Post Office box for the purpose of authenticity merits
the Bureau *s attention.

2
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FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63)

F B I

Date:
6/15/66

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Airtel - Registered

(Priority)

To: Director, FBI

Fropi: SAC, Norfolk (15J-464)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - KLAN
RM (KLAN)

Re Bureau airtel to Atlanta 4/28/66, furnishing post
_cards to be directed to known Klan members.

During the latter part of May 1966 the Norfolk Office
mailed 35 of the cards (showing KLANSMAN, Trying to Hide
Your Identity Behind Your Sheet?...) to Klansmen within the
Norfolk Division.

On 6/8/66 foiAib) (?) - (D> advised that most members
of Unit 32 of the Klan, Smithfield, Va., had received these post
cards and they considered the cards a joke. However, on 6/6/66
a member of Unit 14, Suffolk-Nansemond County, Va., commented
that some members of that unit had received this post card.
The member indicated that he thought some civil rights group
had sent this card to the various individuals.

advised that he had also received one
of the cards and was unaware of who had sent him the post card.

Above is for information of the Bureau and recipient
offices, and any additional pertinent information obtained
through informant coverage will be promptly furnished the Bureau
and recipient offices.

3-Bureau (Registered)
1-Atlanta (info.) (Registered)
1-Baltimore (info.) (Registered)
1-Birmingham (info.) (Registered)
1-Charlotte (info.) (Registered)
1-Cincinnati (Info.) (Registered)
1-Cleveland (info.) (Registered)
1-Columbia (info.) (Registered)
1-Dallas (Info.) (Registered)
1-Houston (info.) (Registered)
1-Jackson (info.) (Registered)
1-Jacksonville (Info.) (Registered]

Approved:

1-Knoxville (Info.) (RM)
1-Little Rock (info.) (RM)
1-Memphi s ( Info . )

( RM

)

l>Miaini (Info.) (RM)
I-Mobile (Info.) (RM)
1-New Orleans (info.) (RM)
1-Richmond (info.) (RM)
1-Savannah (info.) (RM)
1

-

Tampa (info.) (RM)

2-

Norfoik (1 c^iX2-l8 )/r o
SJB: JGS (25)

H L ^201966
Special Agent in Charge
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TO

FROM :

subject:

5010-108-01

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1862 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

O

MEMO, SAC (157-1114) date: 6/17/66

SA LEONARD C. PETERSON

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
(NCDT)

Re Bureau letter to Richmond, 5/27/66.

On 6/13/66, the NCDT newsletter (#2) was mailed
to the following individuals:

FOREST D. SHEPPERSON
1733 SW 4th Court
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

ROBERT JAMES
810 NE 58th Court
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

DANIEL J. ZBIN
2600 SW 2nd Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

ROBERT E. QUARTERMAN, SR.
1737 NW 6th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

OLEN ABERNATHY
1444 NE First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

RICHARD HARLEY
4600 SW 32nd Drive
West Hollywood, Florida

DREW EUGENE JOHNSON
1429 SW 33rd Court
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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MM 157-1114

ROBERT JOHNSON
3428 Carlyle Street
Ft. Pierce, Florida

BERRY OSBORNE
191 NE 43rd Street
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

CLIFF MC NEIL
3700 NW 41st Street
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

DON KNIGHT
5464 NW Fifth Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

RICHARD LEBO
3820 NW 8th Court
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

CARL J. VINING
6931 SW 57th Street
(Route 1)
Davie, Florida

JAMES F. BARNHILL
3181 NE 12th Avenue
Pompano, Florida

JAMES L. CULP
1506 SW 4th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

GEO. AUSTRA
4263 Raverswood Road
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

JAMES W. EDWARDS
518 NW 42nd Street
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

DICK CARROLL
1500 NE 43rd Street
Pompano Beach, Florida

JOE BURD
3871 NW 4th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
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MM 157-1114

CHARLES F. DELEGAL
4098 North Dixie Highway
Oakland Park, Florida

A. J. ANDERSON, JR.
341 SW 30th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

A. J. ANDERSON, III
380 SW 27th Terrace
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

CHARLES FRITZ
208 5th Street
Sebring, Florida

DICK FLETCHER
1551 NE 59th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

ADRIAN KINSER
11460 SW 41st Terr.
Miami, Florida

HOBART ANDREWS
7501 NE 2nd Avenue
Miami, Florida

IRA DAVID HAWTHORNE
2530 NW 24th Street
Miami, Florida

HAROLD J. BARTLETT
3021 NW South River Drive
Miami, Florida

PETER E. ROMER
4340 Royal Palm Avenue
Miami Beach, Florida

JOSEPH F. SIDDONS, SR.
1950 SW 60th Court
Miami, Florida

EARL S. LINDER
2521 NW 23rd Street
Miami, Florida
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MM 157-1114

WILLIAM C. VANCE
8370 SW 38th Street
Miami, Florida

5 .
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MM 157-1114

FREDERICK PAUL ATTIX
1625 NW 15th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

SAM RICHARD MC BROOM
1420 NW First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

JESSIE GAY TAYLOR
1425 NW First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

CONDA LEWIS MC CONNAUGHAY
612 SW 8th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

WALTER HAROLD CARLSTEDT
3205 NW Third Street
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

ELLIS HERMAN HEFLIN
1239 NW First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

JOHN FRANCIS GETTINGER
1500 NW First Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

JERRY D. LOVE
Route 1, Box 170B
Vero Beach, Florida

MARVIN VONIER
1253 Dixie Avenue
Vero Beach, Florida

A. D. ARNOLD
Route 2, Box 517
Vero Beach, Florida

J. W. ENGLISH
495 Ixora Park
Vero Beach, Florida

2.
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6A7/66

REGISTERED

AIRTSL AIR mail

TO:

FRCM:

w xb
DIRECTOR, IBI (157-9-39)

,

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-14*2) (P)

SUBJECT: C0UNTERINTELLXG5NCE PROGRAM
IS - DISRUPTION OP HATE GROUPS
(CHARLES BAKER RIDDLEHOOVER)

Re Miami airtel to Director 6/3/66, and Miami
atrtol to Lob Angeles, dated 6A/66.

The following investigation was conducted by
SA ROBERT L. HAMILTON;

AT VISALIA. CALIFORNIA

Recorda, Tulare County, California, Clerks Office,
Visalia, reflect PAUL IVANCOVICH, DC© 6/10/72 at Blleca,
Hercogovlna, Yugoslavia, became a U.S. citizen in Visalia
in 1956. Indicated he was widower of BURIT2E (BERTHA)
IVANCOVICH, nee Milanovlch, DC© 1/7/85 at Hercegovina, Serbia.
She entered te U.S. at New York City 0/29/13* They were
married at Hanford. California 9/11A3. PAUL IVANCOVICH
entered the U.S. at New York City on 4/10/97 as PAULS
IVANCOVICH and had Alien Registration No. A-3678084.

Recorda of Tulare County Recorder, reflect BERTHA
IVANCOVICH died 11/21/42 while residing at Route 1, Box 587 ,

Porterville, California, and PAUL IVANCOVICH died 12/9/62,
both in Tulare, California.

Records also reflect PAUL IVANCOVICH was father of
seven children, all born at Porterville, California.
Included among these children was son 3AVO, born 1/26/17.

3 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Miami (1^7-111* )(RM)
1 - Phoenix Cslrf)
2 - Los Angelos
RLH/crar

(8 )
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LA 157-1442 X
Tulare County Clerks Office records also

reflect that SAM P. IVAHCOVICH Route 1, Box 587, Porterville,
California, registered to vote on 9/24/40.

SAM PAUL IVANCOVXCH, wife LAVERNE E., currently
resides at 4o8 Grand Street, Porterville, and owns and operates
Sam’s Commercial Body and Paint Shop, 265 South ft” Street,
Porterville

.

Additional details to office of origin will
follow by separate communication.
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6/21/66

AIRTEL REGISTERED MIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (457-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(TRI-CITY SPORTSMEN’S CLUB,
#14, OF UKA, VERO BEACH, FLA.)

The Miami Office submits the following suggestions
for the Bureau’s consideration and approval for disruption of
the Vero Beach, Fla. Klavern of the UKA.

The Tri-City Sportsmen’s Club, #14, UKA, Vero
Beach, Fla., now meets in a space in a building at 1318 - 19th
St., Vero Beach. It is one of several spaces in a run-down
frame building owned by one HAROLD S. RICHARDS. Miami indices
are negative on RICHARDS. Immediately adjacent to the space
utilized by tbe Klan, is tbe ’’Thrift Shop", an outlet for the
sale of used clothing sponsored by the local Humane Society.
The Klan space was rented by D. C. JOHNSON, a NSRP promoter,
for use by the NSRP during the recent primary election
campaign. JOHNSON, tough not a Klansman, consented to the Klan
using the space. The Vero Beach Klavern meets at this location
on each Wednesday evening, at 8:00 PM.

The Miami Office can confidentially advise ROLLXN
ROGERS, City Editor, "Ft. Pierce News Tribune", of the -

existence of the Klan, the meeting place, the Identity of
various officers and members, and criminal records of
members. The "Ft. Pierce News Tribune" is a daily newspaper
having a Vero Beach edition. Mr. ROGERS has been most

-3~y Bureau (RM)
'2/- Miami Searched ,

lm Indexed
Serialize

Filed

/r7-///V'/<
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MM 157-1114

cooperative in other matters, and recently wrote a very
complime&ary public interest type article re the Ft. Pierce
BA. Mr. CHARLES 8 . MILEY, Editor, "Ft. Pierce News Tribune",
is an SAC contact of the Miami Division.

It should be noted the majority of the Klansmen in
the Vero Beach Klavern are employees of the Piper Aircraft
Co. , Inc. , Vero Beach. This factor could be included in the
article. Following recent FBI interviews, several Klansmen
went to the Personnel Office of Piper to d&ermine if their jbs
were in any jeopardy due to Klan affiliation. As a result,
Piper is well aware that there are Klansmen who are Piper
employees. The Piper Personnel Office is completely in
disagreement with any Klan activities, and has been most
cooperative in furnishing personnel files for review. They
have not, however, felt the need to place pressure on employees
to drop out of the Klan. This is possibly due to a recent
unsuccessful attempt to unionize the Vero Beach Piper plant.
Dismissal of employees due to being Klansmen would possibly
create grounds for new union activity, which is not desired
by Piper. Public expose that most of the local Klansmen are
Piper employees would possibly cause pressure of public
sentiment for Piper to take action.

The newspaper could publish a picture of the Klan
meeting place, and possibly obtain photos of GERALD "JERRY"
LOVE, Exalted Cyclops, and otherofficers or members. LOVE
is employed as parts manager of the Cbez-Boye Volkswagen
Agency, Vero Beach. Publicity that a Chez-Boye employee is
a Klansman would also undoubtedly bring pressure on LOVE
by employer. Mr. FREDERIC BOYE, II, is reportedly not in
sympathy with Klan type movements. The newspaper could contact
LOVE or other Klansmen for an attempt at an interview.

Informants indicate FBI interviews of Vero Beach
Klansmen have had a definite disrupting effect, and they are
all suspicious of each other. Three members have dropped out,
and a prospective member has decided against joining. The
newspaper publicity would undoubtedly result in further
loss of members.

Arrest records of various Klansmen have revealed
derogatory info re the following:

2.

,.v
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1) SAM DEES, JB. , Kligrapp (Secretary), has
forfeited bond on at least two occasions on the charge of
"Drunkenness” . He has also estreated bonds on charges of
"Reckless Driving", "Assault and Battery", "Open Profanity",
"Failure to Yield Right of WajT, and "BWI". In 1961, DEES*
wife signed a warrant against DEES for "Neg&dct of Minor
Children", which was later nol-prossed. In 1963, his wife
signed a "Peace Warrant" against DEES, in which she charged

.. he threatened her life and to do her bodily harm. Disposition,
on 3/23/64, was reflected as "released at heating".

2) HARRISON C. JONES, who has reportedly dropped
out since the FBI interviews, registered with the Vero Beach
PD in 1957, under the State Felon Registration Act, reflecting
a conviction in Wauchula, Fla., for "Fondling".

3) TIMOTHY R. CLARKE, Nighthawk, was convicted
for TCP in OklAhoma City in 1959, and was charged with "DWI and
hold for investigation of child molesting" in Eau Gallie,
Fla., on 9/27/63. A lead has been set out for determining
disposition of same.

4) ROBERT ALLAN JOHNSON has been convicted on
"Drunk" charges (1956).

Allegedly, one of the purposes of the kkk is to
castigate men of the community whb are involved in the above
type offenses and do not properly care for their families.
Such an expose would be most embarrassing to the Klan.

H. LEON BLANTON, Kludd (Chaplain), was a candidate
for the office of Representative in the Fla. House of
Representatives, during the last primary election campaign.
BLANTON, who ran on a "States Rights" platform, was not successful
but reportedly plans to run again in two years. Informants
state be does not wish to be identified with the Klan, due
to political repercussions. Informants also state BLANTON is

„ disillusioned with the Klan, and is only staying in until
he can identify and expose the "pimp" in their midst. Public
exposure of BLANTON'S Klan affiliation would be most
disruptive

.

Miami feels it can initiate the above plan without
danger of embarrassment to the Bureau, and without disclosing
the Bureau's interest. 3.
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Covor Shoot for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 <3.21.58) ^

,

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

6/2/66 FOIA(b) (7) - (D) 3A wxwm b. nwimrn
Method of delivery (check aj 1

in person 1 1 by telephone t- I by mail I Morally I I recording device I I written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:^

Date

5/31/66 f„

Date of Report

5/31/66

^ , Transcribed 6/17/66 by A. Lasuni&as
Transcribed f w

Authenticated /O/Kfi
by Informant rZjftfT^ 1

—

Date(s) of activity

5/31/66Brief description of activity or material

SIBLTO^'o scheduled appearance on

Channel 7* &3iaml 9 Fla. File where original is located if not attached

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Remarks;

1 » Blrnin^has (105-722
X - Jacksonville (157
1 - Sfempa (137-353) (BH)

rh)

EliasA cosies

1 - 157-514 (OKA)
1 * 157-1612 (Haniby)

1 - 157-1509 (Kesroaa)
- 157-1114 (ei)

to/ai
(8)'

I

Block Stamp

AT7- //// -/^f'
I rrADrurn

2>

V
SEARCHED -

SERIALIZED Jo

JUN 1 ?

FBI — MIAL-
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Fort Lauderdale* Fla.
nay 31* 1966

On the evening of 5/31/^* a representative
of Channel 7, Miami, Fla.* telephonically contacted
SAM MC BROOM at home and told him they wanted RQBT.
SHEI/TOI? to appear on their program "Florida Forum0,
to be fcapen 2 PM, 6/3/66 . Channel 7 offered to fly
SHELTON by"liellcopter from Ft. Ldl. to Miami if It
would help SHELTON. MC BROOM stated he would let
Channel 7 know 6/1/66.

On 5/31/66* BOYD HAMBY telephonically notified
MC BROOM that SHELTON will -be. traveling with his wife &
Imperial Secretary SEXTON. SHEI/rOH‘s ltdadary Is as
follows

S

6/2/66 f Arrive Titusville, Fla.

6/3/66 - 1 PM Arrive Ft. LSI. via FOA.
n 3 Travel to Miami via hckt
" transportation
* 2 FM Appear on taping of "Florida Forum9 ,

*^CKT* Miami.
9 4 FM Popart Miami enroute to Titusville
tt 8*30 p Appear at USA. Rally* Titusville.

5/4/66 12 N Arrive Ft. Edit.
“ 8 s 30 P Appear at U&A Rally, Oakland

Park, Fla.

SAM MC BROOM will act as publicity & public
relations agent for this rally.
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306 (3-21-58)

Date received

6/2/66

Received from (name or symbol number) Received by
t

#

SA WM. D. NEUMANN -TFOIA(b) (7) - (D)

‘

Method of delivery (check
|

'
,

’

t
* .

*

r .) In person (X i by telephone I I by mall CUD orally L_! recording device I I Written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date

Date of Report

5/28/66

Transcribed 5/28/66 CEyped 6-17-66 by A.
L&sunikas

)

Authenticated r- /C.C.
by Informant O/ £-./ QO

Date(B) of activity

5/27/66
Brief description of activity or material

UKKRK Meeting 5/27/66 at RlDDLEHOOVER’s

residence; Info re CIP; UKKKK intentions to File where original, is located if not attached

burn crosses if RIDDIJ^OOVER acquitted. FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Remarks: '
.

• .

1 - Jacksonville (157-1154) (AL MASSEY) (RM)

Miami copies

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

<±>:
1 -

WDN/al
( 16 )

157-1522
157-144?
157-1577
157-1339
157-1491
157-1468
157-1357
157-1519
157-1506
157-1497
157-232 (

157-1087
157-1114
157-1614

UKKXK)
Klav.em #7 )

Pt. Ml. Klavem)
Rip)

‘

Beatty)
Leon Flynn)
Jonaltis)
R. Kinder]
A. Kinser)
Romeo

)

J 0 Siddons)
P0R0V0)
CIP)
F. Attix)

at

ACTION
5/28/66 - Capto FRANK
TROY, BSO, and Major
ROBT. JOHNSTON, Ft. Ml.
PD., advised re possible
cross-burnings

.

A57 - fH Y -/(.s'
Block Stamp

' —

^

SEARCHED ...INDEXED

SERIAUZ£D_/)..FILED

JUN ^ 0 1966
FBI — MIAMI

LJ
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Port Lauderdale, Pla
May 28, 1966

On 5/27/66, a meeting of the UKKKK, Ft,
Lauderdale & Miami Klavems, was held at RIDDLEHOOVER ’

s

residence, 3111 Houston St„, Melrose Pk,, Florida.,

"RIP" RIDDLEHOOVER presided over the following
who were in attendances

NOLAN BEATTY
)

LEON FLYNN
)

Ft. Ldl.
RAY JONAITIS )

1

RAY KINSER
)

ADRIAN KINSER ) Miami
PETE ROMEO

)

JOE SIDS )

The eldest KINSER was appointed E.G. JONAITIS
objected inasmuch as he was previously E,C, and wanted
to keep that position, RIP said, ”You can’t be
everything, you’re Treasurer, Investigor & Security
Officer” „ RIP told JONAITIS he wants“Kim to have a
bookkeeping system for collection of dues at the next
meeting.

JOE SIDS proposed that members untertake
a study of law to assist In carrying out Klan projects,
RIP demurred and SIDS & he got in a hot argument. RIP
said, ’’Let’s knock this bull shit off and have some
action”, JONAITIS lnterveined and prevented further
arguing

.

RIP stated that if charges against him are
dismissed at his hearing on 5/31/66, the UKKKK will
celebrate by burning 4 crosses. Two members will burn
1 (one) cross each. If ”RIP” Is set free on 5/31/66,
he will call the members so he can execute his cross-
burning plans

,
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LEON FLYNN stated he and his neighbor, FRED ATTXX,
received pink post cards identifying themselves as members
of the Klan. RIP states it’s a member of the UKA who is
sending these cards,, " Because NOLAN is how working with RIP
at "Pony Express", he has been unable to go to Jacksonville
to get the pink post cards frorji AL MASSEY. RIP stated that
he called MASSEY bn the telephone and that MASSEY is going
to send him the cards by mall. •

'

•/
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Materl

FD-306 (3-21-58)

Date received
|

Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

6/2/66 L FOIA(b) (7) - (D) WILLIAM D. NEUMANN
Method of delivery (check appropriate moccsj 1

LX) *n Person i ) by telephone 1 1 by mall [j(LI orally 1 I recording device [ J written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date

6/2/66

Date of Report

6/2/66

t Typed 6-17-66 by A» Lazunikas

Authenticated 6/2/66
by Informant • '

Oate(e) of activity

5/30/66Brief description of activity or material

Joint meeting of Klaverns 4, 6 , and 9 on
5/30/66 o—in'fo- re-forthtremirtg rally arid
suspicions re DAN ZBIN File where original Is located If not attached

• . FOIA (b) (7 ) - (D)

Remarks:

1 - Washington Field Office (RM) (Don H„ Brown, III)

Miami copies

1-157-
1-157-
1-157-

Jsi57-

Q?157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-
1-157-

>1495 (Harley)
1608
l6ll

Wier)
-lo. iMcConnaughhay)

1509 (McBroom)
1424 fOlen Abernathy)
TRfip (joe Burd)

Bill Griffin)
^ . f Zbin)
1457 (Rothrock)
1626 (Gene Johnson)
3.493

1554
l4o6
1309

1-157- 1630 (Bob James)
1- 157-dead (new)(j» C. Moore)
WDW/al
(2^

/j- 7- // // ~/CA
Block Stamp

(Ho Heflin) ‘
•

(J„ Taylor) SERIALillD^ .Fn- 'O

(Don Knight) JUN 7 o cysb
MJl — MIAMI

r
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Port Lauderdale, Fla,
June 2, 1966

On the evening of 5/30/66, a joint meeting
of the Broward Qo. Klavems 4, 6 & 9, was held at the
Klan Building, 232 S.W. 30th St., Ft. Laudedale, Fla.

DICK HARLEY presided as E.C. Those in
attendance amounted to about ,20, as follows

j

DICK HARLEY, E.C. #4

RONNIE WIER, Secretary

CONNIE MC CONNAUGHHAY - Treasurer

MC BROOM - State Sec. & E.C. #6

ROBT WASSER - E.C. #9

J. C. MOORE - Secretary, #9

BILL GRIFFIN

HENRY ROTHROCK

GEO AUSTRA - outside Guard

OLEN ABERNATHY - Treasurer of Seaway
’ Engineering,. Inc.

DAN J. ZBIN, Asst

„

Grand Dragon

BOB JAMES - Night Hawk

GENE JOHNSON - Kladd
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HERMAN HEFLIN

JOE BURD - Secretary #6

JESSE TAYLOR - Klarogo ( Inner Guard)

DON KNIGHT - Kleagle

FNU MC MAN, new man, W, m, 45-8,
200 lbs, bk hair, 5* 10 - 6» 0 ",

sworn into Pompano group

Two (2) unidentified members of
Pompano Klavem

The principal topic of discussion was forthcoming
Klan Rally on 6/4/66. The following assignments were made?

HARLEY - lights

GRIFFIN - furnish generator

MOORE & WILLIAMS - coke machine

MC BROOM - Publicity

ZBIN - get cross to burn & small alternate
generator

OLEN ABERNATHY - music recording

DON KNIGHT - general assignments

Security Guards - 4 will be supplied by
'

• Pompano & others from Titusville

DICK : HARLEY read newspaper sent him by WM.
NEWELL. This newspaper advocates the secession of the south
from the Union. The Editor, DON H a BROWN II, stated the
direct descendants of JEFFERSON DAVIS have appointed him

. 2.
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President of the Confederacy,, BROWN' s address is?

P„ 0. Box 6700
Port Jefferson Davis Station
Washington, D. c.

After the meeting, which ended about 10s 30 P,
OLEN ABERNATHY was called aside by DICK HARLEY. HARLEY
told ABERNATHY in strictest confidence, that HARLEY had
collected all the pink post cards from Klansmen with the
sa^ Don 5 1 hide behind your sheet, we know who you

HARLEY explained that he was an intelligence
officer during the war. He took the cards and examined
them under a microscope. He has determined that the
typewriter used is similiar or the same as other samples
in hls^possession from (supposedly DAN ZBIN's typewriter).
Also, the sketch on the card of a Klansmen is similiar
to sketches drawn by a member of the Ladles' Auxiliary
(supposedly SCARLET ZBIN). >

HARLEY said this will "blow the top off of
everything" and he was keeping quiet for awhile.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

MC BROOM sold his Klan robe to J. C. MOORE.
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or

FD-306 (3-21-58)
^

Date received

5/19/66

Receive • Received by •

SA HAROLD K. PARSONFOIA(b) (7) - (D)

... *

Method of delivery (check appro!prlate diocks;

X I in person I I hy telephone I I by mall I I orally |__J recording device I I written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent;

Date

Date of Report

5/19/66
Dictated

Transcribed „

Authenticated
by Informant r 5 „k8. 55

Date(s) of activity

5/18/66
\:v-

Brief description of activity or material
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Vero Beach, Florida
May 19, 1966

A regular closed meeting of the Vero Beach
Klavern of the UKA was held on May 18, 1966 at the residence
of SAM DEES, Vero Beach, Florida. Those present were SAM
DEES, JERRY LOVE, JAMES HAMBLIN

,
MARVIN VONIER, WILLIE

POOLE, J. W. ENGLISH, BOB JOHNSON, JIMMY BLANTON and HARRISON
JONES.

»

A discussion was held concerning possible
new members. . Four new members are being considered and if
approved will all be accepted at the same time.

A discussion was held about the local
bowling alley and JIMMY BLANTON said negroes are still using
it. LOVE has been attempting to get "skunk Juice" from a
Melbourne Elansman but has not had any success so will try
to get it himself. J. W. ENGLISH who was to assist in
building a cross said he had car trouble and has not been able
to build it. He promised to build it right away. No date
was set for the cross burning or spreading of skunk Juice
at the bowling alley. f

';

If was announced that the wives of DEES
and LOVE took the $25 Klan contribution to a needy family
in Micco, Florida, buying $21. in grocery and giving the
balance in cash. <

Discussion was held about a change of
‘

meeting place. BOB JOHNSON called D. C. JOHNSON who had
rented a store at 19th Street near 14th Avenue, Vero Beach
for the National States Rights Party before the primary

‘

election. D. C. JOHNSON agreed to -let the Klan use it and
the next meeting will be held at that location.

It was decided to back HAYDON BURNS in
the campaign for governor of Florida.

The meeting was adjourned after the meeting
\ VONIER said he and one or two others had received a letter

from an organization which said the Klan had communist
backing. LOVE recommended that no one Join this organization
because its Just some radical outfit and no good. A discussion

(
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was held about where this organization got the names. SAM
DEES who is secretary said they did not get the names from
the list he sent state headquarters as he only sent
six names with the other nine names being fictitious on the
application for charter.
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6/21/66

AIRTBL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9*29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

^^ffq«^TfflWf!8 PROGRAM
TSTBRSAL SBCOHUY
DISRUmOB OF HATE ©OOFS
(PROPOSED SLAB RAUUY AHD VISIT
OF VIZARD ROBERT M. SHELTDB,
FT. LADBERDAIE, FU., 6/4/66)

Be Miami airtel 3/25/66 and Bureau radiogram
5/31/66.

CEMS SYROHL, Sews Director, WCKT-TV, Channel 7,
Miami, Fla., was contacted 6/1/66 in accordance with
Bureau radiogram of 5/31/66. Because of illness, ROBERT
8HELT3H was unable to appear Friday, 6/3/66, for taping
of the channel shoo but did appear "live" on the program
6/5/66.

V One cmraber of the cso-menber panel program was
Dr. TOM WOOD, Chairman, Government Dept., University ofv
MUrai. For security reasons and to protect the Bureaus
interests, was requested not to furnish WOOD
the suggested questions. Consequently, only one
suggested question was utilised by the other member
of the panel. Assignment Editor of BCKT news, DAVID
CHOATE.
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SHELTON gave stock answers to all questions
and he was generally difficult to control by the panel
moderator. SHELTON, in answering questions, resorted
to expounding on the political and racial issues in
Alabama.

MICHAEL J. KELLY, 'Fort Lauderdale News,”
advised on 5/31/66 that his newspaper had an editorial
policy meeting and decided the most effective way to
combat Elan activities in Ft. Lauderdale would be to
Ignore the Elan rally. Therefore, the editorial
suggestion was not utilized by KELLY. However, MIKE
MORGAN, columnist for the Broward County section of
the 'ftiami Herald," an old and trusted Bureau friend,
offered to run a critical column regarding the Elan.
His offer was accepted and a copy of his colisnn dated
6/1/66 is Attached hereto.

The Ft. Lauderdale Elan rally was held on
Sunday afternoon, 6/5/66. Attendance was extremely
small in view of SHELTON's appearance (less than 200)
and expenses far exceeded donations received.

The lack of publicity and the critical
article in the "Miami Herald" were undoubtedly con-
tributing factors to the small attendance at the
Ft. Lauderdale rally.

- 2 -
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6/21/66

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(DANIEL J. ZBIN)

Enclosed for the Bureau is one Xerox copy of a
newspaper article which appeared in the 1/4/61 issue of
the "Fort Lauderdale News" concerning DANIEL J. ZBIN.
Also enclosed is a Miami-prepared leaflet entitled,
"AL PAREDON," bearing a photograph of ZBIN.

ReBulet to Miami dated 4/22/66 and Miami letter
to Bureau dated 5/4/66, entitled as above.

In view of the fact that the Tampa and Jacksonville
Offices advised that no third Klan official within their
respective territories was in a position to be discredited
by the mailing of Bureau-prepared satirical cartoons con-
cerning ZBIN from the officials home town, the Miami
Offled held in abeyance the mailing of these cartoons
until the right opportunity presented itself.

After the dismal failure of the Klan rally at
Oakland Park, Fla., on 6/5/66, Exalted Cyclops of
Klavern #4 and Fla. State Klabee, DICK HARLEY, of

3 - Bureau (Eh
rD- Miami
WDN:sll
(5)^>

2) (RMj^T
7-1464)

‘•'.".arched ___
ii/Kd

/J
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Hollywood, Fla., made accusations against fellow Klansmen,
Including DAM ZBXN, blaming them for the poor turnout at
the rally. HARLEY 's Klavern, which had been meeting
jointly with Klavern #6, announced It would no longer
meet with the other Klavern and would no longer meet
at the Klan Building In Ft. Lauderdale.

DAM ZBIN, a member of Klavern #4, then switched
! to Klavern #6, stating he could no longer work with HARLEY.

j

On 6/16/66, Miami mailed the ZBXN cartoons from
Hollywood , Fla., In plain envelopes bearing crude pencil
lettering. The addressees were selected mostly from
members of Klavern #6. They were not mailed to HARLEY

! or his close associates.

On 6/20/66 ,[
FOIA(b) (7) (D) reported the receipt

of these cartoons by Klan members and the consternation
they had caused. He stated that ZB1M had been desperately
attempting to contact Imperial Wizard SHELTON and Grand
Dragon BOYD HAMBY regarding the cartoons. On 6/21/66,

It appears that the Bureau counterintelligence
program against ZBIN is going to result in the ouster
of him from the Klan. To fully insure the Klan has
"proof" of ZBIM's communist connections, to present at
his expulsion proceedings , Miami Is enclosing the Miami-
prepared leaflet entitled "AL PARED0N."

This leaflet can serve as a suggested model
for a leaflet to be prepared by the Bureau for anonymous X,-

mailing to Klansmen at Ft. Lauderdale as a follow-up
to the Bureau-prepared cartoon.

- 2 -
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If this suggestion Is adopted by the Bureau,
it is recommended that the preparation of the leaflets
be expedited so that the mailing may take place before
the matter is settled by HAMBY.

For the information of the Bureau, "AL PAREDOH”
is the Spanish words "to the wall," used by Cubans when
passing the death sentence on "Batista criminals."

ROBERT WILLIAMS is a Negro American who has
defected to the Cuban Government and regularly makes
anti-American radio speeches in Cuba directed at his
fellow Americans.

.

• 3 -
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FD-3S0 (Rev. 7-16-63)

ECcDIPgffiT.

KIsuasmeiDi

Un-Americam
THAT BEDSHEET bri-

gade, the Ku IClux Klan,
plans to hold a rally in Bro-
ward County Saturday.

i.-
1 This is

\
*>
v"i

what the

\\ county needs.

fy„:
V. ,f] This. an

& £.*;• .
tit infestation of

the Mediterra-

y\ . ri . neap fruit
>}

£> -,»S fly, a hurri-.;

- •< i cane and an -i

'V v'J^- epidemic of
'

-1 boils. '
*

” For some
MORGAN .reason the
Klan believes that Broward
County offers fertile territo- •

ry for planting its seeds of ;i

hate, prejudice and un-Ameri- i

canism. .
•

1

;

What a travesty • that the
Klan displays large Ameri- ;

can flags wherever it holds:
rallies or stages parades, and ••

-yet does such violence to all/

the concepts which the flag)

represents.,

\ The last time the Klan
held a rally in Broward it

was something less than a.

success. The number of po-
lice and newsmen almost
outnumbered the pitiful turn-
out.

I recall to you how many
of KJansman were called
before investigating commit-
tees and took the Fifth Am- 1

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

I recall to you how many
Hlansmen by over.^er_cnvert

.

words r-ul-daeds placed fcyal- .

ty to «r.tlr -j utry bclcw 1

allegiacc. ty the Kirn. •:

They shout words of- pa-.,

triotism and Americanism
but do not understand the

'• meanings of American-

.sm.

I read that Klansme". con-

tend the organization is striv-
• ing to atcain respectability.

Kow does one become re-

spectable when so many
Klansmen refused to answer,

questions put to them in
.

Congressional hearings?..
When so many of its chief-.:,

tains propound philosophies^

contrary to every fiber in/
the warp and woof of this'/

republic? ...

„ r

How do you. attach rcspec-
;;

•tabillty to' any- group which !

operates best at night, by'f

! threat, violence and in secre-

cy. How do you attaches

respectability to any orga-v

. nization which has goon -i

squads? fi
-

1

*
.

• • . S
, .

Hew do they explain why,.]

. so |nany Klan groups are.-!

listed on the Attorney Gener-il
.• al's subversive list? r ;

'

! -

;• We can do withiut jthe

bedsheeted brigade in Brow-.”

ard County.
iGi— ^i

nefrnent.

”l|heir actions exactly fjaral-

lelcd those of witnesses
called before Congressional

”

committees to expose commu-
nism during the Sen. Joe Mc-
Carthy hearings.

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

The MIAMI HERALD

Miami . Florida

-

Ming followed

Date! 6/1/66

Title:

The KU KLUX TCLAN
[MM 157 - 1114]
Character:

or

.Classi flea tion

:

Submitting OHlceiMiaiTti

1 1
Being Investigated

. V SV-///^ - /

- >, J
UN liil,..

-Bl — MIAMI , V
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6/23/68

AIRTEL

TOj DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FHOR: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

SUBJECT CQUI?TI2iINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM \

INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Be Miami letter to Bureau, 3/29/66.

Status Letter

1. Potential Counterintelligence Action

(a) Three Klavexns of the UKA, Inc.,
Broward County, Florida.

•>"- (b) One Klavern UKA, Inc., Indian
River County, Florida.

(c) One Klavern UKKKK, Broward and
Dade Counties, Florida.

2. Pending Counterintelligence Action

(a) BOYD HAMBY, GD, UKA, la married and resides
with his wife and family at Seottssaoor, Florida. During his
travels about the State of Florida, HAMBY reportedly carrina -

various weapons . fsfhen in South Florida.

I

I FOIA(b) (7) -
( D)

/ Background information,
utawiptxve oqtoi, automobiles and hAMBY's alleged possession
of firearm has been furnished on a confidential basis to
Lt. L. J. VAN BUSRIRK. Intelligence Unit. Dade Countv SO.

/

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

/£?-//'
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MM 157-1114

(b) CHARLES B. RIDDLEHOOVER, CD, UEKKK, recently
obtained employment as a truck driver for the Pony Express in
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. He is scheduled to appear in Dade
County court 6/24/66 on a charge of possessing a firearm as
a convicted felon. In the event RIBDLEHOOVER is not convicted
by Dade County, Miami will request Bureau authority to expose
RIBDLEHOCVER 1s Rian background and propensity for violence
to his employer (see Bureau letter to Miami, 4/13/66). Miami
is currently attempting to develop positive information regarding
RIDDLEHOOVER 9s ethnic background in the hopes that this infor-
mation can be used as counterintelligence material in the
event RIDDLEHOOVER is not convicted.

(c) DANIEL JOSEPH ZBIN, Grand Elaliff, UKA,
allegedly was a friend of FIDEL CASTRO and was requested by
CASTRO to obtain Czechoslovakian made guns for the CASTRO
movement. ZBIN is known to have made trips to Cuba and
reportedly attended a dinner in honor of CASTRO.

By letter dated 4/22/66, the Bureau authorized
the anonymous mailing of a Bureau-prepared satirical cartoon
to selected UKA members. The mailing of these cartoons took
place on 6/16/66. Complete tangible results have not been
received todite.

<d) Tri-City Sportsmen's Club, #14, DKA, Vero
Beach, Florida. By airtel dated 6/21/66, Miami requested
Bureau authority for counterintelligence measures to disrupt
this Klavern. Authorization of this suggestion, which has
not been approved by the Bureau, relates to the dissemination
to the local press pertinent information regarding criminal
records of Elan leaders and the location of their Elan meetings. ••

(e) NCDT - mailing of the NCBT letters to
Klansmen in South Florida will continue when additional
approved letters are received from the Bureau.

(f) Anonymous Mailing of Postal Cards related
to "Klansman — trying to hide your identity behind your sheet?
etc.,” has been completed by the Miami Divi^on.

Mailing of the second postal card which relates
to "Which Elan leaders are spending your money tonight?” is
presently taking place in the Miami Division.

Anonymous mailing of the third postal card will
take place the latter part of July or the first part of
August, 1966. .

3 "'
:
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3. Tangible Results

(a) Roadblock of UKA Building, Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida. On 4/18/66, the Ft. Lauderdale FD set up a road-
block of the Elan Building in Ft. Lauderdale where a Elan
meeting was talcing place. J. LESTER HOLT (M) , Chief of
Police, Ft. Lauderdale, notified MILTON J. KELLY, Managing
Editor of the "Fort Lauderdale News", of the roadblock and
authorized KELLY to station one reported and one photographer
at each roadblock point (3). Shortly after lOtOO p.m. on
4/18/66 Kiansmen started to leave the building and flocd-

. . lights along with police car lights were turned on. 14
cars which belonged to Kiansmen were thoroughly examined
for safe operation^and citations issued for all violations.
The drivers and all occupants of the cars were questioned

r ,. by the police as to the identities and purpose of assemblage.

As a result the "Fort Lauderdale News" published
stories Which completely dominated the headlines of the

'£rr'*~ •- first page on 4/19/66. 23 excellent photographs of Kiansmen
and their vehicles were obtained as a result of this counter-
intelligence measure. Some Kiansmen indicated that they
would never return to the Klan Building for fear of further
police checks.

Interview cards prepared by the local authorities
reflecting complete physical descriptions and background
information on Kiansmen have been made available to the
Miami Office.

The resulting bad publicity given to the Klan
has made it extremely difficult for the Klan to raise money
to meet the mortgage payment on the Klan Building. Other
tangible results arW shown in the dissention and mistrust
among the Kiansmen caused by their exposure.

Material obtained as a result of this counter-
intelligence measure provides additional Information for
future counterintelligence action.

(b) DANIEL J. ZBIN. After the dismal

j

failure of the Klan rally at Oakland Park, Florida, on 6/5/66,
Exalted Cyclops of Klavern #4 and Florida State Klabee,
DICK HARLEY, of Hollywood, Florida, made accusations against
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fellow Klansmen, including DAN ZBIN , blaming them for the
poor turnout at the rally. HARLEY *s Klavern, which had
been meeting Jointly with Klavern #6, announced it would no
longer meetwith the other Klavern and would no longer
meet at the Klan Building in Ft. Lauderdale.

DAN ZBIN, a member <of Klavern #4 , then switched
to Klavern #6, stating he could no longer work with HABLEY.

On 6/16/66, Miami mailed the ZBIN cartoons from
Hollywood, Florida, in plain envelopes bearing crude pencil
lettering. The addressees were selected mostly from
members of Klavern #6. They were not mailed to HABLEY or
his close associates.

On 6/20/66S~ F0IA(b) m - idi (reported the roccipt
of these cartoons by Klan members and the consternation
they had caused. He stated that ZBIN had been desperately
attempting to contact Imperial Wizard SHELTON and Grand
Dragon BOYD HAMBY regarding the cartoons. On 6/21/66.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

(c) NCDT Newsletter. The first 2 NCDT News-
letters prepared by the Bureau have been anonymously mailed
to pertinent UKA leaders and members in South Florida.

As a result of the mailing of these letters, the
Miami Office has determined through racial informants that
these letters probably originate through the Anti-defamation
League (ADL). Many of the Klan leaders are concerned as to
how the identities of the Klansmen and their addresses hare been
obtained by unauthorized people. Some leaders feel that
perhaps an ex-KXansman has been securing this information.
Some of the Klan leaders are recommending that no one Join
this organization because it is a radical outfit and no good.

(d) Postal Card #1, Klansmen Trying to Bide
Your Identity Behind Your Sheet?, Etc. At a meeting of the
UKKKK on 5/18/66, part of the business meeting related to
planning how the Klan could fight back at the anonymous
person or organization which is sending out antl-Klan litera-
ture (Postal Card #1) . It was decided that one of the Klan
members would go to Jacksonville, Florida, and pick up 500
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exact replicas of these cards to be made by Klansmen in
Jacksonville. Flans were discussed and it was decided
to mail the replicas of the original card to prominent
citizens and political leaders throughout Florida. The
Elan hope this would spark an FBI or police investigation
into who is nailing these cards. It was first believed
by most of the UKKKK that possibly members of the United Elans
of America (UKA) were responsible for the anonymous mailing.
However , when it was later learned that the anonymous
mailing was taking place throughout the country, this
idea was disregarded.

At a meeting of the UKKKK on 6/15/86, the members
again discussed the anonymous mailing. It was felt that
some large organization in the civil rights movement is
responsible for the mailing. The Klansman who was to pick
up the 500 replicas of the original postal card in Jacksonville
had not made the trip. A long distance telephone call was
made to AL MASSEY in Jacksonville, who had promised the
Miami group to reproduce the card. It was ascertained
through MASSEY that the cards have been made and are on
their way to Miami.

Members of the UKA in Broward County, Florida, had
also discussed the anonymous mailing of the pink postal
card #1. It was generally concluded these cards were being
mailed by the Anti-Defamation League. This conclusion was
reached after it was learned during a Elan rally in
Broward County on 6/4/66, that the anonymous mailing was
taking place throughout the country.

At sa meeting of the UKA on 5/30/66 Klansman DICE
HABLEY told Klansman OWEN ABERNATHY in strict confidence
that he, HABLEY, had collected all the pink postal cards
from Klansmen. HARLEY explained that he was an intelligence
officer during the war and that he took the cards and
examined them under a microscope. He determined that the
typewriter used As similar or the same as other samples in
his possession (supposedly the typewriter of DAN ZBIN) and
the sketches on the postal cards of a Klansman is similar
to sketches drawn by members of the Ladies Auxiliary.
This speculation was later disregarded by the Klan when
it was learned that the same postal card had been received
by Klansmen throughout the country.

-5-
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Date JUac 23_e_ 1966

RE: COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Retention For appropriate

1 \ For information optional XX action d] Surep, by

\'
1 The enclosed is for your information. . If used in a future report, 1 |

conceal
all sources, I 1 paraphrase contents.

|

~

|

Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA
dated

Remarks:

Miami is requested to regarding the results
of 6/4/66 ralley of Robert Shelton,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Enc.

Bufile 157-9-29
Urfile 157-1114
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5010-107OPTIONAL. FORM NO-
MAY 1902 EDITION
££A OKN. REO. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

date: 6/24/66

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
FOR DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY)

ReMMairtel 6/15/66.

your suggestions and comments set forth in reairtel
regarding the growth of the National Committee for Domestic
Tranquility (NCDT) are appreciated and will be considered when
the Bureau is in possession of the total field reaction to
the NCDT.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Mate^ol

FD-306 (3-21-58)

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

@/2©/<i<S FOIA(b) (7) - (D) SA LEONARD C. PETERSON
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Authenticated
by Informant

Date(s) of activity.
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i

.
' 2 "
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Brief description of activity or material
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Meeting: of Miami Ft. Lauderdale
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Miami
, Florida

June 20, 1966

A meeting of tine Miami and Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida, units of tune BKKKK was held at the home of
RAY KZNSER, Miami, Florida, on June 16, 1966. Those
attending from Miami included RAY and ADRIAN KINSER, PETE
ROMER, JOE SIBOOKS and HOBART ANDREWS. C. B. RIDDLEHOOVER,
RAY (LOT) and LEON FLYNN attended the meeting from
Ft . Lauderdale

.

RIDDLEHOOVER discussed his case pending in Dade
County Court and said that fee will strap four toy guns to
each door of bis car, if fee is cleared. JOE SIDDONS warned
RIDDLEHOOVER to stay out of trouble. There was some talk
about cross burning, but no plans were made to burn any.

Also discussed was a NCDT letter. Some speculated
ADL or Civil Liberties Union was probably responsible for
this letter, received by most of the members. Some believed
a former Klamsman may have furnished someone with names and
addresses

.

JOE SIDB0NS told PETE ROMER that he would have
to take part in the meetings or get out. RAY KINSER
believes ROMER is a "nut."

A Bar-B-Q is planned for all members and their
families June 26, 1966.
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F B I

Date: 6/27/66

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

To; SAC, Miami (157-1114)

From; Director, FBI (157-9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(DANIEL J. ZBIN)

ReMMairtel 6/21/66.

Submit expeditiously to the Bureau your original
photograph and/or newspaper copy of Daniel J. Zbin and others
in Cuba. The Xerox copy submitted with reairtel is not suitable
for reproduction. Do not make inquiries outside of yOur office
to obtain same if not already in your possession, as such action
would compromise your proposed counterintelligence suggestion.

Advise the Bureau as to number of copies of leaflets
you desire. If you interpose no objections, the leaflet, which
you have suggested, will be prepared in a crude form.

SEARCHED
..

'at£2s

JUN2 8 1966,

Sent Via
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/./ 6/28/66

i
t

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (167-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ISOGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(DANIEL J. ZBIN)

Re Bureau alrtel to Miami, 6/27/66, and Miami
airtel to Bureau, 6/21/66.

For the information of the Bureau, instant news-
paper article and photograph is a Xerox copy of the original
article which is believed to be in the desk of the Managing
Editor of the "Ft. Lauderdale News,” MILTON J. KELLY.

•t
•* • ’ t

The Xerox copy of the photograph attached to the
enclosure of referenced Miami airtel, is the first Xerox
copy furnished to this office by KELLY and is the best re-'
production in the possession of this Office.

The actual photograph was furn&ed to the "Ft.
Lauderdale News" by ZBIN at the time of his arrival in the
U. S. from Cuba. It is assumed this photograph has been
returned to ZBIN.

Miami feels that a crude reproduction of the
photograph will serve the same purpose as a good copy and
will further insure the anonymity of the sender, inasmuch
as any subscriber to the "Ft. Lauderdale News” could have
copied the article on

v
an office copying machine.
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The fact that ZBIN may not be recognizable in
this photograph is not believed to be too important since
he* ZBIN, will probably not deny the authenticity of the
photograph, since he has already been given wide publicity.

If the Bureau approves the proposed counter-
intelligence measure recommended in referenced Hlorai airtel
Miami intends to mail these leaflets from Hollywood, Fla.,
to a limited number of Klansmen in the Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
area. Therefore , 35 copies of the leaflet will suffice.
These leaflets will not be traceable to the Bureau and will
in no way result in future embarrassment to the Bureau.

2 .
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SAC. TAMPA (157-2643) (BSC)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF BATE GROUPS
(DANIEL JOSEPH ZBIN)

Re Miami alrtel 5/4/66 enclosing a satirical cartoon.

In view of ZBIN*s apparent return to status, and
other action being taken by Tampa, the mailing of this cartoon
to UKA members in the Tampa Division is not considered advisable
at this time.

Bureau (R13)

Miami (157-1114) (RM)
Tampa

JRP-KB
(5)
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